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P r e f a c e

The National Survey of Historic Sites and Buildings

is a resumption of the Historic Sites Survey begun in 3937

under the authority of the Historic Sites Act of 1935

During World War II and the emergency following it was

necessary to suspend these studies The Survey has now been

resumed as part of the National Park Service MISSION 66 Program

The purpose of the Survey as outlined in the Historic

Sites Act is to make a survey of historic and archeologic

sites buildings and objects for the purpose of determining

which possess exceptional value as commemorating orillustratingthe history of the United States In carrying out this

basic directive each site and building considered in the Survey

is evaluated in terms of the Criteria for Classification which

are listed in the appendix of this report

When completed the Survey will make recommendations to

the Director of the National Park Service and the Secretary of

the Interior as to the sites of exceptional value This will

assist the National Park Service in preparing the NationalRecreation
Plan including sites which may be administered by the

National Park Service to fill in gaps in the historical and

archeological representation within the National Park System

It will also recommend and encourage programs of historical

and archeological preservation being carried out by state and

local agencies
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This study is a joint product Historian Charles W Snell

Western Region San Francisco wrote the historical narrative and

coordinated the theme study Historians Ray H Mattison Midwest

Region Omahaf William Brown Southwest Region Santa Fe Horace J

Sheely Jr Southeast Region Richmond and S Sydney Braerd

Northeast Region Philadelphia contributed the material on the

individual sites in their respective regions that appears in this

study

After completion the study was presented to the Consulting

Committee for the National Survey of Historic Sites and Buildings

The Committee consists of Dr Waldo G Leland Director of the

American Council of Learned Societies Dr S K Stevens Executive

Director of the Pennsylvania Historical and Museum Commission

Dr Louis B Wright Director FolgerShakespearean Library Mr Earl H

Read Chairman Hrmeritus American Institute of Architects Dr Richard

H Rowland Head Curator Civil History Smithsonian Institution

Mr Eric Gugler Member Board of Directors American Scenic and

Historical Preservation Society Dr J 0 Brew Peabody Museum

of Archeology Harvard University Mr Frederick Johnson Curator

Robert S Peabody Foundation for American Archeology Phillips

Academy Mr Robert R Garvey Jr Executive Director of the No

tional Trust for Historic Preservation and Dr Ralph H Gabriel

Sterling Professor of History ineritus Yale University and

Professor of American Studies American University
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The overall Survey as well as the theme study which

follows is under the general direction of John 0 Littleton

Chief National Survey of Historic Sites and Buildings who

works under the general supervision of Herbert E Kahler Chief

Division of History and Archeology of the National Park Service

Conrad L Wirth

Director
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Chanter I Introduction

1 The Public Domain 17851863

With the exception of the original 13 colonies most of Kentucky

and Tennessee and all of Texas the land that now comprises the

conterminous United States was at one time owned by the United States

Government1 This vast body of federally owned land known as the

public domain and amounting to some 112200320 acres was long

regarded as a virtually unlimited reservoir of national wealth that

would last for generations and that could also be freely utilized to

improve the nation Under various land acts passed by Congress the

public domain was at first sold and then after the Homestead Act

of 1862 granted to settlers in accordance with a public policy

whose main objective was to get this federally owned land into

private ownership as rapidly as possible This policy was based in

part on political expediency people on the land actual farmers and

settlers served as a real bulwark against Indians and the designs

of European powers Second unimproved land of the public domain

was regarded as an asset that could be utilized to financedesperatelyneeded internal improvements on this newly settled continent

Millions of acres of public land were therefore granted either to

states or canal and railroad companies for the construction of canals

roads and railroads and also for educational purposes the support

of public schools colleges and universities2

1See Appendix 1 page for the method acquisition and the extent

ofTerritory and Public Domain 17811945

2For the approximate disposition of the original Public Domain
17811923 see Appendix II page
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The policies of the state governments and other recipients of

the public land grants were practically identical with those of the

federal government They also disposed of the granted land as rapidly

as possible and under the most liberal terms in order to attract

settlers and to raise funds for the construction of internalimprovements
in their lightly settled districts Neither the federal nor

state governments had any genera policy providing for the use or

protection of the public domain Under the economic and political

philosophy of that era this was not regarded as the proper role of

government and such development was left almost entirely in the

hands of the individual1

2 Federal Laws relating to Forestand Mineral Lands of the Public

Domain 175•3
Between 1785 and 1863 the humid states located to the east of

the Mississippi River were the chief areas of the continent that

were undergoing settlement Practically all land both private and

public in this region was esteemed primarily for agriculturalpurposes
Mining even by 1863 was still largely limited to sections

of northern Michigan southwestern Wisconsin Missouri California

Nevada Idaho and Colorado In relation to agriculture mining was

yet a small and unimportant part of the national economy Thesemiand
pastoral lands of the transMississippi West had also as yet

scarcely come within the sphere of settlement The result of this

situation was that federal land laws in 1863 still dealt with the

public domain as if it were comprised entirely of agricultural land

IBenjamin H Hibbard Histo of the Public Land Policies

NNew York 1924 T55 s
139143
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and this legislation failed to provide for classification of land

into forest mineral and pastoral land categories

Federal legislation regarding mining and forest lands in the

public domain prior to 1863 was therefore extremely limited and

largely ineffective On May 20 1785 Congress had passed an

ordinance for ascertaining the mode of disposing of lands in the

Western territory This first land ordinance included specifications

for certain minimum degrees of laud classification that of the

separation of mineral from agricultural land by providing that

there should be reserved onethird of all the gold silver lead

and copper mines to be sold or otherwise disposed of as Congress

shall hereafter direct Later laws passed in 1800 1807 and

1816 made more or less specific provision for the further separation

of mineral from agricultural land In 1807 a leasing system for

lead mines located on public lands was also devised The intention

of these early laws was to derive more revenue from the more valuable

lands and to keep these funds available for social use

However in a series of acts passed in 1846 1847 and 1850

Congress ordered that mineral lands in Illinois Arkansas Wisconsin

Iowa and Michigan should be sold at public sale in the same manner

as other public land and with the same right of preemption In

other words the distinction between mineral lands and nonmineral

lands in those states was wiped out By these laws Congress

surrendered the rights of the people to the great deposits of lead

iron and copper that were situated in these states and not until

1866 did Congress pass the first general law pertaining to the

3



acquisition of mineral lands located in the Far West

The act of March 1 1817 was the first law passed by Congress

that was in any manner designed to preserve public timber against

depredation This law protected the live oak and red cederforeststhen
so valuable for the building of ships for the Navyion public

land situated in the Atlantic and Gulf Coast states particularly

on Santa Rosa Island Florida But it was not until the act of

March 2 1831 that Congress passed the first law that specifically

made provision against general timber depredation on public lands

Under this act the guardianship of public timber was made theresponsibility
of a system of timber agencies established under the

supervision of the Solicitor of the Treasury In 1855 the duties

of the timber agents were placed on the registers and receivers of

the district land offices of the General Land Office of the United

States Department of the Interior without however giving any

increased recompense for these additional duties The land officers

were instructed to seize and sell stolen timber deposit the proceeds

in the United States Treasury and to report the cases to the

proper United States District Attorneys for prosecution The

inadequate administrative provisions authorized by Congress for

enforcing these acts made the laws practically ineffective

Until 1878 there were no federal laws applicable to the sale of

public nonagricultural timber land Timber lands could only be

acquired under the terms of the preemption and homestead laws as

agricultural land or purchased with the military or agricultural

Be H Hibbard op cit 512517 Charles R Van Hise and

Loomis Havemeyer Conservation of our National Resources Nev York
19339 108110
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college scrip as farm land

3 Pioneers and Settlers Utilize the Land 178518U

When the New World was settled in the 16th century the colonists

dispensed with the game and forest laws of their European homelands

Regarding the great unexplored continent as an inexhaustible

reservoir of wealth they generally practiced careless destruction

in the interest of realizing a quick profit During early colonial

times tobacco growers in the Virginia Piedmont noticed thediscoloration
of their rivers In 1817 Thomas Jefferson reported that

new fields were no sooner cleared than washed away and before

the Civil War other soil scientists commented upon the pioneer

farmers habit of mining the soil this included single crop

farming without systematic rotation of crops or manuring and

after skimming the profit off their virgin land their custom of

moving on to new lands to the West

Arriving in the Ohio Valley the settlers here proceeded to

burn millions of acres of virgin hardwood to make way for their new

fields The forests east of the Mississippi were still so extensive

as to appear inexhaustible and were regarded by the settlers as a

serious obstacle to the proper agricultural utilization of their

land The local industrial uses for timber were so fewtransportation
so poor markets for lumber so distant and prices so low

that the local value of timber was almost nothing

In the Old South the story was much the same persistent cotton

growing wore out and washed away the soil of the Atlantic coast states

Benjamin H Hibbard opcit 457459 Hans Huth Nature and the

American Berkeley and Los Angeles 1957 167168
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until the bigger plantations were forced to move to the new lands

located along the Mississippi River

In the Far West mining also helped to ruin both the soil and

forests at an early date So much mine tailings were washed down

the Sacramento River after the discovery of gold in 1849 that

it filled the inlets of San Francisco Bay Dredges converted

hundreds of square miles of rich California riverbottom land into

gigantic gravel piles and powerful hydraulic jets washed down

entire hillsides obliterating fertile orchard lands in the Sacramento

Valley The hungry smelters of Virginia City Nevada and Leadville

Colorado devoured entire forests to provide charcoal and timber

in large amounts was used to shore up miles of mine tunnelsl

As Lewis 4umford has aptly remarked The same story was

written everywhere the destruction of the forest the depletion

of the soil the extirpation of wild life the upsetting of the

natural balance of organisms It was in vain that the American

proclaimed to the heavens that he loved his rocks and rills his

woods and templed hills his actions were a derisive commentary

on these pious words Landhunger is one thing iiumford noted

and love of the soil is another2

lAlfred Crofts History of Conservation in Proceedings of

the InterAmerican Confer nce on Consecration of Rcrcwa• a Natural

Resouxcee sBeiaver Cbworad0 Sent 7 = 19 U S Dept of State

Washington DC 19 239246 Benjamin H Hibbard oft
531532 475 387388

2Lewis Mumford the Brown Decades a Studyofthe Arts in America
i8651 5 New York 1931 6
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With the increasing use of coal and iron and the rapid spread

of railroad transportation in the 185Os the whole picture

changed swiftly and not for the better Quick profittaking

and industrialization use of the machine spread ever more widely

in the United States and at an ever increasing tempo Improved

transportation led to continually expanding markets and theincreased
use of machines permitted an evermore rapid rate ofproduction
for the growing markets and these in turn led to ever

greater opportunities for profittaking This progress was

accompanied by a parallel increase in the extent and rate of

destruction of natural resources The 185Os also saw the growth

of the great industrial alms in the cities of the North where

women and children labored in frightful conditions 12 or 14 hours

a day for six days a week at a recompense of one or two dollars

a week This Northern mining of humanity was matched by the

increased severity of Negro slavery in the South Both harsh

labor systems were made possible by the increasing utilization of

machines and each was justified in the name of profit and progress

By mid century then the landscape rural and urban of the

United States began to deteriorate at an everincreasing rate as

machines expanded both the constructive and destructive capabilities

of man Ashford has put it Rivers filled with refuse inimical

to fish and vegetation flowed past cities covered with soot

Mountain sides first denuded of trees lost their soil to local

torrents of spring that captured the runoff of the winter snows

now no longer retained and slowly seeping into the soil Blight

7



t and waste cam in with theboasted prosperities of the early

industrial period and at first the advantages and defilements

were so closely associated that people even prided themselves on

thesmoke of the thriving town 1
It is then perhaps no more coincidencethat the three

men to first seriously consider the questions of conservation and

preservation all came from New England a region that led the

United States in the growth of industrialization in the 1850s2

1Lewis Ford oO t 63

2For an estimate of the utilization of land in the United

States from 1850 to 1910 see Appendix IYI page
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Three Philosophers 18501864

The concepts of Conservation were a gift to the American

people of a small group of intellectuals scientists who in

their ardent study of the natural world remained indifferent

to the contemporary practice of accumulating unlimited amounts of

material goods and who refused to evaluate life in terms of gold

This small band made up of naturalists landscape architects

arboriculturists foresters geologists and a few editors of

national magazines waged a difficult and unceasing educational

campaign for the next 36 years Through their writings and active

leadership they succeeded in reversing the traditional attitude of

the American people towards the use and disposal of the nationalresources
of the United States It was on the basis of these pioneer

efforts that the program known as the Conservation Movement emerged

19011909 into political reality under the guidance of Theodore

Roosevelt Gifford Piachot and Frederick Haynes Newe311

By 1864 three scientific thinkers had set forth in classic foam

their reasons for the need of the conservation and preservation of

nature and natural resources in the United States As the writings

1The intellectual origins of the Conservation Movement have been
little studied by historians The writer in this chapter is heavily
indebted to the brilliant and perceptive chapter that appears in

Lewis Mumford The Brown Decades a St of the Arts in America

18652895 New York 931 59 Benjamin bird atstor oF

Public Land Policies 472473
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of these men provided a complete arsenal of ideals from which all

subsequent leaders in the cause of conservation were to draw their

intellectual weapons we shall erne here briefly the arguments

advanced by the three basic philosophers of Conservation

1 Henry David Thoreau 18171862

Henry David Thoreau the naturalistpoetphilosopher of

Concord Massachusetts was a Transcendentalist in his thought and

a true disciple of Emerson Appalled by the increasing materialism

taking place in society around him in which people appeared to be

devoting their entire lives solely to the endless task of amassing

unlimited amounts of material goods Thoreau had the audacity to

suggest that there were perhaps alternate modes of life that

offered better opportunities in achieving a greater degree of

human happiness As a counterpoise to his generations fascination

and preoccupation with civilized life and manufactured goods

Thoreau called attention to the importance of Nature to man as a

means of returning to the realities of the actual world and also

as the one place where modern man could refresh his soul

In words of Lewis idmford Thoreauts mission was to acclimate

the mind of highly sensitive and civilized men to the natural

possibilities of the environment to make them see smell breathe

feel touch the objects around them and to find out how much nature

could give that culture and civilization had left out of account

1Levis
i4mford gp cit 67
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This exploration recommended by Thoreau was not a means to an

end it was not a preliminary step but an enjoyment or pleasure in

Itself Thoreau was perhaps the first person in America and in

opposition to the spirit of his generation to devote himself to

this exploration systematically and to touch every part of the

natural environment with equal fervor and gusto He recommended

that Americans should follow the notable examples set by the kings

of England in public policy by preserving the wild places of the

continent for the publics own enjoyment lest in the ruthless quest

for material possessions Americans sbould lose a greater part of

what was really worth possessing1

In Y nfords opinion Thoreau more than any one else in

America acknowledged this need Tor a new view of nature and gave

expression to a positive philosophy His books and writings were

both directly and indirectly the starting point of a whole movement

At a time when the cockney and the pioneer were domin nt both with a

strong impulse against fine use of the natural environment Thoreau

helped to set the tide moving in a contrary direction He did not

work alone but his words must be put alongside the practical works

and the concrete political programs which followed it is

doubtial fiord concludes if these latter would have found

In the Atlantic bnthly II 1858 317 Thoreau wrote Why
should not we have our national preserves in which the
bear and panther and some even of the hunter race may still
exist and not be civilized off the face of the earth for
inspiration and our true recreation Or shall we like villains
grub them all up poaching on our own national doamaias Cited in
Hans Huth Hatare and the American 169 see also Lewis D m ford The
Golden Day A Stu in American rience and Culture New York
1W o 117
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themselves so quickly but for the help and popular understanding

which his writing gave1

In opposing the spirit of his age Thoreau paid the price the

two books he published during his lifetimeA Week an the Concord

and Merrimack Rivers 1819 and Walden or Life in the Woods t185I

were rejected by the public and were financial failures In truth

he was little kiowarutside of his hometown but after his death

in 1862 his sister Jnerson and other friends published a steady

stream of the naturalistse writings that kept his ideals before

the public from 1863 to 1895` His concepts were also grasped by

able young men such as Johnn Burroughs and John Mir who wrote

in the spirit of their master3

Lewis Micmac c Po a Decades 7172

2Thoreaus books published after his death were Excursions

1863 The Maine Woods 186+ gge Cod 1865 A YaRee in

Canada Letters to Various Persons 15 Ear S rin in

Massachusetts l Sumer Winter 1888 Autumn 92
and Poems of Nature l

3Mtuaford Brown Decades 6771 Hans Huth Nature and the American
9296 Dictionary of American Biography XtI 9
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2 George Perkins Marsh 18011882

George P Mareh lawyer diplomat and brilliant scholar was

orn at Woodstock Vermont in 1801 Graduating from Dartmouth

College in 1820 he studied lair and was admitted to the bar at

Barlington Vermont in 1825 He entered politics as a Whig

in 1834 and in 1849 was appointed Moister to Turkey in which

capacity he sexved teat 1 1854 He became a Republican in 1856

and from 1860 until his death in 1882 was United States Minister

to Italy

Marshs great seminal work Mien and Nature or si cal

Geographyas Ubdified by Human Action was first published in

New York City in 1864 This volume became both the opening gun

and the intellectual bible of the subsequent leaders of theConservatioa
Movement His book included the results of many years

of acute observation made during his extensive travels through

Turkey ftlestine Egypt Greece Italy and the Middle Western

United States combined with his wide reading in world history

Marsh introduced a subject that had hardly yet been opened up

for scientific study the earth itself as the home of man He

demonstrated by historical examples the irremediable damage done

to ancient and clseical countries is the Mediterranean by mans

careless destruction of forests and he warned American against

bringing a similar fate upon their nation

13
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As Marsh expressed it in his preface The object of the

present volume is to indicate the character and approximately

the extent of the changes produced by human action in the physical

condition of the globe we inhabit to point out the dangers of

imprudence and the necessity of caution in all operations which

on a large scale interfere with the spontaneous arrangements of

the organic or the inorganic world to suggest the possibility

and the importance of the restoration of disturbed harmonies and

the material improvement of waste and exhausted regions

Continuing he noted All human institutions associate

arrangements modes of life have their characteristicimperfections
The natural perhaps the necessary defeat of ours

Imericac is their instability their want of fixedness not in

form only but even in spirit The face of physical nature in

the United States shares this incessant fluctuation and thelandscape
is as variable as the habits of the population It is time

for some abatement in the restless love of change which characterizes

us and makes us a nomad rather than a sedentary people We have

felled forest enough everywhere in many districts far too much

Let us restore this one element of material life to its normal

proportions and devise means for maintaining the permanence of

its relations to the fields the meadows and the pastures to

the rain and the dew of heaven to the springs and rivulets with

which it waters the earth The establishment of an approximately

fixed ratio between the two most broadly characterized distinctions

of rural surfaceoodland and PIoughiandwould involve a certain

14
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14



persistence of character in all the branches of industry all

the occupations and habits of life which depend upon or are

immediately connected with either1

Marsh treated man as an active geological agent Like

other agents he could upbuild or degrade One way or another

howevver he was a disturbing agent who upset the harmonies of

nature Man in the 19th century Marsh argued had thus far

played the part of an irresponsible destructive beingas he

had to his own misfortune in classic times It was now time

vr mankind to become a moral agent to build where he haddestroyed
to replace where he had stolen2

In 1874 Marsh issued a second and revised edition entitled

The Earth as Modified by Human Action which was translated into

Italian In his second edition possibly influenced by Thoreau

but more probably by the active work then being conducted by

Frederick law Olmstead Nhrsh added a section discussing the

public park idea stating

It is desirable that some large and easily accessible

region of American soil should remain as far as possible in its

primitive condition at once a museum for the instruction of

the students a garden for the recreation of the lovers of nature

and an asylum where indigenous trees plants beasts

may dwell and perpetuate their kind3

t 1Cited in Lewis Mumford Brown Decades 7476

2Hans Ruth Nature and the American 168169 fiord opcit
7677

3Eans Huth oft 169
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A third edition of his book appeared in 1876 In 1905 the

noted geologist Nathaniel Southgate Staler recapitulated part of

Marshs argument and brought it up to date in his book Man and

the Wth New York 19051

3 Frederick Law Olmsted 18221943

Frederick Law Olmsted the son of a welltodo merchant was

born in Eartford Connecticut in 1822 He was educated in New

England and attended lectures at Yale although never long enough

to receive a degree He also traveled widely making a tour of

Europe in 1850 two journeys through the slave states of the South

and one to i exico and California 18521854 From 1847 to 1857 he

worked as an experimental farmer practicing with scientific methods

of agriculture In 1857 he accepted the position of superintendent

of the proposed Central Park project in New York City and also formed

a partnership with the landscape architect Colbert Vaux author

of the first plan for Central Park In 1858 with VauxspermissionOlmsted anonymously submitted a new design for the park

that was awarded the first prize in a new competition In May

1858 Olmsted was also appointed Architect in Chief of the Park`

Olmsted was a disciple of Thoreau in his concept of the human

benefits to be derived from nature Up to this time there was

lDictionaq of American SLa ray XII 297298

2Prederick Law Olmsted Jr and Theodora Wimball Frederick

Law Olmsted Landscape Architect 18221903 New York 192230

2 vols Diction of American BLography Vol XIV 2428
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nothing in the United States that could be truly called a park1

Impressed by the rapid deterioration of the cities of the North

under the impact of spreading Industrialism Olmsted conceived

and perfected the remarkable idea of introducing nature in the

form of the large landscaped forest park into the center of cities

The greater part of the construction and planting of Central

Park was done between 1857 and 1861 800 acres chiefly rocks

swamps and pasture were eventuaSly transformed into lakes and

meadows wooded heights and grottoes with a mail and promenade

and a highroad and pedestrian walk system The Central Park project

at once became world famous

Olasteds Justification of the public landscaped park as

imford has pointed out lay in the fact that it promoted the

simple elementary pleasures of breathing deeply stretching ones

legs basking in the sun Olmsted fought for this idea he

gave it a setting he provided it with a rational juustification

The landscape could be enjoyed and the enjoyment could sometimes

be heightened by the deliberate efforts of the designer2

In the Public forest parks that were soon to appear in the

great cities of the north and west the rich and poor alike could

equally enjoy its pleasures It is quite possible as Mxmford has

1The first article on Parks to appear in any Americanencyclopediawas written by Olmsted in 1860 and published in Appletons
New American Cyclopedia in 1861 see Baas Ruth o cit 366

2lford The Brown Decades 89 also see 8096 Hans Ruth
Nature and the American 165166
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suggested that the pleasant hours experienced in these parks

by the multitudes did more to interest the public and to forward

the causes of Conservation than thousands of words of logical

scientific but imperaona anent

Exhausted by his struggles with politicians in the battle

to construct Central lark and also by his services with the U S

Sanitary Commission during the opening years of the Civil War

Olmsted for reasons of health went to California in 1863 as

superintendent of John Fremont s Mariposa mining estate in Bear

Valley

In November of that year the landscape architect first visited

Yosemite and impressed by its beauty launched a movement both

in California and the nations capitol to protect this unique

valley On March 28 1864 Senator John Conness of California

introduced a bill in Congress to grant the State of California

tracts of federal land embracing the Yosemite Valley and the

Mariposa Grove of Big Trees He explained that the purpose of

his bill was to commit them to the care of the authorities of

that State for their constant preservation that they may be

exposed to public view and that they may be used and preserved

for the benefit of mankind 1

The bill stipulating that the premises shall be held for

public use resort and recreation inalienable for all time

was passed and signed into law by President Lincoln on June 30 1864

1Cited from Carl P Russell One Hundred Years in Yosemite

Berkeley and Los Angeles 1947 Mi79
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On September 28 186I Governor F K Low proclaimed thattrespassing
upon the tracts must desist and appointed a board of

Yosemite Commissioners with Olmsted as its chairman The federal

grant was accepted by the state legislature at its next session

on April 2 1866

in the fall of 1865 Olmsted submitted a report to the state

legislature presenting a comprehensive plan for the preservation

of Yosemite Park These new public grounds he felt should be

opened for the use of the body of the people and for their

free enjoyment he considered it the duty of the managers of

the Yosemite to make the park serve the people in their pursuit

of happiness As Hans Huth has pointed out this document makes

it evident not only that Olmsted envisaged the conserving of

certain important natural features but also that he was among

the first to conceive the idea that great public parks must be

managed for the benefit and the free use of the people2

The California State Legislature however chose to ignore

Olmsteda suggestions and in November of 1865 the landscape

architect returned to the hest to again take up his task ofcompletingCentral Park

Carl Russell 22 cit 149150 John Ise Our National Park
Poll a Critical RlstoEX Baltimore 1961 5254 Jews Relating
tote National Park Service The National Parks and Monuments

Washington DC 1933p 64

28ans Huth Nature and the American 149150 Olmsteds report
entitled The Yosemite Valley and Mariposa Big Trees a Preliminary

Report 1865 was lost for many years but was discovered and
published with an introductory note by Laura Wood Roper in
Landscape Architecture n111 1952 1225
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By 1861 then Thoreaus books were beginning to sell

bkrshs book bkn and Nature first appeared in print Olmsteds

an cept of the public park stood visible in actual althoughincomplete
demonstration in the form of Central Park and finally

the federal government made the first grant from the public domain

of land for purposes of preservation and recreation in ceding

Yosemite and the Mariposa Grove Big Trees to the State of California

in 1864 it can thus be suggested with some logic that the year

1864 marked a great turning point in the history of conservation

in the United States

f
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apter III

The Spread of Ideas 1865079

1 The Landscape Arcbiteets Cmpaija for the Public Park Idea

Returning to the Fast Olmsted completed his work on Central

Park by 1870 and also prepared park plans for the following cities

San Francisco 1866 Newark New Jersey 1867 Brooklyn 1868

Albany New York 1868 Buffalo New York 1869 Staten Island

New York 1870 South Park Chicago 1870 Fall River 1870

Philadelphia 1870 Washington DC 1871+ Montreal 1870

Eoston 1875 Hartford Connecticut 1878 and preliminary work

on the Arnold Arboretum at Harvard University was started in 1878

In 1869 Olmsted also started work on proposals to preserve the

scenic splendors of Niagara Falls New York1

In his pamphlet Public Parks and the Enlargement of Towns

first published in 1870 Olmsted laid down the lines of a complete

park program based on excellent social hygienic and humane

grounds2 In 1881 he also published his A Consideration of the

Justifying Value of a Public Park

Another able collaborator of Olmsteds theories was Horace

William Stealer 18141900 Born at Lancaster Massachusetts

Staler entered landscape gardening in 1851 at Boston In 1869

1Frederick law Olmsted Jr and Theodore Kimball Frederick

Law Lte4 Vol I 112 has a detailed list of all Eds acts
for this period

Lewis Idimford The Brown Decades 9091
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he established himself in Chicago and in the same year published

LIs first western professional paper entitled Public Grounds of

Chi o Sow to Give them Character and ression His early

work In that city Included South Park and Drexel Boulevard He

then extended his practice into Indiana i+ chigan Wisconsin

Iowa and Kansas In 1873 be published a email book entitled

Lendscg Architecture as plied to the Wants of the West with

an Esser on Forest Plants in the Great Pains in this he quoted

from Marshs book and urged the establishment of public landscaped

parks in the cities of the NKdWest1

Thus through the works and creations of men like Olmsted and

Sba3er the public park idea invoking in visible form the principles

of 2horeau and bUrsh was given a wide and active demonstration in

the East and IndWest between 1864 and 1879

2 The First National Park012In
1869 David E Folsom Charles W Cook and William Peterson

explored the Yellowstone region and considered the possibility of

creating a park in this unique area Their accounts of discoveries

led General C C Washburn N3tbaniel P Langford Cornelius Sedges

G C Doane and others to make a second trip into the same area

in 1870 On their return they issued a report that was givenconsiderable
publicity in the newspapers and magazines in which they

described the wonders they bad seen and suggested that Yellowstone

should be kept in such ownership as would ensure the permanent

amford The Brown Decades 92 Dictionaryof AmericanBiblioraVol tV
20320422
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public use of this rag ors A third expedition led by United

States Geologist Ferdinand V Hayden and accompanied by a group

of scientists the photographer William H Jackson and two

artists Thomas Pbran and Henry Elliott surveyed the Yellowstone

and published a detailed geological and descriptive report as a

government document Professor Hayden also supported the public

park idea for the purpose of preserving this area

The Yosemite valley grant of 1864 had already set a precedent

but since in this case Yellowstone was situated in a territory

trusteeship of such a park obviously could not be ceded to a

state The only solution left was the establishment of a public

aik under the inpmediate administration of the federal government

A bill to achieve this end was introduced in Congress on December

18 1871 passed in Pebzuary 1872 and signed into law by President

Grant on March 1 18721

The law pwovvided that Yellowstone is hereby reserved and

withdrawn from settlement occupancy or sale under the laws of

the United States and dedicated and set aside as a public park

or easurfngground •talics mine for the benefit and enjoyment

of the people 2 Olmsteds idea of the public park first

demonstrated in New York City than applied to the state of

California was now utilized on the national level In the latter

two cases the public din bad been set aside to preserve natural

beauty and recreational values of a region

Hans Huth Nature and the American 152155 John Ise Our
l ional Park 15M

2laws Relati to the National Park Service 26
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Jurisdiction over the first national park was given to the

Secretary of the Interior who was directed to publish rules and

regulations for governing the park Yellowstone however was

isolated and virtually inaccessible the first railroad did not

reach the park until 1883 Congress also failed to voteappropriations
for the park until 1878 and even elementary protection

of the park was not provided until 1886 when federal troops were

sent to patrol the region1

In 1875 Mackinac Island was next set aside as a National

Park excluding the fort itself for the health comfort pleasure

benefit and enjoyment of the people The minerals and natural

wonders of the island were to be protected as well as the fish and

game and administration and protection were made the responsibility

of the Secretary of War A proposal to place the park under the

administration of the State of M ebigan was rejected by Congress

in 1875 The island which in practice became a rich mans summer

resort was finally turned over to the State of MLchigan in 1895

as a state park2

Hot Springs in Arkansas had been set aside in 1832 when

the federal government reserved four sections of land surrounding

salt springs that were supposed to have great curative powers

But Hot Springs was not established as a Reservation by Congress

lJohn Ise our National Park Polio 1920 25 29 Hans Huth
cit 1155

2Jobn Ise oft 49
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until 1870 and development of the area as a public health center

did not begin until 1877 the Springs finally became a national

park in 19211

3 The Adirondack Park Question 1872
The extensive cutting of timber in the Adirondack i+buntains

of New York State gave rise to considerable debate in the ire
State over how best to utilize this region On rob 15 1872

Thaws G Alvord introduced a bill in the State Assembly to create

an Adirondack State Park Commission and a few days later a similar

memorial was presented to the State Senate asking for thepreservation
of the forests and game in New York by creating a public

forest park A law was enacted establishing a commission of seven

men and directing them to inquire into the expediency of providing

for vesting in the State the title of the timbered regions lying

Vltbin the counties of Lewis Essex Clinton Franklin StLawrence

Herkimer and Namilton and converting the same into a public park

and to make a report on their findings

The Cc iesioners submitted their report on May 15 3873 and

in it described the Adirondack region and its resources They

drew attention to the wasteful methods of the luaabenen the tax

situation which invited destruction of imnature trees the too

generous subsidy of state lands that were being given to railroads

WWL v ce 3
2
The two fullest histories of this controversy are Gurth Whipple

AM Years of Conservation In New York State 3885193 New York
1935 and Alfred Donaldson ARtstory of the Adirondacks 2 vols
New York 1921

1John The op cit 244 Laws Relati to the National Park
i 221
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the need for the control and preservation of the water supply

and the social reasons for forest preservation They recommended

that the wanton destruction of forests be stopped and that the

wild land then owned by the state be held until the question of

establishing a forest preserve could be decided by the legislature

While the Commission presented a united front in the report

on these questions there was a difference of opinion within that

body over the best way of utilizing the area once it had been

reserved for public use Verplannck Colvin who was to bead the

subsequent Adirondack surveys from 1872 to 1900 is said to have

publicly advocated the creation of an Adirondack Park as early as

1868 he did so now and in an Adirondack Survey report submitted

in 1874 urged the establishment of the State reserve as a park

to preserve its recreational values

Franklin B Uough another member of the Co ssion on the

other band urged the reasonable economic utilization of the timber

resources of the proposed reserve stating

With us no Government State or Nation will ever undertake

reservations for this creational or park purpose it may be

donne by individuals or groups for their own amusement but that is

a matter that concerns nobody else The sale of these privileges

by government may be practicable and profitable in Europe but it

is altogether out of place with us Our taxpayers would never

tolerate such an object of e2Tense and it is to be regretted that

the word park has ever been used in this connection because it

26
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leads to the erroneous idea that expenses are to be Increased for

the enjoyment of those who have time or money to spend in sports

or in woodland life

Governor Jobn A Dix in his annual message of 1871 approved

the Park Coomissions report and urged the legislature to enact

into law their reeammendations The legislative body however

accepted the report and filed it away There the question was

to rest for ten years An interesting point to note however is

that the principles of Thoreau Yarsh and Olmsted were being

seriously debated at an early date in the most populous state of

the Union and involved was a large area that was readily accessible

to thousands of people

h The First Foresters Hough and Pernow

Franklin Benjamin Rough 38221885 forester physician

historian and teacher was boat in Martinsburg Lewis County

New York He graduated from Union College at Schenectady New York

and after serving two years as a teacher and principal decided

upon a medical career He attended Western Reserve Medical College

from 1846 to 1818 and graduated with a degree of MD He then

practiced medicine at Somevifle New York and in 1854 was chosen

to direct the New York State census During the Civil War he

served first as an inspector of the US Sanitary Commission and

from 1862 to 1863 was a surgeon of the 97th New York Volunteers

1Citations from Garth Whipple Fifty Years of Conservation in
New York State 1719 Samuel P Bays Conservation and the Gospel

of Efficiency The ssive Conservation Movement 1 2t3

bridge 1959 191
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Settling in lowville New York he superintended the New York

State census of 1865 in 1867 also he directed the census of

the District of Columbia and in 1870 was selected assuperintendent
of the United States Census Hough became interested

in forestry when his study of the census figures confirmed

George P Marshs statements that the timber resources of the

United States were being rapidly depleted In 1873 at the

meeting of the American Association for the Advancement of Science

held at Portland Mine Hough presented a paper entitled On

the Duty of Governments in the Preservation of Forests this

was the first statement made on the preservation question that

commanded national attention

In this speech Rough stressed the danger and error of the

popular impression that the timber resources of the United States

were almost inexhaustible and he was able to back up hisstatements
with census facts and figures be urged action to preserve

the forests He elaborated on the great advantages to the nation

that would result by the withholding from sale of the public

forest lauds of the West particularly those situated in wild

mountainous regions These preserved forests Hough argued on

Marahian principles would ensure a uniform flow of streams as

well as a secure timber supply

In response to mss appeal the Society appointed a

commvfttee of which Hough was a member to memorialize Congress

on the forest question The ccm ttteea report which advocated

the enactment of federal laws to encourage forest preservation

28



was endorsed by President Grant and presented by him to Congress

in February 1874 Two years later Congress took action on

August 30 1876 Hough received his appointment as Forestry

Agent in the U S Department of Agriculture the first such

position to be established in the United States and was directed

to investigate the consumption of timber and the problem ofpreservation
of forests

In December 1877 he completed his first study on this subject

entitled Report on Forestry 1877 which was the first book on

forestry to be prepared in the United States1

In 1876 Bernhard Eduard Fernow 113511923 the firstprofessionallytrained forester to work in America arrived in this

country Fernow forester author teacher and accomplished

musician was born in Inowrazlaw Posen Germany in 1851 He

received his education at the Gymnasium at Bromberg at the

University of Konigsberg and then at the Eanover1inchen Forest

Academy After serving in the German Army during theFraacoPrussian
War he entered the Prussian forest service and before

coming to America bad achieved the grade of Forstkandidat When

the young forester reached the United States in 1876 he found

1Dictio of American Bi IX 250251 His first

report was pu U d in ld7U bis second study Report on

Forestry 187879 is in Executive Document No 37 46th Congress

2nd Session 187879 Charles R Van Hise and Loomis Havemeyer ed
Conservation of our Natural Resources New York 1933 242

Benjamin H Hibbard A Bieto of the Public Land Policies 472 529
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that the conception of forestry as applied to the protection

and perpetuation of existing forests was almost unknown in this

country This pioneer could find no position in his chosen field

of endeavor
1

In 1878 he found employment as manager of a large

tract of land in Pennsylvania that was owned by the CooperHewitt

mining interests a position that Fernow was to hold until 1885

Shortly after his arrival in this country Fernow began to

write articles about forestry and at once attracted the attention

of scientists and others who were interested in this subject2

By 1876 then scientific studies in a new science forestry

were underway in the United States and the first professional

forester had arrived in America

5 An Arboriculturist Charles 8 Sargent

A third young man who was destined to play a major role in

the history of conservation was the noted arboriculturist Charles

sprague Sargent $l+11927 Sargent the son of a wealthy merchant

was born in Boston and graduated from Harvard University in 1862

Jhe oldest conservation society in the United States the

American Forestry Association was formed on July 12 1875 at

St Paul bftnuesota for the purpose of eneouragLug reforestation

This association distributed a tree planters manual to assist in

this program See Gurth Whipple Fifty Years of Conservation in

New York State 77

2Dictlonaryof American Biogra 336337 Andrew Denny

Rogers Bernbazd Eduard Fernow a Story of North American

Forest Princeton r§511 Benjamin b rd A sto of the

7NIWETand Policies 473
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f From 1863 to 1865 he served as a volunteer in the Northern Army

rising to the rank of major He was professor of horticulture

at Harvard University from 1872 to 183s and them professor of

arboriculture from 1879 to 1927 He served as director of the

Harvard Botanic Garden at Cambridge Massachusetts from 1872 to

1879 In 1873 Sargent also became director of the newly created

Arnold Arboretum of Harvard University which was soon to become

the outstanding research institution of its kind in the United

States The plans for the new 260acre arboretum located at

Jamaica Min were jointly worked out in the summer of 1878 by

the landscape architect Frederick Law Olmsted and Sargent Their

advanced ideas however met with so such opposition that it was

not until the spring of 1886 that first trees could be planted in

their permanent groupings in the arboretuml

6 Two Yo Naturalists Burr and 1xir

Two young naturalists Joba Burroughs and John r destined

to play important roles in the history of Conservation were both

disciples of Thoreau and Nhrsh

John Burroughs 18371921 author and naturalist was born

in Ulster County New York In 1837 Be studied at Cooperstown

Seminary in 1856 and from 1857 to 1863 taught school His first

article Expression appeared in the Atlantic lbnthly in 1860

In 1863 he went to Washington D C where he took a desk Job in

the Currency Bureau of the U S Treasury Department a position

which he held until

1873Tictl2Bem
of American vol XVI 354355 Hens Huth

Nature and the American 171 Frederick Law Olmsted Jr and Theodora

s =cites•s 21 29
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Burroughs became fascinated with nature first through a

study of wildflowers and birds that he undertook in the spring

of 1863 The first in a series of his nature essays With the

trds appeared in the Atlantic Mantbly in 1865 His first

nature book WakeRobin appeared in 1871 to be followed by

Winter Sunshine in 1875 and rds and Poets in 1877 In this

long series of writings Burroughs brought the mature essay into

widespread vogue and developed it into a high form of art His

essays written in the tradition of Thoreau were marked by

delicate feeling acute observation honest thought and a simple

and natural style of expression1

Burroughs left Washington in 1873 and returned to his native

Catskill mountains in New York Here he purchased a farm located

near Esopus and built a house which he called Riverly and

devoted all of his time to studying and writing about nature

John Muir 18381910 naturalist and explorer was born at

Dunbar Scotland in 1838 At the age of 11 he came with his

family to the United States where they settled on a homestead iu

Wisconsin near Portage Nair spent the years 1860 to 1863

attending the University of Wisconsin Already interested in

nature be hiked through the woods of Wisconsin and Canada in

1861 In 1867 he made a 1000rile walk to the Gulf of Mexico and

then proceeded by ahig to the Pacific Coast Arriving in

California in 1868 be immediately went to the Yosemite Valley

1Dictionary of American Biogra r Vol III 330331 Hans

Huth Nature alld t American MUE104
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which remained the center of his studies and explorations until

1874 As a nature11st 14iir was interested in all the life and

phenomena of the natural world But he gave his most enthusiastic

and continuous study to glaciers and forests He was the first

1670 to demonstrate the origin of Yosemite Valley by glacial

osion opposing the views of eminent geologists of the time

From 1875 to 1879 he extended his explorations to the mountain

country of Nevada Utah the Pacific Cascades and to Alaska

where he discovered and described many other great residual glaciers

and also indulged in bs other great passion the study of trees

particularly the sequoias and pines By 1879 Mtir was undoubtedly

the outstanding authority on the forests of the Fax West

In 187172 Iiir began to write for publication His first

three articles describing the natural features of Yosemite Valley

were published in the New York Daily Tribune and attractedconsiderableattention Between 1872 and i875 a series of 17 articles

appeared in the Overland Monthly a San Francisco magazine Bangers

gaxine also carried one of F is articles in 1873 and Scribners

tba•Lbk published a series of his finest nature stories is 1878

Vp 1879 then Malr had established himself among the scientists

of the nation as an authority on the glaciers and forests of the

West and was also we3l known through his writings to readers on

the West Coast

A disciple of Thoreau and Marsh 144r was alarmed by the

devastation taking place in Yosemite and the mountains of the
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West The Sacramento Record Union on February 5 1876 carried

Muirs first article urging federal control of the forests for

the purpose of preserving them Citing Marshta principles Mair

pointed out that waste and destruction of forests due to sawmills

fires set by stockmen and from the sheep hordes that were annually

invading the Sierra were proceeding at a perilous rate in the

Far West Unless some legislative action was taken soon he

concluded these great forests would be gone within a few years1

7 The Geologists Powell and Ha en and Scientific LandClassification
t

■

John Wesley Powell 18341902 geologist philosopher and

administrator was born at Mount Morris in the Genesee Valley

of Western New York in 1834 He studied at Illinois College

Oberlin College and Wheaton College but took no degree Powell

then served in the Union Army during the Civil War and lost his

right arm at the Battle of Shiloh In 1865 he accepted the position

of professor of geology at IllinoisWesleyan College at Bloomington

During the suimner months of1867 and 1868 he made field trips to

the mountalas of Colorado In 1869 financed by the Smithsonian

Institution he made his great exploring trip down the Colorado

River Further western exploring expeditions financed by small

Congressional appropriations were made by Powell in 1871 and

18742

1Dictiooar r of American Biogrephy Vol XIII 314316 Linnie
Marsh Wolfe The Life of John I+xir Son of the Wilderness New York
19k5 188204

2Dicti ofAmerican Bi ra XV 1t46148 William C Darrach
Powell of the Colorado Princeton 1951 Hans Ruth Nature and the
American 17 175 Wallace Stegner 8e yond the Hundredth Meridian

Boston 1962 17115 34



Beginning work in 1867 and operating independently of

Powell Professor Ferdinand Vendeveer Hayden an able geologist

directed a unit known as the Geological and Geographical Surveys

of the Territories of the United States also operating in the

West In 1875 Powell joined in this federally supported work as

director of a second division known as the United States Geographical

and Geological Survey of the Rocky Mountain Region Each unit

acted independently of the other but both teams worked in the

region west of the 100th meridian under the supervision of the

General Land Office of the U S Department of the Interior These

ro surveys cooperating with a similar organization in the War

Department set a very high level of scientific work and contributed

greatly toward an appreciation by the general public as well as by

men of science of the very diversified character of the far western

portion of the United States

On April 1 1878 Major Powell presented to the Commissioner

of the General Land Office James A Williamson his notable Aeport

on the Lands of the Arid Re on Secretary of the Interior Carl

Schurz at once enthusiastically transmitted this study to Congress

In his report Powell emphasized the great extent and importance

of irrigable and pasturage nonagricultural lands in the West

Summing up his recomYaendations concerning classification of land in

the public domain into distinct categories he wrote

In providing for a general classification of the lands of the

acid region it will then be necessary to recognize the following
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classes namely mineral lands coal lands irrigable lands timber

lands and pasturage lands The mineral lands are practically

classified by the miners themselves Powell pointed out and for

this no further legal provision is necessary The coal lands must

be determined by geological survey The work of determining the

area which should be relegated to the other classes namely irrigable

timber and pasturage lands will be comparatively inexpensive

he predicted1

In June 1878 Congress requested the National Academy of

Science to consider the best methods and most efficient means of

conducting and coordinating all surveys of a scientific character

then being conducted by the War and Interior Departments in western

territories of the United States2

The report of the Committee of the National Academy of Sciences

on Surveys of the Territories was submitted to Congress in November

1878 It recommended that the two survey teams in the Department

of the Interior and that of the War Department be abolished and

that the activities of all these former surveys be consolidated

into a single organization to be known as the U S Geological

Survey With reference to land classification the committee reported

Wallace Stegner o cit 211231 Executive Document No 73
45th Congress 2nd Session 187778 Benjamin H Hibbard Hier
of the Public Land Policies 472 4964993 Van Rise and Eavemyer
oaserva ono our Hatural Resources 5

2Sundry Civil 3411 approved June 30 1878 U S Statutes at

Large XX 2308Wallace Stegner op cit
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The best interest of the public domain requires for the

purposes of intelligent administration a thorough knowledge of

its geologic structure natural resources and products The

domain embraces a vast mineral wealth in its rocks metals salines

stones clays etc To meet the requirements of existing laws in

the disposition of the agricultural mineral pastoral timber

desert and swamp lands a thorough investigation and classification

of the acreage of the public domain is imperatively demanded

The Committee further recommended that the General Land Office

should cal upon the United States Geological Survey for allinformation
as to the value and classification of lands

On March 3 1819 Congress passed a law abolishing the former

territorial surveys and establishing the new one the U S

Geological Survey in the Department of the Interior The law also

directed the President of the United States to appoint a Commission

for the purpose of codifying the federal land laws

Chosen for the Commission were J A Williamson the Director

of the General Land Office Clarence King the Director of the

new United States Geological Survey and three civilians A T

Britton Thomas Donaldson and J W Powell They were instructed

to report to Congress first a codification of the present laws

relating to the survey and disposition of the public domain second

a system and standard of classification of public lands as arable

lGeorge Otto Smith and Others USGeological Survey Bulletin

No 53711 Benjamin H Hibbard A History of Public Land Poll

496501 Wallace Stegner 2p cit 235240
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Irrigable timber pasturage swamp coal mineral lands and such

other classes as may be deemed proper having due regard to humidity

of climate supply of water for irrigation and other physical

characteristics third a system of land parcelling adapted to the

economic uses of the several classes of lands forth suchrecommendations
as they might deem vise in relation to the best method

of disposing of the public domain of the western portion of the

United States to actual settlers1

The Cammtiission made its preliminary report in 1880 Its

findings constitute the most comprehensive study of the public

domain ever made in the United States and were published in three

volumes as follows 1 Resort of the Public Land Commission

Created by the Act of March 3 1879 Relati to the Public lends

in the Western Portion of the United States and to the eretions

of Existirg Land 1880 2maa Donaldson The Public

Domain Its Histqx7p with Statistics 1880 and 3 J W Powell

Report on the lands of the Arid Region of the United States

2nd Edition 1879

In its report recommending new legislation the Commission

commented There can be no doubt that much land has passed from

the government into the bands of individuals in a manner and under

circumstances which were not contemplated when the laws were made

that the conditions required by law have been imperfectly fulfilled

lU S Statutes Large XX 394 Wallace Stegner 92cit
243272 Ben jamimn H Hibbard 2p 500501
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by the settlers and claimants that compliance with suchrequirementshas often been perfunctory and nominal or even

evaded altogether It also appears that lands which should

be opened to occupation and settlement are practically barred

therefrom by the effect of restrictions which render theiracquisition
extremely burdensome and difficult

The Commission further stated a very greatproportion
of the land of the West cannot became settled and pass

into private ownership because under the terms of existing laws

it is not desirable to the settlers to acquire them

These difficulties have in the main grown out of the want

of adaption to the present public domain of the laws which were

originally framed for the Northwest Territory1 Congress

however chose to ignore the Commissions recommendations and

a remarkable opportunity to correct serious abuses and to adjust

Federal law to fit actual conditions in the West was thus lost

The social importance of public land was also noted prior

to 1879 In Our Land and Land Polio National and State Henry

George ofCalifornia wrote in 1871 We are giving away our lands

in immense bodies Go railroad permitting even encouraging

a comparatively few individuals to monopolize the land to which

coming millions of our people must look for their support In a
few years the public domain will be all gone in a
few more years the homestead law and preemption law will serve

Benjamin H Hibbard Fistor of Public land 501503 H Louise
Peffer The Closi of the Pub c Domain Stan ord 19515 1214
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but the purpose of reminding the poor ran of the good time past

We shall find ourselves embarrassed by all the difficulties which

beset the statesmen of Europe the social disease of England

and the seething discontent of France His full treatment of

the subject Progress and Poverty first appeared in 1879

8 Wildlife

With the spread of the railroad network west of the MLssissippi

River the period after 186 saw a rapid diminution of American

wildlife Slowly however sportsmen began to realize that the

outdoor sport and recreational values of game as a nationalresource
at least equalled and often surpassed its commercial value

as a food supply As the game and fish disappeared sportsmen

began to organize to protect their interests The first suchprotective
organization to be formed in the United States was the

New York Association for the Protection of Game later known as the

New York Sportsmens Club established in 1864 This was followed

in i868 by the formation of the Fish Gaze and Forest League of

Game Clubs of New York

Other states followed the Blooming Grove Park Association

was incorporated In 1871 and the same year established one of the

first private game preserves in the country in Pike County

Pennsylvania the West Jersey Game Protective Association was

formed in 1873 the Centre Association for Protection of Came

in New Jersey the Massachusetts Fish and Game ProtectiveAssociationthe Cuvier Club of Cincinnati Ohio were all incorporated
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in 1874 and the Delaware Game Protective Association was

organized in 1879

Other new associations that were to take an interest in

conservation causes were the American Forestry Association

organized at St Paul in 1875 the Appalachian Mountain Club of

New York incorporated in 1876 the Archaeological Institute of

America organized in 1879 and the Bureau of American Ethnology

established with Major J W ibwell as its first director in 18791

State some laws had been enacted at an early date in the

United States but it was not until the middle of the 19th century

that special officers were employed to enforce these laws Hine

led the way in 1813 by authorizing the governor to appoint county

fish wardens in three counties and in 1853 1bine also established

county moose wardens to protect big game The growth of commercial

fishing interests in New England led to more effective organization

fish cammissions were established in Massachusetts and New Hampshire

in 1865 and in Connecticut and Vermont in 1867 New York created

a state fish commission in 1868 In 1878 the New Eampshire Fish

Commission was reorganized as the Board of Fish and Game Commissioners

Ord in the same year California also extended the jurisdiction

of its State Fish Commission to include game In 1871 then there

were 18 states with organizations that were in some degree charged

with the perpetuation of aquatic resources

Van atee and Favemeyer Conservation of our Natural Resources
39ls 26127 Curt Wbipple FYft Years of Conservation in New York
3 77 106107 Wallace Stegner c cit 251969
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Federal recognition of this problem was evinced by the

formation of the United States Fish Commission in 1871 Its

activities originally were directed toward the conservation of

the anadromous fishes such as shad and salmmoa but within a

short time its interests were extended to include species common

to the interior waters1

The first state wildlife refuge in the United States was

created by an act of the California legislature an 1 rch 18 1870

when Lake Merritt in the city of Oakland was established as a

wild fowl sanctuary2 A second state game preserve although

not so designated by name was the wildfowl shooting areas

situated near the head of the Chesapeake Bay known as theSusquebanneFlats
and Elk River area which was placed under the

special regulation of the state of Delaware in 1872 The fourth

state wildlife refuge however was not to be established until

19033

There were no federal wildlife refuges established nor was

there any federal legislation relating to game and wildlife enacted

prior to 1894

Van Else and Eavemeyer oft 394396 399 196

2lra N Gabrielson Wildlife Refuges Nev York 1943 6 224

3Van Eise and liavemeyer o Cit 128
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Chapter IV

Looting the Public Do in 1864 1889

The discovery of gold in California in 1849 resulted in a

scktable migration into the Par West and by 1864 mines bad been

opened in nearly all of the other Western states and territories

This spread of population greatly exceeded the growth ofCongressional
knowledge of the situation in the West with the result

that federal legislation failed to keep pace with the changing

conditions and needs in the Par West Most of the western mines

were located on public domain lands that were unsuitable for

agricultural use yet federal lave only pexmitted entry foragricultural
purposes

In like manner most of the West was made up of semiarid

land that could be utilized for agriculture only through irrigation

or for pasturage Existing federal laws however failed to

recognize this situation The Homestead Act of 1862 provided that

only 160 acres of land could be granted to a settler andexperieace
soon proved that this unit was too small to be applied

successfully on semiarid lands

By 1864 then Congress was vaguely aware that something was

out of joint and from 1864 to 1889 it endeavored to adapt federal

land legislation to meet both the actual conditions in the and

west and the legitimate demands of the individual settler Congress

however was not to be conspicuously successful in this task
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1 Federal Wining Laws

Congress responded first to the demands of the mining interests

which then largely dominated the western scene

A The Coal Land Acts of 1864 and 187

In 1864 Congress passed a law providing for the sale of

public coal lands at a minimum price of $2500 an acre Butconsidering
this figure too high Congress on Msrcb 3 1873 reduced

the price to a minimum of $1000 an acre when the lands were

situated more than 15 miles from a railroad and of $1500 per acre

if located within that distance The Act of 1873 also limited

entry to 160 acres for an individual and to 320 acres for associations

Prior to 1873 however all the enormous areas of public

coal lands located in the East and Addle West which formed the

chief source of industrial power in the last half of the 19th

century bad already passed into private bands at the same cheap

rates as were charged for agricultural lands without anyconsideration
being made for the deposits of coal that these lands contained

After 1873 entry on the large areas of public coal land

located in the West stiU continued and these were also sold at

only a fraction of the true price that they should have commanded

a condition that was due to carelessness ignorance political

preference and other machinations of not too ethical a nature1

1Benjamin R Bibbard A 8ietory of the Public Lands Policies
518519 Van Hise and Have eyer Conservation of Our NaturalResources4142 Basel P Hays Conservation and the Gospel of
Efficiency 67

•
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B N sin Acts of 1866 and 18

Not until 1866 did Congress pass the first general law

to mineral deposits located on the public domain In the

absence of such a law between 1849 and 1865 miners had evolved

their own local regulations in regards to mining claims located on

public land these rules gradually settled Into customs and state

laws

f

■

The Act of July 26 1866 provided that the mineral

lands of the public domain both surveyed and unsurveyed were

to be free and open to exploration and occupation by all citizens

of the United States Congress thus accepted and legitimized the

customs and state laws that the miners bad formulated prior to 1866

This law was further supplemented and amended by the

General Nining laws of 1870 and 1872 which provided that lade

claims in the west were to be sold for $500 an acre and placer

claims for $250 an acre Lode claims were limited to about 20

acres and placer claims for one person or association of people

Was restricted to 160 acresl

2 Federal Laws Relating toTimber

A Timber Culture Acts of 18Z3 18 8

By 1865 the farming frontier had pushed out on the vast

treeless regions of the great plains Here the settlers discovered

that they were confronted with a set of conditions vastly different

Benjamin B Hibbard 92 cit 517518 Van Rise and Hevemeyer
oop0 cite 110
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from those that they bad previously faced in the heavily forested

areas of the humid East It was found however that trees could

be readily grown from seed out on the prairies provided that they

were properly cultivated and protected from fire Beginning in

1866 the Co missioner of the General Land Office yearly urged

Congress to enact legislation to encourage the planting of trees

on the Great Plains Congress began to consider seriously the

question in 1871 and the first Timber Culture Act introduced

by Senator Hitchock of Nebraska was passed with little discussion

on March 13 1873 The Act to encourage the growth of timber on

western prairies provided that any person who would plant protect

and keep in a healthy growing condition for 30 years 40 acres of

timber trees planted not more than 12 feet apart would receive

title to the quarter section of land of which the 40 acres was a

part Only onequarter in any section was to be obtained in this

manner The Act was amended in 1874 by reducing the period that

timber must be cultivated from 10 years to S Further changes

were made in 1876 as a result of grasshopper devastations on the

plains The Timber Culture Act of June 34 1878 finally reduced

the number of acres that must be planted in trees from 40 to 10

acres and prescribed the number of trees that must be grown on each

acre 2700 at time of planting and 675 living thrifty trees

when the patent was finally to be granted

Regardless of the original intention of Congress it

was generally admitted by 1879 on the basis of evidence collected
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by the Public Land Mission that the Timber Culture Laws had

failed to accomplish the results desired Experience demonstrated

that these laws gave away public lands on too small a pretext

one that was easily and largely taken advantage of by land speculators

In practice fictitious entries were made on a large

scale by land speculators for the purpose of holding valuable land

out of the market the hands of genuine settlers For theinvestment
of only $1000 and a small outlay for planting the first

necessary trees lands could be held for from one to three years

until the growth of the neighborhood enabled the speculator to

dispose of his rights at a good profit Cattllemen also utilized

these laws to bold large tracts of sendarid public land for range

purposes Under the merest pretense of living up to the law they

were able to hold on to land for 13 years at a small cost The

Timber Culture Acts therefore produced few trees but much fraud

The Commissioner of the General Public Lands Office beginning in

1882 annually urged the repeal of these laws but Congress failed

to take action on the question until 18911

B Timber Cutts Act and Timber and Stone Act of 1878

Before 1878 there was no specific provision in federal

law that permitted the private individual to acquire timber from

the public domain Nor did federal law provide for the sale of

public nonagricultural timber land Western mining enterprises

required vast amounts of lumber both as a fuel and to shore up

1Benjamin H Hibbard 2p cit 1Uk20
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their mines and sometimes stones yet there was no way ofohtaminga legal right to remove these items from the public lands

As a result the Western pioneers never being noted for their

respect of legal niceties a great deal of trespassing took place

as a matter of course

In 1874 the Commissioner of the General Land Office

urged the necessity of a federal law that would permit the legal

disposition of nonagricultural timber lands by sale at a fair

appraised couercial valuation of the timber thereon Congress

on June 3 1878 passed two laws the Timber Cutting Act and the

Timber and Stone Act that were intended to solve those problems

The Timber Cutting Act authorized citizens of certain

western states and territories to out timber free of charge from

pvblic mineral lands for mining and domestic purposes In 1880

however the Public Land Commission pointed out that this law was

inadequate Perhaps not one acre in 5000 in the states and

territories names is mineral and not one acre in 5000 of what

nay be mineral is known to be such it stated

In the absence of accurate land classification in the

West the legal benefits of this law to the miners and settlers

were of little importance But under the cover of a liberal

interpretation of the law or of the excellent chances of escaping

prosecution due to the absence of a sufficient administrative

personnel there was wholesale abuse of the law by miners and

lumbermen The law therefore riot only failed to meet the
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legitimate needs of the miner and settler but actuallyencouragedthe rapid and illegal devastation of the forests at

a time when the West was experiencing a very rapid industrial

development that required an ever increasing amount of timberl

The second act The Timber and Stone Act of 1878providedfor the sale in the states of California Oregon Nevada

and the Washington Territory at not less than $250 an acre of

public ands valuable chiefly for timber and stone to citizens in

quantities not to exceed 160 acres to each person The intent

was to give each settler limited to his 160 acres of cultivated

land a needed wood lot of 160 acres to supply lumber for his own

domestic uses and the local commercial market An affidavit was

required of each entryman stating that the timber or stone was

for his personal use and that the purchase was not made for

speculation or for any other person

Up to 1880 less than the equivalent of one township of

land bad been purchased under the provisions of this law but by

1885 when the transcontinental railroads had opened up this region

the practical effects of the law in transferring valuable public

timberland almost directly and solely to large corporations and

timber speculators was recognized in the annual report of the

General Land Office The repeal of this law was urged in the

strongest terms Congress however chose to ignore these repeated

Benjamin H Hibbard 22 cit
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appeals and indeed was apparently so pleased with the operations

of the law that the national legislature extended the provisions

of the Timber and Stone Act to all the public land states in 1892

The actual result of this law however was the alienation

ram the public forest domain of over 13500000 acres of the most

valuable timber land in the United States at an average of $275 an

acre Gigantic schemes were devised to acquire title by means of

fraudulent entries under this Act The largest such case reported

in 1886 by the Conm issioner of the General Land Office occurred in

California Here a large lumber firm using powerful political

influence to corrupt the local Land Office officials frauzlently

entered about 100000 acres of choice and valuable redwood lands

located in Humboldt Countyl

3 Irrigatiotz Desert Land Act of 1

Another law passed to meet the needs of the western settler

was the Desert Land Act of 3darch 3 1877 As early as 1869 Utah

bad asked but without success for public land to be used inpromoting
irrigation projects In 1875 however Congress passed as

a trial measure an Act that provided that a tract of unsurveyed

desert land situated in Lassen County California in amounts not

to exceed a section of land to each person night be taken by

certain persons who were to undertake to conduct water upon the

land so as to reclaim all of it within a two year period of time

1BeaJamin H Hibbard o cit 465469 B Louise Peffer The

Closing of the Public Domain Stanford 1951 I8Z9
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If successful within the time limit prescribed they were to

receive title to the land on the payment of the minimumgovernmeat
prices After a visit to the Western mountain states in

the autumn of 1875 President Grant recommended that Congress

should make a further study of this plan As a result of such

proposals Congress enacted the Desert Land Act of March 3 1877

which applied to l1 Western states and territories This law

provided for the sale of a section 640 acres of land to the

settler who would irrigate it within three years of filing claim

The law directed that a payment of 25 cents an acre was to be made

at the time of filing and of one dollar at the time of making

proof of compliance with the law

The measure had hardly been passed when the General Land

Office recommended its repeal on the grounds that the law was vague

respecting the amount of water the settler was to conduct upon

the land and therefore title might be obtained with very little

irrigation In 1$8€ the Commissioner of the General Land Office

reported that public land was being entered at the rate of half

a million to a million acres a year under the terms of this law

but only a few thousand acres were being finally patented Large

areas on which bay crops could be groom without any irrigation were

taken up under this lave Stockmen were also holding vast quantities

of valuable range or grazing land by desert entry By paying the

required 25 cents per acre cattle barons were withholding the land

from settlement for three years and then they could still sell

51
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their interest in it Large bodies were also being withheld

from settlement under this act for speculative purposes The

law not only failed to accomplish its stated purpose but was

actually used to prevent settlement by farmers Although the

General Land Office had annually recommended its repeal since 1878

Congress was not to take action in the matter until 1890
1

In 3890 a law was passed that restricted agricultural desert

entry to 320 acres per person In 1891 Congress endeavored to

further tighten restrictions by specifying that improvements to

the amount of $300 per acre at the rate of one dollar per year

for three years must be put upon the land towards its reclamation

The statute also stipulated that water must be available for the

entire amount of land and that at least oneeighth must be put

under cultivation The law was liberalized to permit several

persons to associate together in a co oa project to water their

individual entries In spite of these amendments large scale

fraud continued and the Desert Land Act of 1877 was not to be

repealed in Its entirety until 19152

4 Stockmen and Grazing on the Public tends

Prior to 3885 the greatest freedom had been allowed western

stockmen in the use of the public lands both for free grazing and

the free cutting of bay By 1883 however a considerable number

of letters began to reach the Public Land Office in Washington

D C complaining that cattlemen were fencing off the public

1Beajamin H Hibbard p2cit 424430 gLouise Peffer ggcit
1314 18

2Benjamia H Sibbard oft
43143252
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domain with barbed wire to keep out settlers and rival stockmen

This fencing was a new addition to the stockmens widespread use

of every subterfuge and distortion of the federal land laws to

gain ownership or control of large areas of public pasture land

and water holes

Illegal fencing became so general that Congress passed a law

In 1885 making such enclosures a punishable offense In 1886

President Cleveland ordered by proclamation the removal of an

fences fimmn the public lands Secretary of the Interior L Q C

Lamar threatened immediate prosecution and pushed this campaign

so vigorously that by 1890 the barbed wire fences on public land

were generally gone Thus while the public domain was once again

free common and open to all this action also meant that there

was now virtually no control exercised over the use of the land

the first comer was entitled to the grass With no one responsible

for control of the public pasture lands overgrazing soon became a

serious problem and resulted in a rapid destruction of forage on

the public lands1

An exanination of the operation of the federal legislation

passed in the period 186€ to 18890 in regard to public domain

reveals that while Congress intended to assist the individual

Western pioneer or settler in his efforts to obtain his anal home

stead the net result was the institution of a great give away

Benjamin H Hibbard o cit k76479 E Louise Pefter opcit
2227 Samuel P Hays Conservation and the Gospel of Efficfeu954

I ■ n NY Ir5
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program in which the richest portion of the public domain rapidly

passed into the hands of large corporation the cattle sheep

l nber mining and railroad companies and land speculators of

the West
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Chapter V

glow Headwa 18801888

The LandscapeArchitects and Niffxa Falls

During the period 18801888 the landscape architects led

f

t

by Frederick Law Olmstedd continued their active demonstration of

the public park idea Oansteds major projects included parks

for Boston Washington DC 1880 Montreal 1881 Detroit 1882

San Francisco 1886 Buffalo 1887 and Rochester N Y 1887

He also completed his work on the Arnold Arboretum at Harvard and

in 1884 actively participated in the campaign to preserve the

Adirondack Mountains as a state forest preserve Able young men

such as Charles Eliot Jr 18591897 served as s rprentices under

Olmsted and entering the profession as landscape architects made

their own important contributions In 1888 Olmsted undertook two

new projects First he assisted Professor Charles Sprague Sargent

of Harvard Ubiversity in editing the new magazine Garden and Forest

and second Olmsted began work on the preliminary plane for the

development of George W Vanderbilts Biltmore Estate near Ashville

N C1

Horace William Shaler Cleveland also continued to expand the

pubic mark idea in the midwest in the eighties In 1882 he

published his pamphlet The Culture and ftHment of our Native

Forests in 1886 he moved to MLnneapolis where his public park and

1Frederick L Olmsted Jr and Theodore Kimbell Frederick Law

Ola►sted Vol I 24+30 For Charles mot Jr see Diction of

American Bio Vol VI 7071
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private work increased steadily Here he advocated thedevelopmeat
of a regional park system that would have embraced the cities

of Minneapolis and St Paul but his ideas were too far in advance

of his time for them to be accepted by public opinionl

But probably the most important contribution of the landscape

architects in the eighties was the successful conclusion of their

long campaign to preserve the scenic wonders of Niagara Fails The

of

beautythese mighty falls had enchanted and inspired visitors since

the 1820 s but as early as 18+3 Charles Dickens bad complained that

surroundings of the falls were ugly After the establishment of the

first water power plant in 1853 things rapidly went from bad to

worse mills were built along the waters edge outbuildings and

refuge dumps cluttered up the scene and obstructed the view

Frederick Law Olmsted first turned his attention to this situation

in September 1869 and assisted by his friend Charles Hliot Norton

the influential editor of the Nation launched a long drawn out

battle to remedy the problem The Niagara controversy was a

classic example of the struggle between businessmen andindustrialists
who inspired by the desire for profits and power mined

the natural resources without regard to aesthetic and other values

and the school of conservationists who held with Marsh and Thoreau

that in harnessing natural resources man must not arbitrarilyaupset

the harmony of nature

1Dictio of American Bi o IV 2032011
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The bitter debate raged for years and was carried from the

state level to congress and then to the international scene World

opinion was enlisted on the side of preservation and finally on

July 15 1885 the area around the falls on the United States side

was placed under the care of the state of New York as the New York

State Reservation at Niagara and that on the Canadian side was

treated in a similar manner In the words of Bans Huth Theprotection
of this area from further desecration established a precedent

the importance of aesthetic values bad been recognized and in

addition the possibility of their coordination with the use and

regulation of water power and similar business activities bad been

acknowledged

2 The Foresters18801888 Hough and Fernow

In 1881 Franklin Benjamin Hough the first United States

Forestry Agent received a new coamission from Congress together

with a larger appropriation Forestry was also organized as a

separate office under a i anissioner of Agriculture in theDepartment
of Agriculture Hough now traveled to Etrope where he studied

in particular the German system of forestry and forestry education

In the next two years he issued his second and third official

reports including the results of his investigations and facts on

the whole range of forest products These studies printed by the

ans Huth Nature and the American 173 171172 also see Frederick

Law Olmsted S ecial Re ort of the New York State Surve on the

Preservation of Scene at Niagara Falls for Albany New York1M Charles E Norton Letters of Charles Eliot Norton 2 vols
Boston and New York 1913 XI 95
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U S Government aroused wide international Interest and were

awarded a diploma of honor at the International Geographical

Congress held at Venice

In October 1882 Hough published the first issue of the Ames
Journal of Forestry but the sack of subscribers forced him to

abandon this project within a year also published in 1882 was his

Elements of Forestry In 1883 when Nathaniel H Egleston wasappointed
Cammnissioner of Agriculture Hough remained as Forestry Agent

to complete the preparation of the fourth and final volume of his

forestry reports which was issued in 188 Houghs finalcontribution
was made in connection with the establishment of the New York

Adirondack Forest Preserve in 3885 This is discussed further in

section four of this chapter He died on Juae ll 1885

While not a professional forester Houghs contribution to the

Forestry movement in the United States in introducing the subject

providing accurate data on the problem and in educating public

opinion towards a more conservative use of forest resources was

outstandingl

Bernhard E Pernow the first professionally trained forester

in the United States bad served as the manager of a large tract of

land located in Pennsylvania from 1878 to 1885 In 1882 he was

instrumental in reorganizing the American Forestry Congress Istez

1Dictionarr of American Biography TX 250251 Rags Huth OPcit174 Benjamin H Hibbard History of the Public Laud Policies
529 Van Rise and Ravemeyer Conservation of our Natural Resources

5 240242
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known as the American Forestry Association and served as

secretary of this organization for 12 years In 1885 he was

called into consultation to assist in drafting proposed legislation

to establish the proposed Adirondack forest preserve in New York

In this work Fernow made one of the major contributions in the 19th

century to the forestry movement This is discussed further in

Section Four of this chapter In 1886 he was appointed chief of

the Division of Forestry in the United States Department ofAgriculture
a position that he was to hold until 1898

In this capacity he at once became a recognized leader of the

forestry movement in the United States Under his direction many

important scientific investigations were made regarding the American

forests the life characteristics of different important species of

trees the qualities of the wood produced and the economicconsequencesof forest destruction Pernow vigorously attacked the

neglect of the great forests located on the public domain andproposed
specific legislative measures for their conservation including

the recommendation that a system of national forest reserves be

established He also promoted federal and state legislation to

protect forests from fire disease and other adverse agencies1

3 An Arboriculturist Sargent 18801888

In 1880 Charles Sprague Sargent Director of the newly created

Arnold Arboretum at Harvard University received an appointment as

DDictiona of American Bio VI 336337 Andrew Denny
Rogers Bernhard Eduard Fernow Hans Ruth 2Pcit 175176
Benjamin H Hibbard cit
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a Special Agent of the U S 10th Census This position enabled

him to travel widely through the forested regions of the United

States and led to his collaboration with many of the best field

botanists in the country The results of his study were published

as Volume IX of the 10th Census entitled Report on the Forests of

North America 1884 The book was the first complete synopsis

made of the trees of North America and formed a splendid foundation

for Sargent Is future monumental work The Silva of North America

that was to be published in 14 volumes between 1891 and 1902 As

a member of the Norbhera Pacific Transcontinental Survey in18821883
Sargent bad further opportunity to travel In the Pacific

Northwest and became impressed with the desirability of establishing

national forest preserves on the public domain in the Western

mountains in 18841885 Sargent played a leading role in the

establishment of the Adirondack Forest Preserve in New York State

this is further discussed in the next section of this chapter

From 1888 to 1897 Sargent assisted by the landscape architect

Frederick Law Olmsted published and edited a weekly magazine

Garden and Forest which helped to awaken a public interest in

arboriculture forestry and parks in the United States

By 1888 then Sargent had not only established himself as one

of the leading authorities on trees but with Fernow was regarded

as one of the outstanding leaders of the American forestry movement1

1Dictiona of American Bio a XVI 354355 M Nelson NbGeary
Gifford Pinchot Forester and Politician 42 Hans Ruth o cit 171
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4 The First Forest Preserve The Adirondacks 188

The New York State Legislature in 1874 bad rejected aproposalof its Park Commission and Governor that the Adirondack

Forest region be set aside as a public park In 1882 and 1883

Governor Alonzo B Cornell renewed the proposal but the legislature

again chose to ignore the plan

In the latter year however influential organizations of

New York City the New York City Chamber of Comomerce the New York

Board of Trade and Transportation and the Brooklyn Constitution

Club threw their powerful support behind the Adirondack plan In

XB a Senate committee reported that the state lends in the

Adiroadacks were more valuable than bad been supposed and that the

interest of the people required the protection and preservation of

these forests The legislature thereupon authorized the appointment

of a new committee to outline a policy of state control for the

forests

The new commission was headed by Professor Charles Sprague

Sargent of the Arnold Arboretum at Harvard University In arch

1835 the Sargent Commission presented definite recommendations

for the management of state lands together with a bill drawn by

Franklin B Hough designed to enact these proposals into law

Hough a bill however was considerably modified and amended by

the legislature Dr Bernhard E Fernow was then called intoconsultationand he drafted a new bill that was passed by thelegislature
and signed into law by Governor David B Hill on Mby 15 1885
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This law authorized the establishment of a State Forest

Cols ission made up of three members who were to be appointed by

the governor with the advice and consent of the Senate The Forest

Commission was given the authority and directed to employ a forest

warden forest inspectors a clerk and such agents as they deemed

necessary and also to fix their compensation

The law established the State Forest Preserve in the following

words All the lands now owned or which may hereafter be acquired

by the State of New York within the counties of Clinton excepting

the towns of Altoona and Dannemora Essex Franklin Fulton

Hamilton Herkimer Lewis Saratoga St Laurence Warren Washington

Greene Ulster and Sullivan shall constitute and be known as the

Forest Preserve The lands now or hereafter constituting the Forest

Preserve sba13 be forever kept as wild forest lands They shall

not be sold nor shall they be leased or taken by any person or

corporation public or private

The Forest Commission was to have the care custody control

and superintendence of the Forest Preserve and was directed by the

law to maintain and protect the forest and to promote its growth

The law also established a system of fire wardens and designated

town supervisors to perform these functions where fire wardens were

not appointed The law provided that any person ordered to fight

forest fires by a forest warden supervisor inspector or any other

authorized authority and who refused should be liable to punishment

by law The act also empowered the Forest Coimdesion to bring action
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in the name of the people for trespass or injuries to the preserve

and to recover for damages to unlawfully occupied state lands Fine

and imprisonment penalties were established for the setting of fires

in the Forest Preserve

The law authorized the Forest Commission to take such measures

as the Department of Public Instruction the Regents theUniversitiesand the Forestry Commissioners deemed necessary to awaken

an interest in forestry in the public schools academies and

colleges of the state and to impart some degree of elementaryinstruction
upon the subject of forestry The law further directed

the Forest Coamnission as soon as practicable to prepare circulars

of inforn+ation that would give plain and concise advice for the care

of forests located on private lands as well as for the starting of

new tree plantations upon lands denuded by cutting eroded by droughts

or injured by fire These publications the law specified were to

be furnished without cost and were to be brought to the notice of

all persons who might be benefited For the administration of the

j
the legislature made as initial appropriation of $15000 inlaw

1885

While California Colorado and Ohio also each passed a law in

1885 authorizing the establishment of a State forestry agency a

month or two before the New York Act the other state agencies did

not endure and their laws also lacked the constructive features

1Gurth Whipple Fift Years of Conservation in Nev York State
1923 Samuel P Hays Conservation and the Gos0 of Ef ciency l91

rii wrirww • •
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which distinguished the New York statute The New York law can

therefore be regarded as the first` cprehensive legislative set

in the United States to set aside and develop a public forestpreserve
This act also antedated by sixyears the creation of the

first federal forest preserves and by 12 years the establishment

of authority to administer effectively the federal forest preserves

The establishment of the large Adirondack Forest preserve thus met

in part George P Mrshs recommendation made in 1871 that some

large and easily accessible region of American soil should be set

aside to remain as far as possible in its primitive condition

The New York law embodied excellent principles for preserving

the forests but legislation could not solve the problem of finding

properly trained personnel to administer the law The scope of this

latter problem is revealed by that fact that Dr Pernow was still

the only professionally trained forester in the United States in

1885 and that there were no American schools teaching theprofession
of forestry1

5 The Naturalists $urrougbs and Hdr 18801888

John Burroughs residing at Riven in the Catskill Fountains

of New York continued to pour out books on nature In many ways

his intellectual development paralleled that of the earlier Thoreau

after 1879s Burroughs original poetic view of nature changed like

Thoreau a to an Increasingly scientific view of the subject But

1Gu th Whipple opcit 8081 The first professional foresters

were hired in 1800 and they took full direction of the Preserve in

gob
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man in harmony with nature still continued to be Burroughs

main concern in his writingl

I

John Niuir married in 1880 and settled down on a ranch at

Irtinex California From 1881 to 1868 he wrote and traveled

little devoting his attention cblefly to winning a competence for

his growing family In 1881 however he helped to draft two bills

that were introduced in Congress in December of that year One

bill proposed the enlargement of the Yosemite Valley and Mariposa

Big Tree State Park for the purpose of protecting this area by a

second grant of additional federal land surrounding the original

grant The second bill called upon the Federal government to set

aside as a public parka under federal administration a large

tract of forest land in the southern Sierra of California This

was the area that was later included within the boundaries ofthe

Sequoia and Kings Canyon National Parks Both proposals hover

failed to get out of comma ttee in the U S Senate

In 1887 after a long lapse Mir again picked up his pen
to

and agreed to contributeand edit two large volumes of nature

studies that were to be known as Picturesque Caiforaia By 1888

then Mir bad largely completed his task of providing for the

material wenbeing of his family and was ready to lead the American

people on a new campaign to save the wilderness2

vans Ruth op Olt 103 Dictionary of American Biography
III

3303342
Linnie MWolfe The Life of John Muir 21i 227228 238

Dictio of American Biography XIII 311316
1
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6 U S Geological Survey irrigation and Newell

Congress in 1879 established the United States Geological

Survey as a part of the United States Department of the Interior

The enabling act stated that the Director of the Geological Survey

should nave the direction of the Geological Survey and theclassification
of the public resources and projects of the national domain

also provided was an initial appropriation of $140400

A broad interpretation of the enabling powers however was

rejected by the Director of the Geological Survey In his first

annual report submitted in 1880 Director Clarence King wrote

I have assumed that Congress in directing me to make aclassification
of the public lands could not have intended to supersede

the machinery of the Land Office and substitute a classification

to be executed by another bureau of the government The realintention
of Congress King concluded was for the Geological Survey

to begin a rigid scientific classification of the lands of the

national domain not for purpose of aiding the machinery of the

General Land Office by furnishing a basis of sale but for the

general information of the people of the country and to produce a

series of land maps which should show all these features wbi ch

intelligent agriculturists miners engineers and timbermen might

thereafter base their operations and would obviously be of the

bighest value for all students of the political economy and resources

of the United States1

Cited in U S Geological Survey Bulgy No 537 12 and

Benjamin H Hibbard opc t 50350k
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This interpretation of the law and proper duties of the

United States Geological Survey was to prevail until 1906 when a

reaappraisal of the basic authority was made

With King= s resignation at the end of 1880 Major John Wesley

Powell succeeded him as director of the Geological Survey and held

this office until 1891 The primary work of the Geological Survey

from 1879 to 1906 therefore was largely limited to thepreparation
of thousands of topographical and geological maps and reports

that were graphic engineering studies on the physical and cultural

features of the areas they represented These presented basic data

useful in the study of drainage areas the irrigabiiity of lands

forest areas grassland and the agricultural lands they were

useful to both the advocates of conservation and the exponents of

exploitation

Congress in the act of October 2 1888 enlarged the original

duties of the U S Geological Survey by directing it to make a

special investigation of the practicability of constructing

reservoirs for the storage of water in the and regions of the

United States The law provided that all public land susceptible

of irrigation by such means should be withdrawn from all entry and

settlement The President of the United States however was also

given authority to restore such land again to entry1 Specialappropriatfonewere made for a time to support this new program

11ISStatutes at Large XXV 527 $enjamrtn H Hibbard opcft
430 505
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President Grover Cleveland in 889 favored the removal of

all public land from the operations of the various federal land

laws until the results of the surveys were available for study

No harm can follow this cautionary conduct he Informed Congress

fx the land will remain and the public good presents no demand

for hasty disposition of national ownership and control Congress

however became alarmed over the rate at which President Cleveland

was malting segregations and on August 30 1890 repealed theprovision
that made such action possible except as it applied strictly

to reservoir sitesI

In 1888 there first appeared on the national scene one of the

third generation of conservation leaders Frederick Haynes Newell

18621923 who has been called the father of irrigation in the

United States This young engineer was appointed assistant hydraulic

engineer for the U S Geological Survey on October 2 1888

Newell was born in 1862 at Bradford Pennsylvania and was

raised at Newton Massachusetts He graduated from the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology in 1885 as a mining engineer After three

years of work on mining surveys in Colorado and Pennsylvania he

joined the U Be Geological Survey in 1890 he was promoted to

Chief Hydrographer and from 1888 until 1902 he was to be in charge

of stream measurements selection and survey of reservoir siites

and the irrigation projects activities conducted by the Geological

Survey in the arid West2

1LLouise Peffer The Closi of the Public Domain 19 Hans Huth
22cit 174175USState es a rge 379391 Wallace Stagner
Beyond the Hundredth Meridian 3033i5

237ictiona of American Biography XII 456l57 Samuel PHays
opcit 67 Benjamin Hibbard off 47350568
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7 Wildlife and Conservation Grows 18801888

Efforts to protect wildlife as Some continued to spread slowly

on a state level in this period The beginning of a state force of

game protection in New York occurred in 1880 when the governor was

authorized to appoint eight men as game and fish wardens Minnesota

established a state game warden position and Michigan a game and

fish department in 18871

The American Ornithologists Union organized in 1883 was the

first national scientific organization to take an active interest

in wildlife conservation other than as game Its committee on

protection of birds drafted a model law which was adopted by

New York state in 1886

Three other organizations that were tr support conservation

causes were organized in New York City in this period The New York

State Forestry Association established in 1885 the first Audubon

Society in the United States formed in 1886 and the Boone and

Crockett Club chartered in 18872

On the federal level the U S Biological Survey wasestablished
in 1885 in the Department of Agriculture for the purpose of

gathering information and investigating the economic status

migration and distribution of birds and mammis in the Uited States

The National Geograpbic Society was formed in Washington DC
in 18883

Van Rise and Eavemeyer opcit 396 Gurth Whipple 2Rcit1071O8

2Van Rise and Havemeyer op Cit 394 Gurth Whipple 22ciit 78

3van Else and Bavemeyer o cit 459 Edward R Grab= The

and the Wildlife New York 1 32
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Chapter VI

The Phalanx Forms 1 1

1 Three New National Parks 188 1894

In 1889 there occurred a historic meeting at Yosemite between

two men John Moir and Robert Underwood Johnson that was destined

to have a decisive effect on the course of the Conservation Movement

Johnson an influential editor of the Cenjna was born in

Washington D C in 1863 and reared at Centerville Indiana In

1871 he graduated from Earlham College at Richmond Indiana He

went to work in the Chicago agency of the educational books of

Charles Scribners Sons This position led in 3873 to a job as

editorial clerk in New York City on Sirs Monthly a magazine

soon to be renamed the
Centstury When Richard Watson Gilder became

editor of the Century in 1881 Johnson became associate editor a

position that be was to bold until 1949 Johnson first becameacquaintedwith John Moir in 1878 when Sc published some of

te naturalists articles but Johnson had never met the man in

personl

In 1889 Johnson arranged a meeting with Mair in California and

the naturalist took the editor on a pack trip through Yosemite Valley

and the High Sierra Johnsons interest in forestry and parks was

aroused to the highest pitch by the beauty of the mountains and

31ietionary of American Boo raph Xtx Supplement 2 3h8349
Robert Underwood Johnson Remembered yesterdays Roston192370



4uirs impassioned plea for the preservation of this unique country

While camped at Soda Springs in Tuolumne Meadows the two men

worked out a plan to protect the Yosemite Valley state park from

the ravages it was undergoing from the invasion of thousands of

sheep or hoofed locust as Mdr described them by creating a

large national park around the original Yosemite grant Muir

agreed to write two articles describing the wonders of Yosemite and

proposing the creation of a national park Johnson was to publish

them in the Century and to use his considerable influence in Congress

to forward a bill to effect this purpose Both men kept their parts

of the agreement Mdrs two articles The Treasures of Yosemite

and Features of the Proposed Yosemite National Park appeared in

tae Cent ih zine for August and September 1890 Nhtir also

wrote articles and gave interviews for the California newspapers

urging the federal management of the watershed forests as a perennial

fountain of wealth as well as of beauty Copied in part or in

whole by the press of the nation and accompanied by supporting

editorials Iiire articles aroused the public to action Frederick

Law 42meted also threw his support behind the new Yosemiteproposaland published his Governmental Preservation of Natural

Scener in 1390 The Yosemite bill was introduced is Congress in

March 1890 and by the sn mer of 1890 a host of letters telegrams

and petitions poured into Wasbingtou from all over the nation

supporting the measure President Benjamin Harrison and Secretary

of the Interior John W Noble both endorsed the bill
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As a result of this support the bill became law on October 1

1890 and about 2000000 acres of High Sierra country surrounding

the Yosemite Valley grant and including the Merced and to1omne

groves of giant sequoias were set aside as a forest reservation

and as reserved forest ands under the control of the Secretary

of the Interior The Secretary was directed to make and publish

rules and regulations providing for the preservation from injury

of all timber mineral deposits natural curiosities or wonders

within said reservatiion and their retention in their naturalcondition
The Secretary was also to provide against the wanton

ezstruction of the fish and game found within said reservation

and against their capture or destruction for the purposes of

merchandise or profitl The law also established theFresnoTulare
Grove of Pig Trees which was subsequently named General

Grant National Park by Secretary Noble

Although Congress readily established two new national parks

it refused until 1898 to vote any appropriations to administer

and protect them Secretary of the Interior John Noble however

was equal to the occasion and drawing on the precedent established

since 1886 by the use of troops to protect Yellowstone National

Park arranged for the United States Army to guard Yosemite National

Park On Xhy 19 1891 detachments of the 4th United States Cavalry

arrived in these two new national parks For the next 23 years

soldiers patrolled these reservations keeping out thousands of

ifvading sheep

Laws Relating to the National Park Service 6567
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On July 28 1890 a bill drawn up by four publicspirited

Californians was introduced into Congress calling for thededication
and setting apart as a public park or pleasure ground for

the benefit and enjoyment of the people of a tract of public land

in Southern California for the purpose of preserving the giant

sequoiaI Also supported by Secretary Noble and with 31ttle

congressional debate this bill became law on September 25 1890

The Yosemite Act of October 1 1890 immediately added land to

this southern park as reserved forest bands Secretary Noble

named the southern park Sequoia National Park and also dispatched

units of the 4th United States cavalry to patrol this area in the

spring of 1891

The JohnsonM r movement thus appears to have helped carry

along the Sequoia Park proposal and by the and of 1890 the nation

had three new national parks the first to be established since

the creation of Yellowstone Park in 18722

2 The First National Forest Reservations 1891r ru r it w

For nearly 18 years the General Land Office of the United

States Department of the Interior Dr Bernhard B Fernow Chief

of the Division of Forestry in the United States Department of

the Agriculture and conservationists generally interested in

forestry such as Charles Sprague Sargent John Muir and Robert

Underwood Johnson bad all urged the repeal of the notorious

taws Relatin to the National Park Service 4849

2Robert Underwood Johnson op sit 278296 Linnie MWolfe The
Life of John Msir 244252 John Nee Our National Park Poll5559104306Pane Huth Nature and the American 176 il 1ta n Frederic Bade
editor The Life anaLetters Times of John i4uirr 2 vole New York1924
II 2372W5 Frederick LOlmstedJr and Theodora Kimball Frederick
L Olmsted I 33
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Timber Culture Act of 1873s a law that bad produced few trees

but much fraud

In 1890 a co®ittee of the American Association for the

Advancement of Science with Thomas Cowan MeandenballSuperintendeat
of the United States Coastal Geodetic Survey as cbairman

presented President Benjamin Harrison with a petition recommending

that a commission of competent men be employed to investigate the

necessity of preserving certain parts of the present public forest

es requisite for the maintenance of favorable water conditionsl

The petition further urged that pending such investigation all

timber lands of the United States be withdrawn from sale andprovision
be made to protect the said lands from theft and ravages by

fire and to supply in a rational manner the local needs of wood

and lumber until a permanent system of forest administration be had2

President Harrison and his Secretary of the Interior John W

Noble both endorsed these proposals Provisions of the bill to

accomplish these ends were drafted by Edward A Boversa special

agent and inspector in the General Land Office with the advice of

lit is interesting to note that Charles S Sargent in bis

magazine Garden and Forest in 1889 bad suggested that the President

of the United States should appoint such a emission to advise

him on forestry matters

2Cited in Van Rise and Haveneyer Conservation of our National

Resources 242 see also Benjamin H HiMrd history o the Public

L ddPolicies 530
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John Mir and Robert Underwood Johnson Bowers bill was attached

as a rider to the Sundry Civil Bill and passed by Congress without

debate1

The Act signed into law by President Harrison on arch 3

1891 repealed the Timber Culture Act of March 13 1873 and

further provided That the President of the United States may

from time to time set apart and reserve in any state or territory

having public land bearing forests in any part of the public lands

wholly or in part covered with timber or undergrowth whether of

commercial value or not as public reservations and the President

shall by public procl tion declare the establishment of said

reservations and the limits thereof2

This Saw established the principle of federal forestreservations
and was later characterized by Gifford Plnchot as the

most important legislation in the history of Forestry in America3

Of its effect in establishing a precedent that all of the public

domain was not to be disposed of into private leads thereby reversing

the entire previous course of federal land policy Benjamin H Hibbard

has remarked Without question the act permitting the withdrawal

Bans Huth 22cit 176 Robert Underwood Johnson ocite 293294
ELouise Peffer The Closi of the Public Domains 15toe Lt nie Wolfe
o cit 252 259 Samuel P Hays Conservation and the Gospel ofEffienay36 John Ise USForest Policy New Haven 1920 110

2Cited in Benjamin H Hibbard opcit 530 Van Hise and Ravemeyer

o cit 242

3Gifford Pinchot Breaks iftw Ground Nev York 1947 85
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In 1890 Governor David H Sill revived the idea of using the

State Forest Preserve primarily for the pursuit of repose recreation

and health and urged the New York legislature to establish the

Adirondack region as a public park The press and interested

associations strongly supported the governors proposal

The Adirondack Park was established by law on Way 20 1892

This Act provided for the sale and exchange of stateowned land

outside the boundaries of the park and the expenditure of these

proceeds for the purchase of privately owned land located within

the park boundaries The law also authorized the leasing ofcampsites
within the park at rates ranging from $5000 to $15000 a

year for five year periods The act further declared that the land

was to be forever reserved maintained and cared for as a ground

open for the free use of the people for their health and pleasure

and as a source of water and timber supply

The park boundaries in 1893 included an estimated 3588000

acres of which about 2807000 acres were in solid forest The

state also owned about 180000 acres of land located outside of the

park In 1893 and again in 1894 the Forestry Casmpiasion submitted

a bill proposing the acquisition of land in the Catskill Mountains

In 1895 the state legislature responded by providing $60000ooo

for land acquisition purposes in both the Adiroadacks and Catskills

In 1893 the Forest Preserve and Park laws of 1885 and 1892

were repealed as separate entities and reenactedas Siamese twins

In 1894 a decisive campaign waged by the advocates of the park idea
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resulted in the adoption of Article VII Section 7 of the New York

State Constitution This article Wbich became effective on

January 1 1895 read the lands of the State now owned or hereafter

acquired constituting the Forest Preserve as now fixed by law

shall be forever kept as wild forest land They shall not be

leased sold or exchanged or be taken by any corporation public

or private nor shall the timber thereon be sold removed ordestroyed
By this law the public park ideal with recreation as the

primary purpose prevailed and all lumbering was banished from

the Adirondack and Catskill preserves In explaining this change

in public opinion Gurth Whipple suggests that public confidence

in the state administration of the Forest Preserve as a source of

timber had been sbken by the abuses perpetuated by the lumbermen

and by weaknesses displayed by the State Forestry Commission in

yielding to connereial and political pressures In the opinion of

conservationists and the public the public park idea appeared to

offer the best plan to preserve the forests in New York States
2

4 Pinchot the First Professional American Forester L892 18

Gifford PLnehot 18651917 the son of a wealthy merchant

and the first American to become a professional forester was born

Cited Ourth Whipple ift Years of Conservation in New York

std 68

2Gurth Whipple pcit 6772 157159 For Gifford Pinchots
uosuccessful attempts from 1895 to 1911 to oppose the Adirondack

Park idea and to reintroduce scientific lumbering In the Adirondack

State Perk see Samuel P Hays Conservation and the Gospel of
E fide 191192
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at Simsbury Connecticut in 1865 He graduated from Yale in 1889

and encouraged by his father to take an interest in scientific

forestry turned for advice to Dr Bernhard E Pernow and Dr Charles

S Sargent Both men encouraged his interest advised him to go to

Europe to obtain his education in forestry and warned him that it

would probably be 24 years before commercial interests in the

United States would be ready to accept sustainedyield principles

for the management of forests

In October 1889 Piachot went to Germany where be put himself

under the guidance of Dr Detrich Brandin one of the outstanding

foresters of the era On Dr Brandisadvice Pinchot entered the

French Forest School at Nancy After six months at this institution

he then accompanied Dr Brandis on tour of German and Swiss managed

forests Having completed a total of 13 months intensive study

Pinchot decided it was time to go home Ptachot arrived in America

in December 1894 with an offer from Dr Fernow of a position as

Assistant Chief of the Forestry Division in the United StatesDepartmeat
of Agriculture at a salary of $160000 a year and the

suggestion that Pinehot would probably succeed Fernow in the position

of Chief Pincbot tentatively accepted this offer but delayed making

his final decision for two years When he finally turned down the

position in January 1892 Fernow was deeply offended The break

between the two men was complete and mutual jealousy was henceforth

intense1

1M Nelson McGeary Gifford Pinchot Forester Politician1928A
personality clash bad developed between the two Foresters when

Pincbot accompanied Pernow on a field trip in 1891
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in 1891 while still undecided about accepting the government

position Pinchot obtained two assignments from the Phelps Dodge

Company These involved examining and aging recommendations for

companyowned timber lands situated in Pennsylvania and in Arizona

Although his expenses were paid Pinchot received no salary for this

work In the summer of 1891 Professor Charles S Sargent introduced

Pinchot to the landscape arebitect Frederick Law Olmsted who bad

been working since 1888 on plans to develop George W Vanderbilts

7000 acre BLltmore Estate near Asheville North Carolina into

one of the finest country estates In the nation At Olmsteds

suggestion Vanderbilt hired Finchot to supervise about 5000 acres

of Biltmore land as a demonstration area for practical forestry

management the estate also included a large arboretum and a game

preserve Ptuchots salary was set at $2500 per year plussubsistence
and traveling expenses

The young forester assumed his new duties with great enthusiasm

in January 1892 and for the next two years managed and enlarged

the Vanderbilt forests to the satisfaction of both the owner and

himself In 1893 the Biltmore Forest put on an exhibit prepared

by Pinebot at the Chicago Worlds Fair showing by means ofphotographsthe improvements of its forests and indicating that a profit

bad also been realized from these scientific operations These

duties did not take all of young nchots time and in December

1893 he opened an office in New York City as Consulting Forester

taking into partnership Henry S Graves a Yale graduate who was

soon to become the second Americanborn trained forester
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Dy 1894 the operations on the BEltmore estate bad become so

`large that Pinchot believed a resident forester was necessary

after consulting with Dr Brandis and because Graves bad not yet

completed his forestry studies in Europe Pinchot imported Carl

Alvin Schenck a German professional forester for this position

Schenck aged 27 arrived in the United States on April 15 1895

and took charge of the RLltmore forest operations

Between 1592 and 1895 Piachot became the first Americanborn

professional forester and launched the first scientific forest

operations undertaken in the United States1

5 A Federal Forest Ma at Act 38931897

As the year 1893 dawned the future of conservation appeared

bright Grover Cleveland the Presidentelect and Hake Smith of

Georgia slated to be Secretary of the Interiorr both informed

Robert Underwood Johnson of their intention to support conservation

causes Johnson decided to marshal the forces and as the first

step invited John Mir to visit the East Muir made the Journey

in May 1893 and guided by Johnson met for the first time John

Bzrrougbs Charles S Sargent the father of Gifford Pinchot and

many other Eastern celebrities Johnson next led Mair to Washington

D C where the naturalist tasked with Secretary Smith Edward A

Bowers and Dr Bernhard E Pernow about forest affairs in the West2

1M Nelson Geary 92cit 2834 Gifford Pinchot Breaking New

Gam Carl A Schenck The Biltmore Story St Paul 1955

2l``rederiic Bade Letters of John Mir II 264271 Linnie Wolfe
The Life of John Mir 2 Robert Underwood Johnson Remembered

Yisterda 29529b
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In December 1894 Charles S Sargent called a meeting to

which he invited Johnson Gifford Piachot and Walter H Page

editor of the Atlantic Monthly Sargent suggested utilizing the

plan that had worked successfully in 189091 namely that the

President should appoint a commission to advise on the control

and administration of public forests1 In June 1895 Sargent

made a report to the National Academy of Sciences stronglyrecommendingthat many additional federal forest reserves should be

established For a while it appeared that Congress might appoint

such a forest commission but when the legislature failed to act

Sargent altered his tactics The charter of the National Academy

required that body to undertake the investigation of any subject

in science or in the applied arts when so requested by the bead

of a federal department After ascertaining that other members

of the Academy were not averse to such an investigation Sargent

had Johnson intercede with the Secretary of the Interior to obtain

the necessary request Secretary Smith issued the desired letter

on February 15 1896 thereby creating a National Forest Commission

with Sargent as chairman and Pinehot the only nonmember of the

Academy as Secretary The other members Included General Henry L

Abbot of the U S Army Corps of Engineers Alexander Agassez

Dr William H Brewer of Yale Arnold Hague of the USGeological

Survey and Wolcott Gibbs the president of the Academy2

1M Nelson MoGfeary Gifford Pinchot 37 Robert Underwood Johnson
op cit 296297

2M Nelson M Geary opcit 38 Robert Underwood Johnson
oicit 297
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The Forest Commission served without compensation butappropriationswere needed to pay the expenses of necessary travel

Johnson was able to obtain $25000 for this purpose from a hostile

Congress In the summer of 1896 the commission set out on its

trip to examine the forests located on the public leads in the West

John Maiir at Sargents request Joined the group at Chicago in

July and the commission then made a thorough personal investigation

of the forests of the Pacific Northwest and of the Pacific slopeI

Returning to the East Chairman Sargent assembled into a report

the commissions findings and recommendations that had been worked

out at many campfires rough drafts were then sent to Mir for

ideas and Inspiration

As strong differences of opinion appeared among the members

of the commission over bow the forest preserves could best beadministrated
and protected a compromise bad to be haiered out

Sargent Muir and Abbot favored army guardianship as was used in

the National Parks as being more practical efficient and free

from shifting political pressures Pinchot however violently

opposed this plan and urged the adoption of a civilian guard system

similar to that utilized in Germany Pinchot also felt that the

commissioners were indifferent if not hostile to the methods of

practical forestry even though the commission did not propose to

1Frederic We Letters of John I r II 298303 M Nelson

Mooeary op cit 3839
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lock up the government forests from commercial use In the

interest of harmony the committee recommended military control

only until such time as a duly authorized and organized forest

bureau could be established in the U S Depublent of the

Interior with officers and men adequately trained and subject

to civil service regulation to protect the reserves Pinchot

signed this compromise report only after the greatest hesitation

The other committee recommendations were as follows

1 The creation of 13 new forest reservations distributed

in eight western states

2 The repeal or modification of timber and mining laws

leading to fraud and robbery on the public forest lands

3 The adoption of scientific management of federal forests

to maintain a permanent timber supply

4 The creation of two new national parks the Grand

Canyon in Arizona this area bad been set aside as a National

Forest Reserve in 1893 and Munt Rainier in Washington with

adjacent areas1

President Cleveland was so favorably impressed by these

reccommendations presented in an interim report that on February

27 1897 just 10 days before leaving office he created by

presidential proclamation the 13 recommended forest reserves

3Linnie M Wolfe The Life of John Nair 270272 M Nelson

McGeary Gifford Pinchot 39 1 The final report is Forest Polio

for the Forested Lands of the United States 55th Congress let

Sees 7979 Senate Document
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thereby withdrawing from the public domain 21379810 acres

This action brought the total amber of National Forest reserves

created since 2891 to 29 containing a total of 38897810 acres

Western Congressmen particularly those from the Pacific

Northwest rose in outrage at Clevelands action There was much

fytalk of inserting an amendment to the Sundry Civil BLU to nul71

the Presidents proclamation President Cleveland stopped such

plans by stating Well if they do I will veto the whole damned

bill 2

The Forest Commissions final report presented to Congress

and the new McKLnley administration on icy 1 1897 pointed out

that under existing conditions the United States was unable to

protect its timber lands because the sentiment of a majority of

the people in the public land States with regard to the public

domain which they consider the exclusive property of the people

of those States and Territories does not sustain the Government

In its efforts to protect its own property juries when rare

indictments can be obtained almost invariably failing to convict

depredators
3

3Van Rise and Havemeyer Conservation of our National Resources

242 Benjamin H Hibbard History of the Public Land Policies530531Liunie M Wolfe Life of John Mir 270272

2Robert Underwood Johnson Remembered Pester 299300

3Forest Policy for the Forested Lands of the United States 55th

Congress 1st Session k1097 senate Document 105 333
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They further reported Civil employees often selected for

political reasons and retained in office by political favorinsufficientlyd and without security in their tenure of office

have proven unable to cope with the difficulties of Eroteeting

timbe s l

Finally the commission noted that a study of the forest

reserves in their relation to the general development and welfare

of the country shows that the segregations of these great bodies

of reserved lands cannot be withdrawn from all occupation and uses

and that they must be made to perform their part in the economy

of the nation2

Congress torn between a militant and well organized sentiment

in the last in favor of forest reservation and an irate West

fighting against every withdrawal was divided on the forestry

question These conflicting views were reflected in the Sundry

Civil Appropriation Act of June 1 1897

Law
This also known as the Forest Management Act reaffirmed the

power of the President to create reserves confirmed all the

reservations made prior to the year 1897 but limited the type of

lands to be reserved in the future atsting No public forest

reservation shall be established except to improve and protect

the forests within the reservations or for the purpose of securing

bid 23

2lbid 22

I
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favorable conditions of water flow and to furnish acontinuous
supply of timber for the use and necessity of the United

States but It is not the purpose or intent of this provision or

of the act providing for such reservation to authorize theInclusion
therein of lands more valuable for the mineral therein or for

agricultural purposes than for forests

The law granted the basic authority necessary for the federal

government to administer the timber and other resources on these

reservations Included were the power to regulate the occupancy

and use of the forests as well as for the protection and sale of

timber under proper restrictions

In an effort to appease the West however the same law also

suspended the effect of Cleveland a Executive Order of February 22

1$97 until March 1 1898 This meant that the 13 large forest

reservations established by Cleveland were unprotected until 1898

Secretary of the Interior C N Bliss immediatelydeclared all of

the new reservations except those located in California as open

to settlement This order was followed by a Western stampede to

file claims upon forest reserve land

In the open battle now joined between the forces of conservation

and exploitation John Idir probably found his greatest opportunity

for public service The Atlantic Monthly and Sarpera Weekly now

joined the Century in the fight for conservation and at Sargents

1U S Statutes at Large XSX 11 3435 Samuel P HaysConservationand the Gos l of Lflcien 44
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suggestion the newcomers turned to Mair for anununition in the

struggle In two brilliant articles one in Harpers Weekly June

5 1897 entitled Forest Reservations and the National Parks

and the other in Atlantic Monthly August 1897 entitled The

American Forests Mir went over the heads of Congress and

directly to the people In impassioned oratory the naturalist

preached the sacred duty of so using the country that present

generations would not leave it ravished by greed and ignorance

to those who follow but would pass it on undiminished in richness

and beauty His two articles probably turned the tide of public

sentiment1

Pincbot also entered Into the battle to save the 13reservations
In June 1897 after the Forest b nagement Act bad been

passed Piachot accepted the position of special forest agent

in the U S Department of the Interior and traveled widely during

the summer and fall of 1897 urging the preservation of the 13

forest preserves and also surveying the e d stiug reserves

Professor Sargent however chose to interpret Plncbots

acceptance of an official position in the U S Government at this

particular time as an expression of bad faith stating that Pinchot

was utilizing his new job to urge his own ideas on forestry rather

than those presented In the National Forest Commission Report

Dict• of American Biograpby XIII 314316 Lincie M Wolfe
The Life of Joba Mir 272277 Robert Underwood Johnson Remembered

Yesterday 299
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Both men referred their quarrel to Dr Brandis The German

forester pleaded with Pinchot to patch up the break stressing that

Sargent had fought the battle of Forestry in America for over 24

years Assuring Pinchot that he believed Sargent to be wrong in

his interpretation of Pinchots action Brandis neverthelessInformed
the young forester that the appearances are against

YOU

When Pinchot then made a slight gesture of reconciliation

Sargent curtly replied that as their standards of conduct were so

different it was useless to discuss the subject further The

breach between these two proud men was final

On arriving in Seattle in August 1897 John Muir learned

that Special Forestry Agent Pinchot had just informed the stockmen

of Washington that sheep grazing in forest reserves did little

damage Mir immediately confronted PSnchot with the newspaper

account of the foresters speech and Pinchot conceded that he

was correctly quoted iiir then reralied I dont want anything

more to do with you When we were in the Cascades last sunnier you

yourself stated that the sheep cUd a great deal of harm Pinchots

public statement was apparently made in an effort to reduce the

hostility of powerful western livestock interests to the reserves2

1M Nelson Leary Gifford Pinchot l143

2Liunle M Wolfe oft 27577 In 4drs second Atlantis
article Wild Parke and Forest Reservations of the West published
in January 1898 he publicly attacked what he regarded to be the

purely utilitarian concept of conservation held by Pinabot
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These quarrels did not reach the public but by the end of

1897 young Pincbot bad broken completely with the three men of

the older generation who bad done the most to advance and establish

the principles of forestry in the United States

The fight to preserve the 13 forest reserves continued and

the margin of victory was to be close in March 1898 the Senate

actually passed an amendment to the Sundry Civil Bill to abolish

all forest reserves but the struggle in the House was another

matter Here the campaign against the Senate amendment was directed

by Representative John Fletcher Lacey1 Chairman of the Public

ands Commission and the Senate proposal was rejected by a vote

of 100 to 39 The National forest reservations system was thereby

saved and the Cleveland reservations were again closed tosettlement2
6 National Forests Reservations and National Parks 1801900

The National Forest Co mission had recommended theestablishment
of a bureau of forestry in the Department of the Interior

1John Fletcher Lacey
18411913w4

soldier lawyer Congressman

and conservationist was born in l8 In a oneroom log cabin on

the Ohio River near New Martinville in what is now West Virginia

At the age of 14 his family moved to a farm near Oskaloosa lowa

where he lived for six years After serving in the Union Army during

the Civil War be studied law and was admitted to the bar in Iowa

He began his public career in the Iowa General Assembly in 1869 Prom

1889 to 1907 with the exception of the years 189193 be was a member

of the USHouse of Representatives An ardent student of Indian

affairs public lands and forestry be was one of the earlyconservationistsand as the powerful chairman of the House Committee on

forests and public lands Lacey was to frame much of the legislation

of this period on the preservation of forests and wil4life Dim
ca American B3 X 519520

2Linnie N Wolfe The Life of John Idxir 277
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and the law of 1897 gave the Secretary of the Interior broad

powers to adeialater the forests At Secretary Bliss request

Special Forestry Agent Pinchot prepared a plan for theorganization
of such a forestry bureau in the Interior Department1

Pinchot was also under the impression that if Congress appropriated

the necessary funds for the new bureau Secretary of Interior Bliss

would place him in charge of this work Congress however failed

to vote money for this purpose and the national forest reserves

were left as in the past in the charge of the General Land

Office an agency that bad no trained foresters on its staff2

President McKinley further increased the national forest reserves

by setting aside an additional 7050089 acres3

On March 2 1899 the fifth national park dedicated and set

apart as a public park to be known and desisted as the Mount

Rainier National Park for the benefit and enjoyment of the people

was established Congress however refused to make any direct

appropriation for the park until 1906 and also prohibited the

Secretary of the Interior from using Army troops to patrol it5

The report is included in Senate Document 189s 55th Congress
2d Sees

2M Nelson McGeary Gifford Pinchot 4344

3Benjamin SRibbard Htsto of the Public Land Policies 531

4
we Relati to the National Park Service 102

5John Ise Our National Park Polig M323
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7 Foxes Division US rtment of Agiculture 18981 1

Dr Bernhard B Fernow resigned as t of of the Division of

Forestry in the United States Department of Agriculture in 1898

and on July 1 of that year Gifford Pinchot at the age of 32

Licceeded him with the special title of Forester Pinchot threw

himself into his new responsibility with great energy and enthusiasm

His staff of 11 in 1898 was increased to 115 by 1901 so many of

his men were drawn from Yale University that this division was often

referred to as the Yale Club Although his agency did notcontrol
any government forests his division at the request of the

Secretary of the Interior provided technical advice to theDepartment
of the Interior for the management of the national forest

reserves Pinehot radically changed his divisions emphasis from

scientific studies of forests to a campaign designed to educate

the private forest industry and the public in general about the

practical benefits that could be realized from scientific forest

management He offered the services of federal foresters to help

owners draw up management plans for private forest lands In this

grogram he was eminently successful large timber companies soon

swamped the Division of Forestry with requests foraid3The
first example in the United States where the practice of

forestry was put into effect on privately owned forest lands under

a forest management plan prepared by technically trained federal

foresters was the work inaugurated at Nebasane on the property
of W Seward Webb in New York State Gurth Whipple Fifty Years

of Conservation in New York State 82 This Initial plan waspreparedby Henry S Graves
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By 1905 owners of some three million acres including the largest

timber owners in the country bad applied for federal assistance

Reflecting the success and importance of Plachots work his

l•visiozwas promoted to the Bureau of Forestry on July 1 19001

8 The First American Forestry Schools 18982M

Dr Bernhard B Fernow having resigned as head of the U S

Forestry Division proceeded to organize the first collegiate

school of forestry in the United States at Cornell University in

1898 The New York State legislature on March 26 1898

authorized the establishment of a fouryear undergraduate course

at Cornell and appropriated $3000000 for this purpose Actual

instruction began on September 28 1898 with four students in

attendance the first year and 15 the second The faculty was

comprised of two men Dr Pernow and Mr Filbert Both The Cornell

school was endowed with 30000 acres of state forest land located

in the vicinity of Axton New York immediately south of Upper

Saranac Lake The school built its first forest tree nurseries

at Axton in 1898 and the following year set out its first tree

plantations

In 1903 a suaaU but highly influential group of adjoining

property owners violently opposed the timber cutting practices

used on the college forest Maiming that their forest properties

were being greatly depreciated these wealthy men used their

1
M Nelson McGeary Gifford Pinchot f552 Samuel P Bays

Conservation and the Gospel of EPfJcienc

293593



influence to have the governor veto the colleges appropriation

for the 190304 fiscal year This one blow caeapelled the young

vigorous and promising College of Forestry at Cornell to close

its doors after only five years of operation

The tree nurseries were taken over by the State Forestry

Commission and the Axton Forest became a part of the Adirondack

State Park New York State resumed its forestry education in

1910 with the establtebment of the Department of Forestry at the

State College of Agriculture at Ithaca and in 1911 the College

of Forestry was organized at Syracuse University2

Tith the closing of the Cornell School Dr Feraow engaged
in a private forest consulting practice and also gave lecture courses

at the Yale School of Forestry in 1904 In 1906 be inaugurated the

work of forestry at Pennsylvania State College In 1907 he organized
and administered until his retirement in 1919 a department of
forestry at the University of Toronto Canada In 1902 Dr Fernow

was responsible for the establishment of the Forestry Quarterly
the organ of the Society of American Foresters and was editor of
that publication and its successor the Journal of Forestry until

1922 He died in 1923 Dictionary American Biography VI
336337 Andrew Denny Rogers Bernhard Eduard Fernow a S of
Worth American Forestry Princeton 1951

2Gurth Wbipple Fifty Years of Conservation in New York State
81 88 George R Armstrong and Marvin W Kranz editors Fores

College Essays on the Growth and Develo eat of New York State

Co of ForestZA 19311961 Syracuse 1961 120 M Nelson

McGeary Gifford Pinchot 2728 45
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on September 1 1898 Dr Carl Alvin ScMnok a professionally

trained German forester opened the Biltmore Forest School on the

Vanderbilt estate near Ashville North Carolina This school the

first private forest school in the United States offered a12month
course in forestry The annual enrol3ment reached its peak

in 1910 with 60 students in attendance In the fa11 of 1913 after

15 years of extremely successful work Dr Schenck closed his

1
school

The Yale Forest School established under the sponsorship of

Gifford Pinchot opened Its doors at Yale University in the fall

of 1900 This school was the first in the United States to offer

graduate work is forestry The Pinehot family contributed some

$150000 towards the development of this school Henry Solon Graves

resigned from the U S Bureau of Forestry to become the first dean

of the Yale Forestry School The student body increased from seven

in 1900 to 44 in 1902 and to 85 by 19102

By 1914 a total of 24 schools of forestry bad been established

in 19 states3

9 Wild Life and Conservation 2LoMst IMIM
This period saw the formation of the following groups that were

to play an important role in the field of conservations The Adirondack

1Armstrong and Kranz Forestr Coll 731 Carl A Schenck
The Biltmore Stn St Paul 1955

2Armstrong and Kranz op cit 1112 M Nelson McGeary Gifford

Pinchot 48i9 Samuel P Hays Conservation and the Gospel of
Efficiency 3031

3Armatrong and Kranz 22 cit 328330 has a list of the early
forestry schools
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Park Association in New York formed in 1890 Trustees for Public

Reservations in Massachusetts 1891 the Sierra Club the first

western conservation group organized by John Nair in California

in 1892 at the suggestion of the editor Robert Underwood Johnson

the American Scenic and Historic Preservation Society 1895 The

New York Zoological Society 1893 the American Park and Outdoor

Jrts Society 1897 the League of North American Sportsmen 1898

the North American Fish and Game Protective Association 1900

the Association for the Protection of the Adironddaeks in New York

1900 the Society for the Preservation of Historical and Scenic

Spots 1900 and the Society of American Foresters organized by

Gifford Rtnebot in 19001

Secretary of the Interior Carl Schurz alarmed over the

hunters decimation of many large animals in Yellowstone National

Park prohibited the killing of all game in the park in 1880 but

the lack of Congressional appropriations for the park prevented the

effective enforcement of these regulations in 1886 secretary of

the Interior L Q C Lamar acting under authority granted by

Congress in 1883 placed troops in Yellowstone National Park for the

purpose of protecting it and the soldiers remained to carry out

this duty until 1918

3Van Rise and Havemeyer Conservation of our Natural Resources 394
durth Whipple Fitt Years of Conservation in New York State 76
Samuel P Rays Conservation and the Gospel of Efficiency 189p 191192
M Nelson WcGeary Gifford Pinchaot 57 Hans Huth Nature and the

American 184
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The flagrant slaughter of buffalo irk Yellowstone however

continued and public indignation was aroused only after several

such incidents were written up by Emerson Hough and published by

George Bird Grinnell in his Forest and Stream in rch 1894

Representative John F Lacey of Iowa at once introduced a bill in

the House that was quickly passed and signed into law by President

Cleveland on ley 7 1801

Entitled An Act to protect the Birds and Animals inYellowstone
National Park this statute made the federal park a part of

the United States Judicial district of Wyoming and the laws of

Wyoming were to govern except where the laws of the United States

were applicable The 189 act established a complete schedule of

punishments for various offenses and stated all hunting or the

killing wounding or capturing at any time of any bird or wild

animal except dangerous animals when it is necessary to prevent

them from destroying human life is prohibited within the

limits of said park Fishing was also restricted to hook and line

and only at such season and time and manner as was to be directed

by the Secretary of the Interior2 The Yellowstone Act of 1894 was

the first federal legislation passed to protect wildlife3

lJobn Ise Our National Park Poli 4548

2Laws Relati to the National Park Service 1933 3031

3Ira N Gabrielson Wild Life Re s 67
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The ineffectiveness of state legislation in preventing market

hunting and the interstate transportation and sale of game became

fully apparent in this period Conservationists and hunters alike

united to support federal legislation intended to correct abuses

that threatened the extinction of all game Here again Representative

John F Lacey introduced the desired bill The Lacey Act of May

w5 1900 was the first general federal game law The statute

prohibited the shipment by common carrier from one state to

another of the dead bodies of wild animals or birds that bad been

illegally killed In a state or that were shipped from a statecontrary
to state law The Lacey act gave the U S Biological Survey

of the Department of Agriculture jurisdiction over the matters

relating to game and also over the importation of wild animals and

birds frama other countries Under the provisions of the Lacey act

the Biological Survey led by its director C Hart Merriam was

able to accomplish much in stopping the illicit interstate traffic

in wild animal and birds1

10 Irrigation and ReclamationM1900In
1888 Congress bad authorized the first water resources

investigation of the and lands of the west These studies were

made for the purpose of determining which were capable of irrigation

and for the segregation from sale and settlement of the land judged

1Van Rise and Havemeyer Conservation of our Natural Resources
397 451452 Samuel P Hays Conservation and the Gospel of

Efficiency 389
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to be irrigable This work since 1888 bad been headed by

Frederick Haynes Newell the chief bydrographer of the U S

Geological Survey

By 1890 however Congress had lost interest in this project

largely because western opinion itself was divided on the best

means to secure irrigation Three competing camps had formed

those favoring irrigation by private enterprise those supporting

state sponsored projects and those urging federally supported

programs

In the irrigation congress held at Salt Lake City in 1891 a

majority of the delegates voted in favor of the federal government

ceding the irrigable public land to the states for the settlers to

Irrigate The second irrigation congress held in 1893 reaffirmed

this position Congress also ordered an investigation of the

irrigation question The fullest report made by Richard J Einton

for the Department of Agriculture supported the majority view of

the two irrigation congresses1

In response to this concensus of western opinion Congress

passed the Carey act of August 18 1891 so named in honor of

Senator Joseph X Carey of Wyoming the chairman of the Senate

Public Lands Committee2 Under this law the federal government

agreed to donate to certain western states a quantity of and

1Robert J Hinton A R rt on Irrigation within the United States

for 18 1 Senate Executive Document 1 Part 1 52d Congress lst

Session 1893 E Louise Peffer The Closing of the Public Domain
1819 Wallace Stegner Beyond the Hundredth Meridian 304350

2Benjamin H Hibbard Historry of the Public Land Policies43443699



public land not to exceed 1000000 acres to each state if

the states would cause this land to be settled Irrigated and

at least in pert cultivated To states successfully complying

with these terms the federal government was to grant patents for

the land either to the state or directly to the assignees of the

state The law did not specify whether the state was expected to

do the work of installing irrigation systems or whether they should

contract with private parties for this work but the privilege of

the latter plan was conferred and often followed in many cases

States were forbidden to lease these lands or dispose of them in

any way except so as to secure their reclamation cultivation

and settlement States could also sell only 160 acres to any one

person

The Carey Act was accepted by 32 of the Western states and

work was energetically begun particularly in Wyoming Most of

these enterprises however resulted in disappointment losses

and even suffering to the purchasers of the land One primary

reason for this situation was that the state officials elected

solely for political reasons and not required to possess the

necessary ability or interest in reclamation generally could not

take the time nor display the farsighted business ability needed

to make a success of this difficult engineering operation Second

the private corporations formed to irrigate and sell the arid lands

were usually speculative in their real aim there was no difficulty
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in selling the land but when it came to financings Pings

and building the large scale works required the corporation leaders

also usually lacked the necessary training and knowledge and were

unable to deliver the water to the land Many of these deficiencies

were not realized until after large investments in time and money

had already been made in improvements houses and farm buildings

By 1901 seven years later not all of the eligible states

had taken advantage of the Carey Act Applications bad been made

for only 950000 acres out of a total of 12000000 available and

only 7610 acres bad been patented out of the 211251 acres for

which applications bad been approvedl

Ewen before the failure of the Carey act was fully demonstrated

advocates of federally sponsored irrigation led by Frederick Newell

and the young California lawyer George H Maxwell werespearheadinga new campaign to achieve this end2

Ikxwell led tic supporters of federally supportea proio4 s

to victory in the 1896 convention of the national irrigation congress

Early in 1898 to gain the necessary nationwide support he set

out to convince the eastern commercial and industrial interests

that they should also back federally sponsored irrigation in the West

f
Van Bias and Havemeyer Conservation of our National Resources

152153 E Louise Peffer The Closi of the Public Dwaln 19

Benjamin H Hibbard Histor of the Public Land Foliaies 37

George H Maxwell was a native of Sonoma California Be was

admitted to the bar in 1882 and became a specialist in California

water law
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As a part of the campaign to obtain eastern support Newell and

Maxwell joined the forest conservation movement that was sopowerfulin the Atlantic States1 By the end of 1898 MWe11 hadobtamed
the endorsement of the National Board of Trade the National

Business Ons League and the National Association of nufaeturers

In 1899 he organised the National Irrigation Association with

headquarters located at Chicago and here he conducted an intensive

educational campaign distributing literature to the newspapers

and publishing his own periodical Wive11s Talisman By 1900

Maxwell and Newell had convinced the National Irrigation Congress

and the West generally that if it were to have successful irrigation

the federal goverment would have to sponsor it2 So successful

were their efforts that both major political parties adopted planks

in favor of federal irrigation in their presidential campaign

platforms for 19003 Federal reclamation appeared to be finally

poised on the verge of success

lNeweil bad been a member of the American Forestry Association
since 1889 and in 3891 became corresponding secretary of the

Association see Samuel E Hays Conservation and the Goa el of
E iciency 2226 and B Louise Feffer The C1osi of the Public

Domainz 21

2Samuel P says opvAt10113
B Louise Peffer off 22
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Cha er VII

The RooseveltPlnobot Era 1 119p

1 Inception and losophof the Roosevelt Conservation Movementw a ira a nrui wrr•rrwriri•nnrnnnirrr•w

On September 6 1901 President William MKInley was fatally

wounded by an assasaineight days later VicePresident Theodore

Roosevelt assumed the Presidency Immediately after the new

Presidents arrival in Washington Frederick Baynes Newell and

Gifford Pinchot called upon Roosevelt and laid before him their

plans for national irrigation of the arid lands of the West and

for the consolidation of the forest work of the government in the

Bureau of Forestry1

Newell and Pinchot were to became the chief advisers of the

President in matters of conservation indeed although tecbnical3y

only the chief of a bureau Pinchot through his strong personal

friendship with the President and as a member of Rooseveltsintimate
circle of advisors known as the Tennis Cabinet was in

reality to combine many of the functions and powers of the Secretary

of the Interior and the Secretary of Agriculture during the next

eightyear period2 A brief glance at the philosophy held by this

1Theodore Roosevelt An Autobio►ra New York 1920394395p3962
This was particularly true of the period 19071909 when JamesR Garfield who agreed completely with Pinchots views onconservationserved as Secretary of the Interior Ethan Allen Hitchcock

Secretary of the Interior 19011907 refused to support all aspects
of Pinchots program James Wilson who served as Secretary ofAgriculturefrom 1901 to 1909 gave Plnchot wide authority and a free
band See Samuel P Hayes Conservation and the Gospel of Effcien
40 5657 61 7273s 78 192
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new generation of conservationists that came to power in 1901 is

therefore pertinent

Thoreau marsh and Olmsted the early philosophers ofConrervationand their disciples Fernow 14 it and Sargent had

advocated a broad program that included both the humanitarian

recreation health preservation of beauty and scenic splendor

and the utilitarian sustainedyield forest management and protection

of water supplies points of view When conflicts of interest

occurred over whether humanitarian or utilitarian programs of

conservation were to prevail in the use of a particular area this

early generation bad generally given humanitarian values the first

priority

In contrast to this view Newell and Pinchot were devotees of

what Samuel P Pays bad aptly called the gospel ofefficiency

The use of land and natural resources was important only in so far

as it served the needs of machine industry and the production of

commercial wealth ie conversion into money Use of land and

resources for the direct benefit of mankind as human beings they

believed must take second priority to utilitarian purposes As

Bays has expressed it the apostles of the gospel of efficiency

subordinated the aesthetic to the utilitarian Preservation of

natural scenery and historic sites in their scheme of things

remained subordinate to increasing industrial productivity1

Samuel P Rays off 127 Pays bas a brilliant chapter on

this sub$ect see pages
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Newell and Pinchot never entertained any doubts such as those

expressed by Thoreau of the social value of many products of

this industrial process Pinehot thus informed the Society of

American Foresters in 1903 The object of our forest policy is

not to preserve forests because they are beauties or because

they are refuges for the wild creatures of the wilderness but
the making of prosperous homes Every other consideration comes

as secondary
1

Conservation as defined by Pinchot in 1910 stood for three

principles 1 The develqpent of our natural resources and the

fullest use of them for the present generation 2 theprevention
of waste and 3 the development and preservation ofresourcesfor the benefit of the many and not merely for the profit

of a few2 In his crusading zeal for his own principles and his

uncompromising attitude towards all contrary points of vier

Gifford Piachot was to finally split asunder the united front that

bad been formed by the older generation of conservationists

While saying little publicly on the matter as he needed their

support for his policies the great forester was to consistently

use his far reaching power and influence privately within the

government to oppose the plans of the preservationists whom he

derided as nature lovers Pinchot was thus the silent but

Cited in Samuel P Hays ft 4142 see also Hans Huth
Nature and the American 178179

2Giftord Pinchot The Fight for Conservation Newyork 1910
4446
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consistent foe of parks and wildlife whenever in his opinion

these preserves possessed a potential for higher industrial

or commercial use1

As one corollary of their faith in industrial processes

and scientific methods both Newell and Pinchot were strongadvocates
of the use of experts to eliminate waste and inefficiency

from government and the field of natural resources In this they

were paralleling the course that had already been adopted by the

great industries of the United States which were using scientific

management to promote efficiency in their plant operations

President Roosevelt enthusiastically endorsed Newell and Pinchots

suggestions in this field In the words of Hays Social and

economic problems Roosevelt believed should be solved not through

power politics but by experts who would undertake scientificinvestigations
and devise workable solutions He bad an almostunlimited

faith in applied science During his presidency he

repeatedly sought the advice of expert commissions especially in

the field of resource policy and he looked upon the conservation

movement as an attempt to apply this knowledge2

As a second corollary of their belief in the desirability of

efficiency Newell Pinchot and Secretary of Interior James R

Garfield gradually evolved a theory that the President of

1Samuel P Rays off cit 192198 M Nelson McGeary Gifford

Pinchot 87 John Ise Our National Parks Folic 185190 Hamsuth
Nature and the American 17 179 183

2Samuell P Hays og cit 267
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the United States has a moral duty and responsibility to protect

the public resources of the nation wherever possible As accepted

and exercised by President Theodore Roosevelt the executive was

considered generally to be dutybound to take positive steps for the

public good if not specifically prohibited by the Constitution or

by law Under the doctrine of moral stewardship using thesupervisory
power of the executive as the legal justification it was

held that the President could withdraw public lands from entry to

make certain that they would not be acquired wrongfully and to

give Congress time to pass protective laws By exercising such

broad executive powers Roosevelt endeavored to overcome what he

believed to be Congress inability to act efficiently on important

public matters1

While much of the Roosevelt conservation program had highly

utilitarian overtones the President was not completely dominated

by this point of view Roosevelt was a competent naturalist in his

own right and also an enthusiastic sportsman Thus the preserve

tionist conservationists in spite of Pinchots opposition were

often able to make significant advances during the RooseveltPinchot

years2 At Roosevelts suggestion in October 1901 C Fart Merriam

Chief of the U S Biological Survey informed his friend John Muir

Samuel P Hays op cit 134138 148149 M Nelson McGeary

op cit 117

2Samuel P Hays op cit 189190 see Paul Russell Cutright
Theodore Roosevelt the Naturalist New York 1956
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t The President is heartily with us in the matter of preserving the

crests and keeping out the sheep He wants to know the facts

from men like yourself who are not connected with the government

service and at the some time are known and esteemed by the people

Muir replied at once stating the situation as he had observed it

and further urging that the management of the national forestreserves
be vested in a Bureau of Forestry in the U S Department of

Agriculture2

In his first annual message delivered to Congress on December

3 1901 and written chiefly by Newell and Pinchot President

Roosevelt stated The wise administration of the forest reserves

will be not less helpful to the interests which depend on wood and

grass The water supply itself depends upon the forest In the

and region it is water not land which measures production The

western half of the United States would sustain a population greater

than that of our whole country today if the waters that now run to

waste were saved and used for irrigation The forest and waterproblems
are perhaps the most vital internal questions of the United

States He called for the protection of the forest reserves against

fire and livestock and recommended the creation of a Bureau of

Forestry in the Department of Agriculture to manage the National

Forest reserves3

1Linnie M Wolfe Life of John Muir 288

3House Document i 57th Cong 1st Sees 190102 Theodore

Roosevelt Autobio ra 396
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2 Federal Reclamation 120214

In his first annual message to Congress President Theodore

Roosevelt wrote The pioneer settlers on the arid public domain

chose their homes along streams from which they could themselves

divert the water to reclaim their holdings Such opportunities are

practically gone There remain however vast areas of public land

which can be made available for homestead settlement but only by

reservoirs and mainline canals impracticable for private enterprise

These irrigated works the President recommended should be built

by the Rational Government

Several irrigation bills were introduced early in the first

session of the 57th Congress The one selected for seriousconsideration
was that submitted late in the previous Congress by

Representative Francis G Newlands of Nevada1 The Newlands bill

was supported by both major political parties and was signed into

law by President Roosevelt on June 17 1902

iFrancis G Newlands was born in Mississippi in 1848 graduated
from Yale and Columbia and went to California to practice law in

1870 In 1889 he moved to Nevada to manage the great silver mines

of his late fatherinlaw Senator William Sharon From 1892 to

2903 Newlands served in the U S House of Representatives and from

1903 until his death in 1919 was a U S Senator from Nevada
Newlands bad been a strong advocate of federal irrigation since

1891 Samuel P Flays Conservation and the GogQel of Efficiency
ii14 see also A B Darling editor The Public Fa ers of
Francis G Newlands 2 vols New York
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The Reclamation or Newlands Act provided that the federal

government would set aside a portion of the money received from

the sale of public land for a reclamation fund under the

administration of the Secretary of the Interior to be used in

developing federal irrigation projects The settler to be

c1£ible agreed to repay the cost of construction of the project

in 10 annual interestfree installments The money so paid was to

remain a part of the reclamation fund and could be used to finance

new projects until Congress ordered otherwise In order to receive

a patent the law stated that the settler bad to reclaim at least

onehalf of the total irrigable area of his entry and also meet

the requirements of the Homestead Act as to residence which under

these circumstances was three years In the event that water was

not made available as scheduled the entryman could be granted a

leave of absence until such time as water could be provided The

Reclamation Act permitted the sale of water rights to private land

owners but in no case to nonresidents or in amounts greater than

for 160 acres to an individual1

In order to expedite federal irrigation projects Congress also

provided an initial sum of $20000000 for the reclamation fund but

this working capital was not actually drawn on until 1907

1U S Statutes at Large XXXVII 265 Van Hise and Havemeyer
Conservation of Our Natural Resources 156157 Benjamin H Hibbard
Histo of the Public Land Policies 442443 E Louise Peffer

Closingthe Public Domain 33 3541
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President Roosevelt made the Reclamation Service created as

a new branch of the U S Geological Survey in the Department of

the Interior responsible for the administration of the Newands

Act and appointed Frederick H Newell as director of the Reclamation

Service In 190T the Service was promoted to an independent bureau

directly under the Secretary of the Interior1

The concept contained in the Newlands Act that thereclamation
fund should be utilized only to bring water to land in federal

ownership was quickly abandoned for it was soon discovered that

although many millions of acres of and land remained in the public

domain the most desirable areas had been picked over and selected

to such an extent that the remaining public acres which could be

economically irrigated in compact bodies had virtually vanished

The utilitarian conservationists thereupon applied their doctrine

of the broad interpretation of law for the first time anddiscovered
that the Reclamation Act was sufficiently elastic to permit

the reclamation of privately owned lands situated within a federal

project even though only a small percentage of the federally owned

lands was reclaimed

As Frederick H Newell expressed it at a later date Thus it

happened that after the first few enterprises were undertaken the

majority of the lands included in the reclamation projects were

those which had been occupied by settlers and which were not taken

directly from the body of vacant public lands Unfortunately

1Samuel P Buys 22 cit 1I15



Newell continued due largely to the laxity in enforcement of the

letter and spirit of the law many of these lands passed into the

hands of speculators To put it another way the owners found that

they could make more money by raising the price of land than by

raising cropsl

The new interpretation of the Reclamation Law was applied to

the five projects approved in 1903 including the first theTruckeeCarson
ditch in Nevada and the second the Roosevelt reservoir on

the Salt River in Arizona2

By 1914 when Newell retired as Director of the Reclamation

Bureau his agency had surveyed and started construction on 23

irrigation projects located in 18 different states These projects

involved an investment of nearly $100000000 in dams reservoirs

tunnels canals and power and pumping plants These and minor

Frederick H Newell writing 1933 in Van Hise and Havemeyer
Conservation of our Natural Resources 160 also 158160 Samuel P
Hays Conservation and the Gospel of Efficien 1822 The

passage of the Reclamation Act threw the West into a frenzy of

speculative excitement Receipts from the entry and disposition of

public land covered in the 1902 reclamation fund rose from $3144821
in 1901 to $4585520 in 1902 and Jumped in 1903 to $8713996
See E louise Fefter Clos of the Public Domain 4143

2Samuel P Hays on cit 4+ E Louise Peffer op cit
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auxiliary works served about 1500000 acres of and lands By

1914 there were 21000 families or between 50000 to 60000 people

settled on Federal Reclamation projects but by this date actual

costs of water rights were shown to be twice the original estimates

made in 1902 and Congress also found it necessary in 1914 to pass

a relief bill for the benefit of settlers on federal reclamation

project land whereby the time of repayment to the reclamation fund

was extended from 10 to 20 years2

3 National Forests and the USForest Service 1 01106

From 1901 to 1905 the National Forest Reserves continued to

be administered by the General Land Office of the Department of the

Interior with technical advice supplied by the Bureau of Forestry

in the Department of Agriculture tinder Secretary of Interior

Ethan Alen Hitchcocks administration the forest reserves increased

in number and size from 54 reserves with 60175765 acres in 1902

to 83 reserves with 85618472 acres by 1905

In 1901 President Roosevelt and Secretary of the Interior

Hitchcock had requested Congress for the authority to transfer the

forest reserves to the Department of Agriculture where they could

be administered by the professionally trained foresters of the Bureau

of Forestry Pinchot launched largescale and intensive publicity

campaigns to promote the plan and also to educate the public regarding

1Dicttonary of American Biograpby Vol XII 456457 See

Appendix IV and XI for list of Federal Reclamation Projects

2Benjamin H Hibbard o cit 444 B Louise Peffer opcit5862
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the values to be gained by scientific forest management Practical

Forestry in the woods through which alone the forests can be saved

was the slogan adopted In these efforts Pinchot and the Bureau

of Forestry pioneered and developed the technique of extensive

handouts of stories or educational material for use in newspapers

and periodicals Gradually an extensive classified mailing list of

organizations and persons was built up

In the words of Pinchota biographer By 1909 this list had

reached a total of 781000 and was divided Into such categories as

engineers 16000 lumbermen 56000 newspaper men 22000 farmers

321000 educators 111000 Pinchoot estimated that this unending

stream of news items was inserted In from 30 to 50 million copies of

newspapers every month1

A second technique perfected by Pinchot was the policy of having

representatives of the Bureau of Forestry attend conventions and

meetings held by Western Interests and professional groups for the

purpose of securing resolutions and recommendations favorable to

Pinchots policies2

In addition to the general public Pinchot devoted special

efforts to winning over Western interests The great lumbercompaniestranscontinental railroads and mining corporations of the

1M Nelson McCleary Gifford Pinchot 5051 88 N Louise Peffer
The Closing of the Public Domain 6667

2$ Louise Peffer off 6669 MaOeaty 22cit 8990
Samuel P Rays o cit 39
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West which owned large tracts of valuable timber land were already

applying the techniques of efficiency to their industrial operations

and hence readily accepted Pinchota arguments for the need forsustainedyieldforest management Aside from the obvious benefit of

such methods of operation these land owners also realized that the

locking up of all public forest land in national reserves also

increased the value of their own land and that Federal use ofsust^lredyield
principles on Federal forests might be helpful in

maintaining timber prices

Thus by 1901 the great Kirby Lumber Company of Texas the

Northern Pacific Railroad and the Weyerhauser Lumber Company of the

Pacific Northwest were supporting Pinchots policies Working

through the American Forestry Association these companies provided

funds for a clerk in the office of the Bureau of Forestry when

Congress failed to appropriate money for this purpose and also

donated $125000 to endow a chair at the Yale Forest School1 By

1905 most of the Western railroads lumber companies and mining

interests were actively supporting the project of transferring

forest reserves to the Department of Agriculture

Another powerful interest that had to be conciliated was the

Western stockmen In a report to the Commissioner of the General

Land office in 1900 on the question of grazing Piachot wrote

as a practical matter this is at present the most important of

1Samuel P Bays Conservation of the Gospel of Efficiency2935M Nelson McGeaxy op cit
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the three $roblema Upon it more than upon any other depends

the support of the forest reserve policy by the people of the

West Ili

In administering the National Forest Reserves prior to 1901

the General Land Office bad held that the only question was that

of forest preservation and that as cattle and horses worked no

material Injury they were not prohibited Urom grazing in the forest

reserves while sheep often called hoofed locusts in solid packs

as they travel and feed and browse do in most cases incalcuable

injury
t2

The effectiveness of this restricted grazing policy had been

limited only by the fact that the Department of the Interior did

not have sufficient employees to fully enforce the regulations

But even so the sheepanen charged discrimination against their

interests in banning sheep from forest reserves As it waspolitically
inexpedient to ignore the demands of the powerful Western

sheepmen the General Land Office on April 1 1900 adopted a rule

requiring applications for permits or leases from all grazing

classes3

1Cited in E Louise Peffer Clos of the Public Domain 71

2Report of Coimissionerr of the General Land Office 1901 cited

in E Louise Peffer 2R cit 73

3E Louise Peffer Closing of the Public Domain 7374 Samuel

P Hays op cit 5557 Benjamin H Hibbard opcit 484
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In order to gain the stockmens support for his forest policies

tnchot in the words of Samuel P Hays now played a crucial role

in preventing game organizations from transforming the reserves into

parks and game preserves a possibility which the stockmen greatly

fearedi He also intervened to open the forest ranges to more

livestock As early as 1901 the Western cattlemen openly approved

Pinchots approach to the grazing problem and contrasted it with

past methods used by the Department of the InteriorS In their

convention of 1901 and following years the American NationalLivestock
Association comprised of cattlemen passed resolutionsendorsingPlnchots views and plans By this skillfully conducted

campaign Pinchot was able to win the support of the majority of

Western cattlemen but the sheepmen remained hostile to any form

of range control on federal lands see Appendix VI for number of

sheep grazing in National Forests 1945133

Pinchot s determined efforts culminated in success On

February 1 1905 Congress finally authorized the transfer of the

National Forest Reserves from the Department of the Interior to the

Department of Agriculture where they were placed under the full

1Samuel P Hays 2R cit 40

2rbia 4041

3E Louise Peffer op cit 7T5 Benjamin H Ribbard o cit
483186 M Nelson McGeaxy op cit$ 7071
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control of Gifford Pinchot as Forester and Chief1 The name of

the Bureau of Forestry was changed to the Forest Service and in

1907 the term National Forests was adopted in place of Forest

Reserves to emphasize the utilitarian purposes of the federal

forests The Forest Management Act of 1897 had granted the

Secretary of the Interior the authority to make such rules and

regulations and establish such services as will insure the objects

of reservations namely to regulate their occupancy and use and to

preserve the forests thereon from destruction This act Pinebot

held conferred every necessary authority and power needed toadminister
the reorganized forest reserves As Samuel Flays has noted

This broad Interpretation of the Act of 1897 played a crucial role

in the new forest program by enabling the administration to Justify

many measures which Congress might not have sanctioned2 George

Woodruff Pinchots chief law officer expressed it thus Progress

came not through getting new powers from Congres but by using

those we had t3

Under Pinchots vigorous leadership an efficient system of

administration was rapidly established in the National Forests in

190506 Trained foresters selected and protected by Civil Service

regulations were placed in each reserve whose duty it was toadminister
and protect the forests They instituted precautionary

1Samuel P Hays oft 4244 McGeary opcit 5961

2Samuel P Hays oacit 44

3Cited in Hers ocit 44
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measures against fire protected the forest growth selected trees

ready to be cut and sold and also supervised grazing An able

and zealous corps of foresters was soon formed

An act of February 6 1905 gave the employees of forest

reserves and of national parks the authority to make arrests for

violations of laws and regulations governing these federal areas

The placing of foresters in each forest reserve resulted in a more

stringent regulation of use and a stricter interpretation of existing

ws This increased protection however aroused considerable

friction with local Western groups who bad previously had almost

free run in the forest reserves This hostility was reflected in

Congress on June 11 1906 when a law was passed that permitted

homestead entries to be filed within and on the large amount ofnonforest
land included within the forest reserve boundaries However

as the authority was granted to the Secretary of Agriculture to

designate what land should be classified as agricultural and thus

open to entry considerable protection was still afforded to the

forest reserves by the 1906 act1

In addition to a firmer policy of administration the total

area of the reserves in the 19051906 fiscal year was expanded

from 85693422 acres to 106999138 acres2 The storm of Western

opposition that was to break over the Forest Service in 1907 isdiscussed
in Section 7 of this chapter

IELouise Peffer oft 65 MNelson McGeary 02cit 7271
Benjamin H Hibbard a cit 394

2E Louise Peffer Mcit 66
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4 National Parks and Monuments 12021222

On May 22 1902 President Roosevelt signed a law setting apart

forever as a public park or pleasure ground for the benefit of the

people an area to be known as Crater lake National Park The

act passed with little discussion in Congress permitted mining in

the park but also authorized the Secretary of the Interior toestablish
rules and regulations to protect the natural objects timber

fish and game in the preserve The law further established a

schedule of penalties for violation of such rules A few weeks

later Congress also appropriated $2000 for the protection of the

Park and a superintendent was appointed to patrol the area2

On January 9 1903 Wind Cave in South Dakota sponsored by

Senator Gamble of that state and Representative John F Lacey of

Iowa was set aside as a public park to be known as the Wind Cave

National Park3

Early in 1903 Robert Underwood Johnson editor of the Cen

wrote to John Muir that President Roosevelt wished to have the great

naturalist guide him through Yosemite Muir replied Should the

President invite me Ill go and preach recession C project to have

the stateowned valley of Yosemite made a part of Yosemite National

Pare and forestry like a Centu Editor Arrangements

I

1Laws Relating to the National Park Service the National Parks
nd Monuments k1933 111

2lbid 112 John Ise Our National Park Policy 129133

3Laws Relat to the National Park Service 123 John Ise Our
National Park Policy 136139

4Linnie M Wolfe Life of John Muir 289
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completed the President went west with his naturalist friend John

Burroughs and in April 1903 they explored Yellowstone National

Park On May 15 1903 YAir met President Roosevelt at Raymond

California and the two men disappeared into Yosemite on a fourday

pack trip

Muir reported I stuffed him pretty yell regarding the timber

thieves and the destructive work of the lumbermen and other spoilers

of the forests Roosevelt later commented that Muirs deep concern

over the destruction of the forests and scenery had greatly impressed

him and that he bad come away with a greatly quickened conviction

that vigorous action must be taken speedily or it should be too

late
I

On his return to Washington Roosevelt said Surely our people

do not understand even yet the rich heritage that is theirs There

is nothing in the world more beautiful than the Yosemite the groves

of giant Sequoias and redwoods the Canyon of the Colorado the

Canyon of the Yellowstone the Three Tetone and the people should

see to it that they are preserved for their children and their

childrens children forever with their majestic beauty all unmarred
2

1Linnie M Wolfe Life of John Muir 290294 Paul Russell

Outright Theodore Roosevelt the Naturalist 104 115116 Hans Huth
Nature and the Americas 179181

2Cited in Paul Russell Outright op cit 116
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On June 2 1904 Sully Hill in North Dakota was established as

a National Park and in the fall of 1904 John Muir s long campaign

to have the stateowned Yosemite Valley park receded to the federal

government as part of the surrounding National Park gained new

momentum William E Colby a young mining engineer and leader in

the Sierra Club drafted a bill to achieve this end which wasintroduced
in the California legislature in January 1905 Supported by

most of the California newspapers the bill passed the assembly

easily but the margin of victory in the senate was by only one vote

The governor signed the measure into law on March 3 19051

Obtaining the states consent which set a specified time

limit within which the Federal Government must accept the offer

was but half the battle Utilitarian and preservationconservationists
now clashed Opposed were stockmen lumbermen and the

San Francisco water and power interests that were trying to seize

Retch Retcby Valley and Lake Eleanor for reservoir sites assisted

privately by Gifford Pinchot and publicly by Uncle Joe Cannon

the powerful Speaker of the U S House of Representatives These

forces succeeded in blocking congressional action on the bill for

one year

In the spring of 1906 as the state recession act neared

expiration John Muir called on his friend E H Harriman the

powerful head of a mighty railroad empire for assistance

1John Ise Our National Park Policy 139140 laws Relating
to The National Park Service 27T
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HarrSmana letter to Speaker Cannon led this gentleman to see the

question in a new light Harrimans Influence in the House and

particularly the Senate together with the strong support afforded

by President Roosevelt led Congress to accept Californias offer

On June IT 1906 after a bitter 17year struggle Yosemite Valley

finally became a part of Yosemite National Park1

The year 1906 was to be the high water mark of Roosevelts

legislative program for national parks Platt in Oklahoma and

Mesa Verde in Colorado were both established by law as national

parks on June 29 19062 Thesehowever were the last national

arks to be authorized during the administration of Theodore

Roosevelt Western hostility aroused by his other conservation

policies probably accounted for the failure of Congress to add

more national parks but before this Congressional opposition had

crystallized the Lacey Law or Act for the Preservation ofAntiquitieswas signed into law on June 8 1906

The Bureau of American Ethnology of the Smithsonian Institution

and the Society for the Preservation of Historical and Scenic Spots

had long worked for a law that would authorize the President to set

aside areas containing archeological historic and scientific

1
Linnie M Wolfe 0p cit 302304 Samuel P Hays 22 cit

192193 Carl Russell One Hundred Years in Yosemite 15615T
John Ise Our National Park Foli 7 Hans Huth Nature and
the American 1 21 3

2John Ise op cit 140142 164165 lays Relating to the

rational Park Service 121122 125327
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features as permanent reserves John F Lacey of Iowa Chairman

of the House Public Land Committee introduced the first such bill

in 1900 Other scientific and educational associations such as

the Archeological Institute of America and the Colorado Cliff

Trellerarallied to the proposal President Roosevelt Secretary

of the Interior than Allen Hitchcock and the Commissioners of the

General Land Office Binger Herman and later W A Richards also

strongly endorsed the bill

Success was finally achieved In 1906 and the Lacey Actprovided
penalties for appropriating destroying excavating orinjuring
any historic or prehistoric ruin or monument located on

federally owned or controlled lands The law further authorized

the President to withdraw from entry to reserve and establish by

proclamation as national monuments such federal public lands as

contained historic landmarks historic and prehistoric structures

and other objects of historic or scientific interest When such

objects were situated on privately claimed land the Secretary of

the Interior was authorized to accept such lands as a gift

Finally the Secretaries of Interior Agriculture and War were

empowered to grant permits for the examination excavation and

gathering of objects of antiquity on federal lands under their

jurisdiction to qualified persons for the benefit of museums and

educational institutions The Secretaries were also directed to

publish the rules and regulations established for the protection of

these national monuments 1

1LaWs Relating to the National Park Service 1933 298300 John

Ise Our National Park Polic 193153 Samuel PHeys o cit1891e4
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President Roosevelt used the Antiquities Act widely the first

national monument to be established was Devils Tower in Wyoming on

September 24 1906 and between 1906 and 1909 he created a total of

18 national monuments see appendix VIII Ten of the new monuments

were administered by the Secretary of the Interior and 8 by theDepartment
of Agriculture When it became apparent in 1907 that Congress

would not create any more national parks President Roosevelt then

utilized the Antiquities Act to reserve and protect certain areas

that otherwise probably would have been established at once as

national parks Two instances which illustrate this policy were

the establishment of Grand Canyon in Arizona in 1908 and Mount

Olympus in Washington in 1909 as National Monuments1

As early as April 26 1900 Representative John F Trey bad

also introduced a bill to establish a bureau to administer national

parks as a system Similar proposals urging the creation of a

National Park Bureau in the Department of the Interior wereintroduced
in 1902 and 1905 Gifford Pinchot however was willing to

accept such an agency only on the condition that the new bureau and

individual parks would be transferred to the Forest Service where

they could be administered in accordance with his viewsRepresentative
iacey stopped Pinchots plans for such a transfer in 1906

and 1907 but the forester on his part was able to block in

1John Ise 2p cit 156157 Hans Huth Nature and the American
181182 Grand Canyon had been recommended as a National Park in the

report of the National Forestry Commission in 1897
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Congress the proposed creation of a National Park Bureau1

5 Wildlife Conservation 390119l3

The ranks of conservation organizations were strengthened by

the formation of the following influential associations

The American League for Civic Improvement 1901 which merged

in 1904 with the American Park and Outdoor Art Society into American

Civic Association the National Association of Audubon Societies

formed In 1905 the American Bison Society 1905 the National

Conference on City Planning 1909 and the American GaveProtective
Association 1911

These societies were primarily of the preservationist school

of conservation and their most powerful and able leader was probably

J Horace McFarland president of the American Civic Association

from 1904 to 1923 and newspaper editor from Harrisburg Pennsylvania

The Womens Garden Club movement was also started in the early

1900s and soon took an interest in conservation matters2

C Hart Merriam first director of the U S Biological Survey

and President Roosevelt induced Congress to raise that agency to

bureau status in the Department of Agriculture in 1904 and to place

the federal government firmly in the field of wildlife conservation

1John Ise our National Park Policy 188 Samuel P HaysConservationand the Go l of Efficient 19619T M Nelson MoGeary

Gifford Pinchot 7

2Haias Huth Nature and the American 184185 Van Hise and

Havemeyer Conservation of our Natural Resources 3914 Samuel Pers
Conservation and the Gospel of Efficienc l7 188 discusses the

utilitarian conservation groups 19013
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In 1903 by executive order President Roosevelt established

Pelican Island at Indian River on the east coast of Florida as the

first federal wildlife refuge This threeacre refuge administered

by the U S Biological Survey represented the first nationalrecognition
of the desirability of establishing federal reserves topreserve

wildlife thus paralleling those reserves previously set aside

to protect scenic values and forest resources The second federal

bird refuge was the Breton Island Reservation in Louisianaestablished
on October 1904 and the third the Stump Lake Reservation

in North Dakota vas created on March 9 1905 In all President

Roosevelt established by executive order a total of 51 national bird

reservations located in IT states and territories between 1903 and

1909

On January 24 1905 Congress passed an act authorizing the

President to designate and reserve federal lands for the protection

of game animals and birds and as breeding places for these creatures

Acting under this law for the first time Roosevelt on Jane 2 1905

established a national game refuge in the Wichita Forest Reserve

and placed it under the jurisdiction of the Forest Service On

June 29 1906 a Grand Canyon game preserve was also created in

Arizona

In 1908 federal reclamation reservoirs and sumps were designated

as wildlife refuges and the first large areas such as sower

Klamath sake and Malheur Lake in Oregon were reserved for wildlife

protection
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On May 23 1908 Congress voted the first funds to establish

and fence a biggame animal preserve 12800 acres of land wereacquired
on the Flathead Indian Reservation in Montana for a national

bison range The fence around this area was completed and 37 bison

were released on this range on October 17 1909 On March 2 1909

the 01gmpic National Monument was also set aside to provide special

protection for the Roosevelt elk

In 1909 the first federal wildlife refuges totaling 50519 acres

were established in Alaska Included were Bogoslof Saint Lazaria

and Tuxedni Islands and the Bering Sea Reservation St Matthew and

H911 Islands In 1910 the U S Bureau of Fisheries took over

charge of the great fur seal rookeries on the Pribilof Islands in

Alaska and also the management of Alaskan marine mamals such as

walruses seals and sea otters

Starting with three acres reserved in 1903 federal wildlife

acreage increased in the continental United States to 21504 acres

by 1908 and to 38370 acres by 1909 exclusive of the 50519 acres

reserved in Alaska for the same purposes see Appendix IX

In 1904 the first bill was introduced in Congress to authorize

the federal government to regulate the hunting of wild duck geese

and other migrating species This proposal in one form or another

was constantly before Congress but was not to pass until 1913

The wildlife refuge movement made similar progress on the state

level in this same period Indiana led the way creating one such
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refuge in 1903 Pennsylvania followed suit in 1905 Alabama in

1907 Massachusetts in 1908 Idaho in 1909 and Louisiana in 19111

6 Reform of Federal Land Lags 19021906

In 1902 President Roosevelt lashed out at the abuse of the

federal land laws stating In their actual use the desertland

law the timber and stone law and the commutation clause ofthe

homestead law have been so perverted from the intention with which

they were enacted as to permit the acquisition of large areas of

public domain for other than actual settlers and consequent prevention

ofsettlement2

In addition to preventing fraud Newell and Pinchot were also

eager to apply the principles of scientific land management to the

use of the public domain3 Their plans were assisted by theuncovering
of a gigantic land fraud ring which involved the General

Land Office of the Department of the Interior On learning of the

existence of such a ring Secretary of Interior Hitchcock ordered

an intensive investigation and the results were made public in

December 1902

1Tra N Gabrielson Wildlife Refuges 612 Van Rise and Eavemeyer
Conservation of our National Resources 397 399400 l28 432
Samuel P Heys Conservation and the Gospel of EPficienc 189

2Co essional Record 57th Cong 2nd Sess 190203 XXXVI 11
cited in E Louise Peffer 2pcit 42

3Samuel P Paws Conservation and the Gospel of Efficiency 67
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This instance of fraud came under the terms of the Forest

Management Act of 1897 When a national forest reserve was created

it included all lands situated within its boundaries regardless of

private or public ownership National forest reserves therefore

often included many acres of privatelky owned land In order to

deal with this situation the Forest Management Act of 1897provided
that owners of land situated within a forest reserve might

if they so desired exchange such lands for a tract of vacant land

open to settlement and not exceeding in area the tract covered by

their claim or patent A forestlieu scrip was issued to authorize

such an exchange and the law did not stipulate that the public land

selected should compare in value with that relinquished in theexchangel
Through bogus entries and bribery of local Land Office officials

a group of speculators in California and Oregon led by taro San

Francisco financiersJohn A Benson and Frederick A Hyde

obtained title to much worthless land located within school sections

in Oregon Then acting through Senator John Mitchell of Oregon and

Binger Herman the Commissioner of the General Land Office forest

reserves were created to include the school sections in which the

speculators land was situated Taking advantage of the forestlieu

land privilege the speculators then selected in lieu of their

worthless lands areas of the best remaining unreserved forested

land in the public domain The trial of the General Land Office

1E Louise Peffer 22 cit 43
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officials and the speculators held in Portland Oregon rocked

the West1

With Congress consent President Roosevelt on October 22

1903 appointed a Commission of experts to report at the

earliest practicable moment upon the condition operation and

effect of the present land laws and on the use conditiondisposal
and settlement of the public lands2

The members of the Public Land Commission were Pinchot Newell

and W A Richards the new Commissioner of the General Land Office

After extensive investigation and travel in the West the Commission

made the six following recommendations 1 that the remaining public

lands should be scientifically classified as to their agricultural

possibilities and that until this was done they should be retained

under government control and not open to settlement 2 the

right to exchange lands in forest reserves for lands outside should

be repealed 3 the timber and stone act should be repealed 4
the commutation privilege of the Homestead Act should be withheld

until after three years of actual residence 5 the area subject

to entry under the Desert Land Law should be reduced to 160 acres

1Linnie M Wolfe The Life of John Muir 288289 E Louise Peffer
The Closing of the Public Domain 4345 John Ise The United States

Forest Policy New Haven 1920 189 Theodore RooseveltAutobioraphy486

2Cited in Samuel P Hays opcit 6T also E Louise Peffer The

Closin of the Public Domain 5 M Nelson McGeary Gifford Pinchot
58 Pinchot drafted the order which Roosevelt signed creating the

Public Land Commission
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because the larger area allowed under the existing law was found to

contribute to monopoly and 6 a flexible plan of administration

should be provided for the grazing lands of the public domain1

In essence the Public Land Commission of 1903 had repeated the

recommendations made in 1879 and a large documentary appendix to

t1 1903 report also brought the facts on federal lands upto date

As in 1879 Congress in 1905 chose to ignore all but one of the

Public Land Commissions recommendations the lieuland provisions

of the Forest Management Act of 1897 were repealed by Congress on

March 3 19052 In 1905 and 1906 President Roosevelt repeatedly

called upon Congress to enact remedial land law legislation but

powerful hostile Western interests blocked all congressional action

on Roosevelts legislative conservation program The focus of

western hostility was not directed primarily against the public

land reform program but rather at the forest policy of theadministration
this latter program had created such an animosity that

almost any suggestion President Roosevelt might make was automatically

opposed by the West3

1R art of the Public Lends Commission 1905 Senate Document 189
58th Cong 3rd Sess X10CY E Louise Peffer Mcit 46
Benjamin H Hibbard op cit 432 479118O Samuel P Hays ooh
687o 6162

2ELouise Peffer opcam 147148 MNelson McGeazy op Cit69T0

hLouise Peffer The Closing of the Public Domain 5258 Samuel

P Hays Conservation and the Gos 1 of Efficient 136138
M Nelson McGeery ocit 79 0
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T losion 1 The position Rallies

In 1907 for the first time since 1901 the opponents of the

RooseveltPinchot conservation program were able to launch acounteroffensivethe battle in Congress revolved about the 1907appropriation
bill for the Department of Agriculture

The law of 1905 transferring the forest reserves to theDepartment
of Agriculture and establishing the Forest Service bad created

a special forestry fund which Pinchot had modeled after theReclamation
Fund created in 1902 The law directed that all proceeds from

sale of forest products and use of the forest preserves were to be

deposited in the forestry fund and that the Secretary of Agriculture

and the Chief Forester could use these proceeds for the protection

administration improvement and extension of the forest reserves

The act of 1905 also provided for the termination of the special

forestry fund five years after the date ofthe passage of the law

In establishing this special fund Congress apparently bad notanticipatedthat the revenues from the use of federal forest reserves

would ever be large The course of events 19051906 however

proved to be otherwise see Appendix TO

For the period February to June 30 1905 only $173287 the

receipts from timber sales and grazing fees had been deposited in

the forestry fund but in the next fiscal year these revenues leaped

to nearly $800000 only about $75000 less than the Congressional

appropriation for the Forest Service Furthermore the Forest

Service estimated its revenue for the 1907 fiscal year would amount
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to some $1250000 Pinchot endeavoring to create a favorable

case for the large appropriations requested for the Forest Service

in the 1907 appropriation bill submitted figures for futureanticipated
revenues as well as a schedule of future appropriations

that would be required According to his calculations 1907 would

be the last year that large Congressional appropriations would be

needed and after 1911 the Forest Service would be selfsupporting

and would no longer require any Congressional funds The 1907appropriationbill also included a provision to repeal the fiveyear

13mitation on the forestry fund and proposed to replace thetermination
clause with a statement that the fund should continue until

otherwise provided by law After June 30 1908 it was proposed

that expenditures from the forestry fund would be guided only by

preliminary estimates made each year by the Secretary of Agriculture

This plan indicating that after 1911 Congress would have little

or no direction over the operations of the Forest Service and the

expenditure of large suns of money from the forestry fund aroused

strong opposition in both the East and the West and among the friends

and enemies of conservation1

In addition to the fiscal features of the 1907 appropriation

bill which were intended to make the Forest Service independent of

the inefficient operations of Congress the bill included another

proposal that aroused the hostility of special interests in the West

IEIouise Peffer o cit 9193 Samuel P Haye opcit 146

136137
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In January 1906 acting under a broad interpretation of the Forest

Management Act of 1897 Pinchot had imposed the first grazing fee in

his newly acquired national forest reserves In the 1907appropriation
bill the President and Chief Forester now proposed to extend

an effective grazing control program to all the lands of the public

domain This provision aroused the intense opposition of both

cattlemen and sheepmenl

Other policies instituted by Pinchot in the National ForestReserves
had the effect of rousing additional enemies In 1906

acting on the theory that a reasonable fee shoed be made Whenever

permission was granted for the exclusive use of any resource located

in a forest reserve Pinchot had initiated the practice of charging

fees for use of sites granted to companies engaged in the development

of hydroelectric power Heretofore private power companies bad

received unlimited grants of such sites free of charge Pinchots

innovation aroused the wrath of powerful Eastern and Western private

power corporations2

Western land speculators and pioneers were alarmed by the

RooseveltPinchot program of apparently closing the remaining choice

portions of the public domain to exploitation and also ofinstituting
a stricter Interpretation and enforcement of existing land laws

1E Louise Peffer ooh cit 8889 93 Samuel P Hays opcit
6364 M Nelson McGeary opcit 7073

2Samuel P Hays opcit 7475 ELouise Peffer gacit 94
M Nelson McGeary 2261t 7478
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To back their case the speculators pointed to rapid expansion of

the national forest reserves from some 86400000 acres in June

1905 to 107000000 a year later and to President Roosevelts

withdrawal from agricultural entry of some 66000000 acres of coal

land in 1906 The Forest Services strict interpretation of the

terms of the 1906 Forest Homestead Act and the intensity of the

Department of the Interiors investigations of the land frauds

with the resulting strict enforcement of land laws were regarded

by many Westerners as barriers to settlement1

Thus in early 1907 many and diverse interests united in their

cosmmon dislike of Pinchot and fear of his plansPinchotism as

they called itwhen his program was becoming more clearly revealed

in the provisions of the 1907 appropriation bill for the Department

of Agriculture In passing this bill the opponents scored three

major victories First they abolished the special forestry fund

thereby making Pinchot wholly dependent upon Congress for funds

second they eliminated the plan for instituting grazing controls

for the general public domain and third they included a clause

that deprived the President of the authority to create national

forest reserves in the states of Oregon Washington Idaho Montana

Colorado and Wyoming the six states in which the sheepmen were

most powerful

1E Louise Peffer 22cit 66 69 9598 Samuel P Hays
op cit 8283 M Nelson McGeary 2pcit 79
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Jubilant in their victory the opponents of Pinehotism had

failed to estimate fully the audacity of the President and his Chief

Forester Even before the bill was presented to Roosevelt for

signature Pinchot had suggested that the President prior to signing

the law that would restrict his authority to create new forestreservesshould withdraw all the remaining lands which were conceivably

of value for forestry purposes in the six states where his power

would be curtailed Roosevelt endorsed this idea enthusiastically

and just before signing the appropriation bill on March 4 1907 he

issued proclamations creating a whole series of midnight forests

containing some 16000000 acres in six states As Rooseveltexpressedit The opponents of the Forest Service turned handsprings

in their wrath at this last minute action1

In 1907 when the RooseveltPinchot conservation legislative

program became blocked in Congress the President decided to take

his case to the people and the program known as the Conservation

Movement was born What had actually been an executive policy

progressively developed from 1903 to 1906 was in 1907 elevated to

the level of a national crusade and dramatized by masterlyshowmanship
of Roosevelt and Pinchot2

1MNelson McGeary Gifford Pinchot 7981 Theodore Roosevelt
Autobio a E Louise Peffer apcit 9798 Samuel P Hays
ooR cit 46 137138

2
ELouise Peffer ogcit 101102 Samuel P Hays opcit138141M Nelson McGeary opcit 9496
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8 The Conservation Movement and the Public 12071909

At the urging of Pinchot and W J McGee 18531912 geologist

anthropologist and philosopher then in charge of the St Louis

Museum President Roosevelt appointed the Inland Waterways Commission

on March 14 1907 The commission was composed of Representative

Theodore E Burton of Ohio as Chairman Senator Francis G Newlands

of Nevada as ViceChairman W J McGee Secretary recently appointed

to a post in the Bureau of Soils Senator William Warner of Kansas

Representative John H Bankhead of Alabama Brigadier General

Alexander MacKenzie Chief of the Corps of Army Engineers Frederick

H Newell Chief of the Reclamation Service Gifford Pinchot Chief

of the Forest Service and Herbert Knox Smith Commissioner of

Corporations Whey were Instructed to investigate and recommend a

comprehensive plan of development and use for all the rivers and

streams in such a maser as to benefit the entire country Previous

federally sponsored projects which had been undertaken generally

for a single purpose such as improvement of navigation thedevelopment
of electric power the irrigation of arid lands the protection

of lowlands from floods or the protection of watersheds to insure

a supply of water for domestic and manufacturing uses were now to

be merged in a multiplepurpose and scientifically designed plan for

the coordinated development of the nations riversl

1SaEalel P Hays opcit 101106 M Nelson McGeaxy o Cit 94
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t In its final report submitted to the President on February

3 1908 the Inland Waterways Commission reconzended thatHereafter
plans for the improvement of navigation in inland waterways

should take account of the purification of the waters the

development of power the control of floods the reclamation of

lands by irrigation and drainage and all other uses of the waters

or benefits to be derived from their control To coordinate all

water resource administration the Commission recommended theestablishment
of single executive agency These proposals however

met with little favor from the Corps of Army Engineers or Congress

and Congress refused to act upon them1

The Inland Waterway Commission also stressed the overallinterlocking
character of the problem of natural resources pointing out

that the control of water would also conserve coal and iron and the

soil as well as make necessary the preservation of forests Earlier

in flay 1907 the Commission had also suggested that a national

conference should be held the following year to consider the general

problem of the conservation of natural resources2

1See Samuel P Hays opcit 106109 M Nelson McGeary opcit
9495 Senate Document 325 60th Conglet Sess Preliminary Report
of the Inland Waterways Commission 108 5 19

Nelson McGeary o cit 9596 Samuel P Hays o cit12$129
In 1906 and 1907 Robert Underwood Johnson editor of the Cen=
several times suggested to both Roosevelt and Pinchot that a national
conference of governors should be called to make decisions aboutprotectingthe watersheds of the Appalachian Mountains see Robert

Underwood Johnson Remembered Yesterda 300301 and Hans Huth
Nature and the American 1
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During the suumter of 1907 this latter idea was elaborated and

expanded by Newell Pinchot McGee and Senator Newlands into a plan

for a gigantic conference on conservation to be staged in Washington

D C In November 1907 with President Roosevelts endorsement

Pinchot issued the invitations for a Conference of Governors to be

held at the White Mouse for the purpose of arousing public support

and interest in a nationwide conservation program

There thus assembled May 13 to 15 1908 in the East Room of

the White House the President of the United States the VicePresident

seven members of the Cabinet nine justices of the Supreme Court

many members of Congress the governors of 34 states therepresentatives
of the governors of the other 12 states the governors of

all the territories the President of the Board of Commissioners of

the District of Columbia representatives of 68 national societies

48 general guests and the members of the Inland Waterways Commission

Five men William Jennings Bryan steel magnate Andrew Carnegie

railroad king James J Hil labor leader John Mitchell andexPresident
Grover Cleveland who was unable to attend because ofillhealth

were invited to represent the general public

The uninvited included Dr Bernhard E Fernow formerSecretary
of the Interior John W Roble John Muir Charles S Sargent

Edward A Bowers and Robert Underwood Johnson2

1MNelson teary pcit 9597 Samuel P Hays 22cit 128129

2Samuel P Hays opcit 129 193 MNelson McGeary oucit
9697 Robert Underwood Johnson Remembered Yesterd y 305 Van Hise

and Uav+emeyer Conservation of our National Resources 6 Hans Ruth
Nature and the American 186187
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The Governors Conference was well controlled by administration

leaders McGee Newell and Pinchot drew up its agenda wrote most

of the speeches and planned and directed the action of the meeting1

Following a solemn opening address by President Roosevelt which

demonstrated his broad understanding of the scope of the problem

there were three days of speeches by governors scientific men and

eminent citizens Utilitarian conservation and the gospel ofefficiency
were the doctrines preached The ultimate goal McGee

stated was absolute efficiency The perfect machine he said

is the fruit of the ages Roosevelt declared let us remember

that the conservation of natural resources is yet but part of

another and greater problem the problem of national efficiency

the patriotic duty of insuring the safety and continuance of the

Nation2 Minerals forests soils and water were to be conserved

and developed primarily as a source of raw materials for theindustrial
machine

Opposition governors from the West were given time to reply

but their protests were quietly and efficiently shelved

1Samuei P Hays opcit 144 M Nelson McGeary oRcit 98100

2Cited in Samuel P Hays opcit 124125 see also House Doc

1425 60th Cong 2nd sees Proceed s of a Conference of Governors

in the White House WashingtonDC 131 190 Washington

DC 1909 12 Benjamin H Hibbard 22cit 73
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Pinchots careful issuance of invitations succeeded ineliminating
nearly but not quite all expression of the preservationist

conservation viewpoint from the conference Three speakers only

Governor Charles EvansRughes of New York George F Kunz president

of the American Scenic and Historic Preservation oci2ty and

J Horace McFarland president of the American Civic Association

arose to challenge the utilitarian concepts and to urge theconservation
of scenic beauty for the benefit health and recreation

of humanity as opposed to the utilitarians doctrines of sacrificing

all to the interests of the machine and industry1

Following Pinchota suggestions the governors finally issued

a statement at the end of the conference recommending the protection

of the source waters of navigable streams the adoption of effective

means for checking forest fires the regulation of timber cutting on

public and private lands the granting of separate titles to the

surface of public lands and the subsurface minerals and theretention
by the federal government of title to all public lands in

which there were phosphate rock coal oil and natural gas They

also recommended that the President should appoint a nationalconservation
cast fission to undertake a national inventory of all natural

resources and that the states should establish similar conservation

commissions
2

hens Huth Nature and the American 187188 Samuel P Hays

cit1932
Samuel P Hays o cit 129 Van Rise and Havemeyer 22cit

89 M Nelson McGeary ojcit 9899 Eiouise Peffer o cit 102
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In June 1908 President Roosevelt appointed the National

Conservation Commission with Piachot as chairman and consisting

of 49 wellknown men of whom onethird Were politicians onethird

were industrialists and the remainder were scientific men The

secretaries of the Commissions four sections the men who carried

the brunt of the work were W J McGee Overton W Price of the

Forest Service George Woodruff of the Department of the Interior

sxid Joseph A Holmes of the Geological Survey Congress however

refused to vote funds for the new commission and also for the

Inland Waterways Commission The National Conservation Commission

was therefore unable to undertake new investigations but President

Roosevelt ordered the heads of federal scientific bureaus to furnish

such information as the commission requested and the bureau experts

were also detailed to compile the desired data The Commission

completed its threevolume report on December 3 1908 and this

was accepted by a second meeting of the governors on December 8

The National Conservation Commission report contained the mostextensive
inventory of the nations natural resources available

Each section reported on the supply of resources their rate of use

and the probable date of their exhaustion1 Congress stillunimpressedcontinued to deny repeated requests for funds and the

National Conservation Commission then passed quietly out of existence

I
Samu el P Hays a cit 129132 Senate Document 676 60th Cong

2nd Sess R rt of the National Conservation Commission 3 vols
1909 M Nelson McGeary ppcit 99102 Van Rise and Havemeyer

2R cit 910
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On the state level the 6onservation Movement well fulfilled

a portion of Roosevelt and Pinchots expectations By 1949 41

states had organized state commissions to investigate their natural

resources and conservation commissions representing 51 national

organizations had been formed Conservation became a great fad

newspapers magazines and clubs all worked to spread and support

the program as part of a moral crusade In observing this enthusiasm

Sir Horace Plunkett Roosevelts conservationist friend noted

sseldom do we find such a combination of emotionalism with sanity

Having conquered the nation President Roosevelt and Pinchot

next extended their idea to the continent At President Roosevelts

invitation the North American Conservation Conference met in

Washington D C on February 18 1909 with 10 representatives of

the governors of Canada Newfoundland and the President of Mexico

in attendance After meeting for one week these delegates issued

a broad statement urging that the principles of conservation be

applied in each of their respective countries2

On February 19 1909 as Roosevelts term of office neared its

end he issued invitation to 58 nations of the world to meet at The

Hague in September 1909 for a World Conservation Convention to

1Cited in E Louise Peffer 103 Samuel P Hays o cit
132 14l146 M Nelson McGeary or 100

2Van Rise and Havemeyer oopcit 10 M Nelson McGeaxy oft
107108
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consider the conservation of natural resources of the entire earth

The proposed meeting however failed to materialize when Congress

refused to appropriate funds for this purpose1

9 Roosevelt and Congress39071909

If President Roosevelt had hoped to use the public enthusiasm

for the Conservation Movement as a big stick on Congress his

strategy did not succeed for the national legislature certain

that Roosevelt would not again run for the Presidency made only a

few slight moves to implement his conservation program by legislation

On March 28 1908 Congress finally acted to correct abuses in

the Desert Land Act of 1877 all entry was henceforth restricted to

surveyed land and the right of assignment except to those qualified

to make entry was withdrawn assignment to or for the benefit of

any corporation or association of people was specifically prohibited2

A second land reform bill was passed on March 3 1909 This

act granted entrymen who bad made location on lands later found to

be coal lands the right to receive a patent for the areas covered

by their entries subject however to the reservation to the United

States of all coal which might be contained in the land The effect

of this law was limited to entries made prior to March 3 19093

1lbid

Benjamin H Hibbard Histo of the Public Land Policies 434
E Louise Peffer Closing of the Public Domain 104

3E Louise Peffer apcit 108 Benjamin H Hibbard •p cit

520521 523
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On the negative side Congress vastly irritated by the

assistance rendered Roosevelt by the numerous and active commissions

of experts made sure that future Presidents could not utilize such

devices without their consent The Tavney Amendment to the Sundry

Civil Bill passed in February 1909 provided that no public money

should henceforth be used for the compensation or expenses of any

commission unless so authorized by Congress The law furtherprobibited
the detailing of any employee of an executive department of

the government to work with such a commission without first obtaining

the approval of Cosgress1

Unable to make much headway in Congress in the program of land

reform the President relied heavily on a broad interpretation of

existing laws as a means to achieve the same end Thus in 1906

the Roosevelt administration began a more systematic program of

scientific classification for all public domain resources including

water power sites and coal oil and phosphate lands To guard

against entry and fraud during the period of study the Secretary

of the Interior would temporarily withdraw the land underinvestigation
from private sale The Geological Survey would then examine

the withdrawn area and submit its findings to the General Land

Office of the Department of the Interior On the basis of this data

the General Land Office then proceeded to classify each area as most

valuable for a particular use and those agricultural lands not

1E Louise Peffer cit 108109 Samuel P Rays Conservation

and the Gospel of Efficiency 138 M Nelson McGeary o cit
100 102
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containing other valuable resources were restored to the public

domain as available for entry Administrative authority for this

change in procedure was based on a reexamination andreinterpretation
of basic law that had established the U S Geological Survey

in 18791

In line with this new policy Secretary ofInterior than Allen

Hitchcock between June 29 and November 12 1906 withdrew from

agricultural entry 66000000 acres of public land in the West and

Alaska as probably containing workable deposits of coal The

Geological Survey at once began to examine classify and establish

an appraised value for the withdrawn land By March 1907 28000000

acres bad been found to contain no coal of sufficient value forpermanent
classification as coal land and had been restored foragricultural

entry2

In December 1906 and again in Pebruary 1907 President Roosevelt

urged Congress to enact laws to permit the federal government to

retain its title to its fuel resources and its right to supervise

their development in the interest of the public as a whole He

further proposed that the government should lease the public coal

lands for a perton royalty and apply such regulations as were

necessary to protect the public interest When Congress refused to

1Samuel P Rays opcit 7073 Benjamin H Hibbard oDcit
504506

2Semuel P Bays opcit 83 E Louise Peffer op cit 693

Benjamin H Hibbard 22cit 520
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endorse these recommendations the administration thenreexamined
the legislation already on the books It was discovered

that the Coal Land Act of 1873 had set prices of not less than

$1000 to $2000 an acre the price depending on nearness to a

railroad In the past this phase had been interpreted to mean

not more than On April 12 1907 however the administration

ruled that these were to be the minimum prices and thereafter the

coal lands would be sold only at an appraised value that would be

established by actual study of the land by the Geological Surveyl

This decision led to a similar application in another area

When Congress refused to correct the abuses of the Timber and Stone

Act of 1878 the clause of this law reading that land should be sold

s

at a minimums price of $250 per acre was restudied On December

30 1908 the Department of the Interior ruled that in the future

the lands to which this law applied would first have to be studied

by the Geological Survey and then could only be sold at theirappraised
prices Thereafter $250 per acre became the lowest rather

than the highest price paid for such land2

Valuable deposits of phosphate rock were found on public lands

in Idaho Utah and Wyoming At the suggestion of Charles Van Rise

18amnel P Hays oo cit 8287 E Louise Peffer o cit 6970
1014105 Benjamin H Hibbard opcit 520522

2E Louise Peffer opcit 104105 Benjamin H Hibbard opcit
465 467
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President of the University of Wisconsin who argued that the

shipment of this valuable fertilizer abroad vas seriously depleting

the countrys future supplies of this resource President Roosevelt

on December 10 1908 bad Secretary of Interior Garfield withdraw

4699160 acres of public land that were suspected of containing

phosphate deposits in those three states1

Roosevelt also made a start in developing a federal policy for

public oil lands This cam about at the request of the oilprospectorsthemselves Congress bad not yet passed laws specifically

dealing with oil lands As a result prospectors had to file entries

for oil deposits under the placer laws which required that they bad

actually discovered oil before the land claim was filed In practice

this permitted land speculators to file claim to land suspected of

having oil under the agricultural entry laws and then holding such

lands for resale at high speculative prices In response toprospectorscomplaints the General Land Office in 1900 had withdrawn

lands temporarily from agricultural entry in California and Wyoming

until prospectors could drill to see if they contained oil In

August 1907 Secretary of Interior James R Garfield withdrew from

bicultural entry 227014 acres of oil land in California After

the Geological Survey bad examined and classified the area the

Secretary then reopened much of the area to agricultural entry but

the classified oil land could only be entered under the terms of the

IE Louise Peffer one 106107 Samuel P Hays 2p
8788 Benjamin H Hibbard o cit 525526
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mining laws

In February 1908 George Otis Smith Director of the Geological

Survey recoimnended to Secretary Garfield that public oil lands

should be withdrawn from mineral as well as agricultural entry In

order to reserve a future fuel supply for the Navy Garfieldbowever
rejected this suggestion

In January 1906 Pinchot acting under a broad interpretation

of the Forest 1mnagement Act of 1897 had unposed the first grazing

fee in a national forest The permit charging a fee for exclusive

use over a fixed period of time was useful as a means of promoting

range conservation as well as of protecting the forest By 1907

Roosevelt and the Chief Forester were advocating legislation that

would extend a similar leasing system to all the lands of the public

domain As has been noted this proposed legislation with the

forest service appropriation bill of 1907 were defeated in Congress

and favorable action on general grazing control was not to be secured

until 19342

In 1906 Pinchot again acting under a broad interpretation of

the administrative powers granted by the 1897 Forest Mgement Act

first applied a system of leasing to water power sites situated on

national forest reserve lands In the summer of 1908 he learned that

1Samuel P Hays ycit 8889 E Louise Pefter 22cit 114115
Benjamin H Hibbard op cit 52627

2Samuel P Hays opcit 60 6365 E Louise Peffer camcit
98 Benjamin H Hibbard o cit 480 48485
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some private power corporations bad evaded this leasing system by

entering power sites under the terms of the mineral laws aprocedure
permitted by the Forest Management Act of 1897 Secretary of

Interior wield on Pinchota advice immediately withdrew from all

forms of entry 100 to 150 acres at each water power site in the

national forests on the grounds that these areas were needed for use

as ranger station sitesI

Pinchot and Garfield next decided to extend the system ofadministrative
leasing of power sites to all 1ydroelectrac sites

located on public lands Between December 4 1908 and February 27

1909 Garfield aided in the selection by the Forest Service and the

Reclamation Service withdrew as power sites 3928780 acres of public

land The principle of federal regulation of hydroelectric power on

public land however was not to be established by legislation until

19202

In 1906 Congress authorized the Reclamation Service to develop

and sell hydroelectric power at the Services first reservoirprojectat Salt River Arizona3 This initial federal start in the

production of electric power was developed by Newell Pinchot and

McGee and emerged as a part of the multiplepurpose water program

1Samuel P Rays opcit 7475 E Louise Peffer o cit 94
M Nelson McGeary a cit 76

2Samuel P Hays o cit 7681 E Louise Peffer o cit 106

Benjamin H Hibbard o cit 508 MNelson MccGea y opcit7778117

3Samuel P Hays 22cit 100
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reconended the Inand Waterways Commission In December 1907

Senator Prancis G Newlands of Nevada introduced into Congress a

bill presenting the Ccamnissions multiplepurpose program His

measure called for the establishment of a permanent body of experts

to be appointed by the President This new commission would continue

to investigate water problems and would authorize projectssupervise
their construction and coordinate the activities of all federal

water resource agencies To finance this broad program it wasproposed
that an Inland Waterway Fund of $50000000 would be established

and that the commission should be allowed to draw upon this fund

without the annual authorization from Congress1 Secretary of War

William Howard Taft and the U S Corps of Arnr Engineers violently

opposed this bill because the new commission would have ended their

previous autonomy in the fields of river navigation and flood control

At President Roosevelts orders Secretary lefts hostile report was

submitted to Pinchot for review and editing Taft s final report

revised to support the multiplepurpose plan was then submitted to

Congress The Newlands bill however was defeated in Congress in

My l9pg2

i
This was not to be the end of the struggle between Pinchot and

the War Department In 1906 Congress passed a General Dom Act which

established in detail the conditions under which hydroelectric dams

1Samuel P Hays on cit 109

2Samuel P Hays o cit 108 110114
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could be erected on navigable streams Acting under this law

President Roosevelt signed 25 special acts that permitted private

power companies to erect dams in navigable streams to generate power

These permits required only that the dams must be erected in such a

manner as not to interfere with river navigation By February 1908

however President Roosevelt changed his views on this subject and

notified Congress that he would sign no more bills that provided for

the perpetual grant of dam sites built to generate hydroelectric

power In the future the President declared such acts must contain

a definite limitation in time as to the rights granted and also a

rental for the monopoly given This view heartily supported by

Pinchot Newell and McGee conflicted with the interpretation of the

General Dam Act held by Secretary of War Taft and the Corps of

Engineers The Taft group argued that the 1906 act granted authority

over dams only for the purpose of regulating navigation while the

RooseveltPinchot school believed that a broad interpretation of

law justified the inclusion of the right to make reasonable charges

for the special privileges granted Here again in April 1908

President Roosevelt intervened and forced Secretary Taft and the War

Department to endorse Pinchots position in drafting water power

bills for Congress In 1908 and 1909 Roosevelt vetoed two water

power bills that lacked time limits and rental clauses but he was

unable to persuade Congress to accept his point of view1

iSsmuel P Eays opcit 224119 M Belson McGeary ocit 95
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In forestry policy the President utilizing the authority

specifically granted under the Act of 1891 reserved between 1907

and 1909 an additional 75000000 acres of forest lands increasing

the total to 150832665 acres situated in 159 national forestsI

In 1906 after having first endeavored to discourage suchproposals
Roosevelt and Pinchot finally joined the movement to create

national forests in the Appalachian Mountains of the East Bills

were introduced providing for the federal purchase of the necessary

land to create such forests These proposals were based on the

constitutional power of the federal government to regulate navigable

streams The administration argued that the protection of the timber

in the proposed national forests situated at the headwater of streams

would improve the navigability of the Eastern rivers The billbegan
to make headway in Congress in 1908 but was not to be passed

until three years later2

1E Louise Peffer op cit 108

2Samue P Flays opcit 1718 Charles D Smith Gentlemen

You Have My Scalp in American Forests February 1962 1619
Pinchot bad favored the creation of a Southern Appalachian National

Forest since 1899 but opposed the White Mountain forest plan until

1905 when he finally agreed to the merger of the Northern and

Southern movements sponsored by the American Forestry Congress
into a single one Carl A Schenck of Biltmore Forest was a strong

supporter of the Southern Forest plan Phillip Ayres of the Society

for the Protection of New Hampshire Forests and Edwin Stuart ofthe
Massachusetts Forestry Association were ardent backers of the White

Mountain Plan
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Theodore Roosevelts policies of reserving public land for

public purposes may be summarized as follows Between September

14 1901 and Larch 4 1909 he withdrew 141267530 acres as

additions to national forests five new national parks with 213886

acres were created Yosemite National park was completed by the

inclusion of the Stateowned valley floor 18 new national monuments

with some 1449000 acres were established and 434293 acres were

set aside as national wildlife refuges1

By 1909 there were also 23 federal irrigation projects located

in 18 states and serving some 1500000 acres of land in operation

or in process of construction

The withdrawal of land for national forests national parks

national monuments and national wildlife refuges as wel1 as the

creation of the federal reclamation program had all been made under

specific authority granted for these purposes by Congress But

under the doctrine of moral stewardship as evolved by Roosevelt and

Pinchot the President also withdrew public land for purposes for

which no specific authority existed in the form of federal laws In

this latter category were his withdrawal of 4699160 acres of

phosphate lands and 3928780 acres of water power sites for the

purpose of preventing monopolistic acquisition In like manner he

also temporarily withdrew 79 650 002 acres of coal land to permit

scientific classification and sale at appraised prices and some

4OCUOOO© acres of oil land to prevent fraudulent entry and to permit

accurate clasification2

1ELouise Pefferope t107108 Ira NGabrialsonWildlife Re es

2E Louise Peffer op cit lO7x08135 The oil land was located in

California Louisiana and Wyoming
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Chapter VIII

The Taft Era 19091913

E

■

1 Changes in Personnel and PhilosqjL

On March 4 1909 William Howard Taft became President of the

United States Although Taft had been handpicked by Roosevelt and

endorsed by Pinchot to carry out Roosevelts conservation program

there were several signs alrparent early in 1909 to indicate that

storms might lie not far ahead First of all although Taft agreed

with many of the goals that Roosevelt had set in the field ofconservationthere already had been considerable differences of opinion

between the two men over the proper means to be utilized in obtaining

these ends Thus Roosevelt in developing the doctrine of executive

stewardship had relied heavily on a broad exercise of the executive

powers Taft on the other hand as a lawyer believed in a strict

interpretation of the executive authority and held that while many

of President Roosevelts actions may have been within the letter of

the law they exceeded the spirit or intent of the law1

Second Taft decided to have his own Secretary of the Interior

Pinchots close friend James R Garfield was therefore asked to

resign and Taft chose Richard A Ballinger of Seattle Washington

as the new Secretary Ballinger had been a college friend of the

ISaznuel P Hays Conservation and the Gos 1 of Efficien117149E Louise Peffer The Closing of the Public Domain 112 M
Nelson McGeaxy Gifford Pinchot 113114 121122
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President and had served as Commissioner of the General Land Office

under Garfield from 1907 to 1909 Although Pinchot was retained by

Taft as Chief of the Forest Service the change in Secretaries of the

Interior meant that Pinchot would no longer coordinate the activities

of the Departments of Agriculture and Interior as he had under

Roosevelt In essence then Pinchot was reduced an power to the

status of a bureau chief and this alteration also forecast possible

changes in the emphasis of the new administrations conservation

program1

2 The Balls erPinchot Controvers 19091910

The storm was not long in breaking Shortly after entering

office as Secretary of the Interior Ballinger launched a campaign

to 47fntail feclaral reciaaition work in favor of private irrigation

development He attacked reclamation policies and reclamation

officials in an effort to discredit them He modified the Bureau

of Reclamation policy through legal decisions and administrative

orders and stated publicly that Frederick H Newell had established

practices not authorized by the Reclamation Act2 By August 1909

Ballinger had Instituted a second change in policy he ended the

close cooperation between the Departments of Interior and Agriculture

on forestry matters that bad existed under the Rooseveltadministration
When Pinchot attempted to continue this advice Ballinger

1Sa mzel P Hays 212 cit 149152 R Louise Peffer pp cit 111
M Nelson McGeary opcit 115116

2Samuel PRays o cit152155 MNelson McGearyo cit123126
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reported to the President that the Chief Forester was meddling in

the affairs of the Interior Department and Taft supported his

Secretarys position1

The change in policy however that aroused Pinchot to action

bad to do with the waterpower sites the 3928780 acres withdrawn

by Secretary Garfield in 190809 Ballinger was of the opinion that

these mass withdrawals were not justified by any existing law and

in March 1909 began restoring these reserved sites to entry

On learning of the Secretarys action Pinchot hastened to the

President and received Taftts assurance of his continued and active

support of the conservation program On Tafts direct orders

Ballinger again withdrew the power sites but with two modifications

in the original situation First on the basis of accurateinformation
provided by the Geological Survey only public land with actual

power sites were withdrawn a second time thus reducing the reserved

land to 421129 acres Second Ballinger closed this reserved land

to all types of entry This latter action in effect locked upt

these sites and batted any possible progress towards developing a

leasing policy for terpower sites located on public land aprogram
favored heartily by both Roosevelt and Pinchot but opposed by

Taft2

I
Samuel P Hays o it 155160 M Nelson McGeary 22cit123

2Satnuel PHatiys op cit 160163 MMeson McGeary 22cit121122E Louise Peffer o•cam 111113
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Ballingers closing ofpower sites to use combined with his

hostility to reclamation policy and the end of DepartmentalcooperationIn forestry matters left Pinchot still highly suspicious

of the Secretarys views on conservation

In July 1909 there then began a chain of events that was to

trigger a public explosion between the two men Louis R Mavis

a subordinate in the General Lend Office of the Department of the

Interior brought to Pinchots attention what the Chief Forester

interpreted to be evidence of collusion between Ballinger and the

MorganGuggenheim Syndicate in claiming public coalland in Alaska

In September 1909 Pinchot launched an aggressive campaign both

within the government and in the nations press against Ballinger

forcing President Taft to take a stand on the question

After Investigating the matter Taft decided that there was

nothing against Ballinger and dismissed Glavis Pinchot however

refused to accept the Presidents decision and his efforts atcompromiseand decided to make the boss fire him A letter of the

Chief Forester to the Senate violating a rule prohibiting executive

subordinates from corresponding directly with Congress left Taft

little choice and Pinchot was fired on January 7 1910 The

BallingerPinchot controversy was now before the nationl

1M Nelson McGeary op cit 127161 Samuel P Hays opcit
165168 E Louise Peffer op cit 11311$
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From January to April 1910 a Joint Committee of the Senate

and the House investigated the activities of both the Department of

the Interior and the Forest Service The policies and viewpoints

of Pinchot and Ballinger on conservation issues were thoroughly

aired in a strongly political atmosphere Ballinger struggled to

defend his personal integrity while Pinchot attacking theadministrations
conservation policies aimed his blasts over theinvestigatingcommittees head to the press and the public at large

Although not formally charging corruption Pinchot gave at

least some of his friends the impression that he considered the

Secretary dishonest and this was the aspect of the controversy

that was stressed in the nations newspapers1 Pinchots actual

charge was that Ballinger was not sympathetic to conservation and

that the Secretary had deceived the President2 As Pinchot put it

It is not enough that a man who is charged with the responsibilities

of the Secretary of the Interior toward Conservation can not be

proved to be actually hostile Unless it can be proved that he is

actively friendly it goes without saying that he is unfit for the

place3

1M Nelson Mcoeary our 369 162173 Samuel P Hays

2p cit 16g170 E Louise Peffer o cit 114

2M Nelson McGeary op cit 169

3Cited in M Nelson McGeary opc it 169
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Pinchot also informed the Commission The imperative duty

before this country is not merely to get rid of an unfaithful and

public servant A far more important duty is to bring about a

fundamental change in the law and the practice toward conservation

to prevent for the future what has been in the past the useless

sacrifice of the public welfare and to make possible hereafter the

utilization of the natural resources and the natural advantages for

the benefit of all the people instead of merely for the profit of a

fewl

The evidence submitted in Congressional investigation as to

Ballingers complicity in the Alaska coal land deal was inconclusive

The majority report of the Congressional Investigating committee

found him innocent of the charge Two minority reports dissented

The case as tried in the nations press found Ballinger guilty His

usefulness ended Ballinger resigned in March 1911 and he lived

out the remainder of his life under a cloudP

In an effort to heal the wide breach that appeared in the

Republican Party as a result of the bitter BallingerPinchotcontroversyTaft appointed to the cabinet two men favorable to the

Pinchot point of view Walter L Fisher as Secretary of the Interior

and Henry L Stinson as Secretary of War Taft also chose Henry

Solon Graves Dean of the Yale Forestry School and a close friend of

ICited in ELouise Peffer o cit 114 See also SenDoc719 61st

Cong3d SessInvesti ation of the De rtment of the Interior and of

the Bureau of Forest 13 vols 1911 vol IV 1144

2E Louise Peffer cit 114 Samuel P Rays 2L cit 169170
M Nelson McGeary o cit 169i74
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Pinchot to replace Pinchot as ref of the Forest Service The

mediate results of Pinchota crusade were therefore favorable to

the continued prosecution of the RooseveltPinchot conservation

program but the BallingerPinchot controversy also left deep wounds

and a bitterness that were to linger on for many years1

3 The Conservation Movement Legitimatized 190919l3

Prior to the PinchotBallinger controversy becoming a public

matter Taft and his Secretary of the Interior continued many of

the policies established by Roosevelt Up to July 1 1909 the

Geological Survey bad appraised 742573 acres of withdrawn coal land

and valued it at a total of $30488351 which was twice the amount

that would have been received under the minimum prices previously

charged under the Act of 1873 When valuation bad been completed

the Department of the Interior reopened this appraised land to sale

at the new prices 2 In some areas Taft and Ballinger went far beyond

anything Roosevelt had done Thus in September 1909 when George

Otis Smith Director of the Geological Survey suggested for a

second time the urgent need of making withdrawal of oil lands to

conserve petroleum resources for the Nagy Taft and Ballinger agreed

and withdrew from all forms of entry 2871000 acres of petroleum

land in California and 170000 acres of oil land in Wyoming Between

1E Louise Peffer op cit 114 Samuel P Hays 22211 1701T4
U Nelson McGeary o cit 186189

2Samuel P Hays o cit 8687
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that time and June 30 1910 they established new oil reserves with

27 million acres In this same period 22 million acres wererestored
to entry after investigation by the Geological Survey revealed

that they were not likely to contain oil1

As has been noted Taft was seriously concerned by Roosevelts

withdrawal of public land as waterpower sites and phosphate land

These reservations bad been made without specific authority granted

by Congress and were based only on court decisions concerning the

general power of the executive branch

At Tafts urging Representative Charles E Pickett of Iowa

on April 5 1910 introduced a bill to remedy this situation As

finally passed on June 25 1910 the Withdrawal or Pickett Act gave

the President the authority to make temporary withdrawals of

public lands from all forms of sale or entry for any public purpose

the purpose was to be specified in the orders of withdrawals The

force of the word temporary was nullified by a concluding clause

which read and such withdrawals or reservations shall remain in

force until revoked by him the President or by an act of Congress

To make certain that the Picke Act could not be interpreted as a

repeal of the 1907 law restricting the power of the President to

create forest reserves in the six Northwestern states thisprohibition
was repeated in the Withdrawal Act2

1E Louise Peffer 91 cit 114115 Samuel P Rays op cit 8990

2E Louise Peffer o cit 315117 Samuel P Nays o cit 163164
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The Pickett law thus accepted the previous withdrawals made by

President Roosevelt while at the same time establishing certain

restrictions on the Presidents use of this power But like the

Forest Reserve Act of 1891 the Withdrawal Act of 1910 failed to

make any provision for the use of the withdrawn land The use

problem was not to be resolved until 1920

On the question of hydroelectric development in navigable

streams Taft believed that the federal government could

constitutionally
charge a rental for power produced at dam constructed by

the federal government to improve navigation but that thegovernment
could not do so at privately constructed dams As Secretary

of War Taft had been forced by Roosevelt and Pinchot to suppress

these opinions but as President Taft proceeded to sign a number of

bills granting perpetual and unlimited franchises for theconstruction
of private hydroelectric dams in navigable streams The

General Darn Act of June 23 1910 provided authority for charging

fees ofpower corporations to defray the cost of federal public

improvements if federal reservoirs and national forests improved

the navigability and water supplies at the power company constructed

dams But as interpreted by Taft and the Corps of Engineers such

charges were not actually imposed2

1ELouise Peffer g2cit 118 Samuel P Hays 92011o1642
samuel P Hays opcit 164165
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Under Tafts direction and partly as a result of theBallingerPinchot
controversy relationships between the executive departments

in regard to control of natural resources were redefined Steps

instituted by Roosevelt to coordinate the activities of all water and

land resource agencies in the administration of public lands were

halted With Pinchot gone Taft more fixuly entrenched the Corps

of Engineers and the Department of the Xnterior in their respective

spheres and thereby dealt a blow to plans and hopes for a morecomprehensiveresource management program

Under the direction of Pinchots friend and successor Henry S

Graves the Forest Service continued to administer the national

forests along the lines laid down by the Roosevelt administration2

On March 1 1911 Taft signed into law the Weeks Act so named

after Representative John W Weeks of Massachusetts who introduced

the bill The Weeks At was a landmark in national forestrylegislation
on three counts First it extended the national forest

system to the East thus for the first time embracing the entire

country Second it authorized the first largescale acquisition

by the federal government of privately owned land to be added to the

public domain for public purposes in this case to forme eastern

national forests Third the Weeks Law provided the first federal

financial aid to states that would take up a program to protect from

ISamuel P Hays qp cit 172

M Nelson McGeary Gifford Pinchot 186
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fire their timberlands situated at the headwaters of navigable

streams thus stimulating a rapid expension of firs prevention

activities throughout the nation on the state level

The Weeks Act authorized the federal purchase of some 287000

acres of private forest land located in the Southern Appalachian

Mountains and the White Mountains of New Hampshire and an initial

appropriation of $11000000 was made for this purpose Alsoappropriated
for fire prevention was $200000 eleven states were

able to qualify for federal assistance in this new activity in 19111

The program of federal wildlife refuges was continued by Taft

On March 4 1913 he signed into law the Migratory Bird Act which

gave the federal goverment the authority to regulate the bunting

of wild ducks geese and other migratory birds The law defined

the meaning of migratory species and gave the U S Department of

Agriculture the authority to establish closed seasons during which

bunting was to be prohibited2

In September 1909 President Taft invited John Muir to accompany

his on a trip to Yosemite In October the two men visited the

national park and Muir grasped the opportunity to show the President

the beautiful Retch Hetchy Valley Secretary of Interior James R

Garfield bad signed a permit on May 11 1908 granting Retch Hetchy

i$amuel PHays o cit 32 4748 ELouise Peffer22cit298299Van Rise and Havemeyer Conservation of Our Natural Resources

244 287 Charles DSmith Gentlemen You Have My Scale in American

Forests February 1962 1619

2
Samuel PHays 2Rcit 190 Van Rise and Havemeyer 22cit453
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and Lake Eleanor to the city of San Francisco but in 1909 the

agreement had not yet been approved by a vote of the people of that

city In October 1909 after having also visited the valley with

Muir Secretary of Interior Richard A Ballinger ordered that another

study of the question be made and in February 1911 he issued a

citation to the city of Son Francisco to show cause why the Retch

Hetchy valley and reservoir should not be removed from the permit

His successor Walter L Fisher also refused to proceed with the

permit on the grounds that be bad no authority to do so1

Squarely opposed to each other on the Retch Hatchy issue were

the utilitarian conservationists led by Gifford Pinchot Frederick

H Newell and the National Conservation Association founded by the

Chief Forester In the summer of 1919 and the preservationistconservationists
represented by J Horace McFarland president of the

American Civic Association John Muir the Century fta editor

Robert Underwood Johnson Frederick Law Olmsted Jr son of the

late great landscape architect the American Forestry Association

the Sierra Club the American Scenic and Historic Society the

Appalachian Club and many women=s clubs

In November 1909 Pinchot informed McFarland that thepreservation
of scenery in Hetch Hetcby could not at this stage of the

1Linnie M Wolfe The Life of John Muir 3143l6 32425 337
Samuel P Heys cit 192193 William F Bade L1 d Letters

of John II 3606 2 John Ise Our National Park Poll 651313
Hans Huth Nature and the American 183 MNelson McGeary Gifford

Pinchot O7
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game go ahead of the economic and moral aspects of the case1

McFarland replied I feel that the conservation movement is now

weak because it has failed to Join bands with the preservation of

scenery Somehow we must get you to see that the man whose

efforts we Want to conserve produces the best effort and more effort

in agreeable surroundings that the preservation of forestswaterpowersminerals and the other items of national prosperity in a

sane way must be associated with the pleasure to the eye and the mind

and the regeneration of the spirit of man2 So bitter did the

feelings of the two leaders become over the Hetch Hetcr question

that they severed all personal relationships with each other in

19123 The fate of Retch Retchy was decided in Congress and on

December 13 1913 President Woodrow Wilson signed a bill finally

giving that valley to the city of San Francisco

Under Tafts administration Glacier in Montana which bad been

set aside as a forest reserve in 1897 was established on may 10

1910 as a national park5 Taft used the Lacey or Antiquities Act

of 1906 to create 11 new national monuments 6

Cited in del P Hays 22cit 194

2Cited in Samuel P Hays op cit 194195

3Se muel P Hays op cit 194

4Semue P Hays 22cit 193 John Ise o cit 8991

Slaws Relati to the National Park Service 138 John Ise
o grit 17017

6Jobn Ise o cit 157159 Also see Appendix VIII
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The final bitter clash between the two schools ofconservationists
occurred over the question of creating a national park

service bureau to administer the individual parks J Horace McFarland

Frederick Law 0l sted Jr and the preservationist associations

roreired this proposal in 1910 Their plan was endorsed by Secretary

of Interior Richard A Ballinger in 1914 by Secretary of Interior

Walter L Fisher in 1911 and by President Taft in 1911 and 1912

The first annual national park conferences were held in 1911 1912

and 1913 to rally public support for the proposal1

Pinchot and the Forest Service on the other hand in 1910

vigorously opposed the creation of new national parks that did not

provide for economic development arguing that national parks in

general should be opened for such resource development as grazing

lumbering and for water power2 In 1911 Pinchot also privately

attacked proposals to create a National Park Bureau writing that

such an agency was no more needed than two tails to a cat3

When Chief Forester Henry S Graves publicly suggested in 1911 that

national parks should be administrated by the U S Forest Serviceh

1John Ise 22cit 188189 Hans Huth opcites 190191 E
Louise Peffer o cit 175176 Samuel P Hays 22cit 196197

2Samuel P Hays o cit 195 The Forest Service took this posi
tion on the proposalstoo c•reate Glacier National Park

3Cited in Samuel P Hags opcit 196 E Louise Peffer opcit
176 John Ise o cit 188

4E Louise Peffer cit 176 John Ise cit 189 Samuel
P Hays cit 1969
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Secretary of Interior Walter L Fisher countered by proposing that

the Forest Service be transferred to the Department of the Interior1

The opposition of Pinchot and the Forest Service however was

powerful enough to prevent Congress from passing a National Park

Service Act until August 25 19162

The key phrase of the 1916 Act to conserve the scenery and

the natural and historic objects and wild life therein and to

provide for the enjoyment of the same in such manner and by such

means as will leave them unimpaired for the enjoyment of future

generations was written perhaps with some degree of poetic justice

by Frederick law Olmsted Jr3

1

E Louise Peffer on cit 1T6

2Samuel P HWs cit 196198 Joh n Ise o cit 189191
22E Louise Peffer cit 176

3Fans Ruth Nature and the American 190191 Citation from Laws
Relating to the National Park Service 10
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PART II

SURVEY OF SITES AND BUILDINGS

general Discussion

The distribution of sites in this theme reflects the fact

that the Conservation Movement originated largely in the East It

should also be noted that professional historians have devoted

relatively little attention to a careful study of the rise of

Conservation This neglect has had its effect in the lack ofinterTretation
on the subject afforded at existing sites

A considerable number of important sites have beenpreserved
by federal state and local governments but they havesurvived

mainly because these areas have possessed some special scenic

recreational or utilitarian values and they have not beenparticularly
utilized to tell the story of Conservation The National

Park Service does not own or administer any area set asideparticularly
to illustrate or commemorate this part of our intellectual and

cultural history There are however five areas in the System

which have associations with certain aspects of this theme These

sites are noted elsewhere in the study
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Sr= OF EXCEPTIONAL VALUE

1 FUR SEAL ROOICSR ES ST PAUL ISLAND PRIBILOF ISTANDS ALASKA

The greatest single source of furs in the world the Pribilof

Islands exhibit in living form today the fur resource that lured

Russian British French Spanish and American fur hunters from

the 18th century down to the present The existing flourishing

seal herds serve as an outstanding example of the international

application of conservation principles as embodied in the Convention

of July 7 1911 for their protection The herds have several times

been threatened with extinction due to indiscriminate hunting The

islands are owned by the United States Government and administrated

by the Fish and Wildlife Service of the Department of the Interior

This site vas declared to possess exceptional value by the Secretary

of the Interior on June 13 1962 under Theme XXIPolitical and

Military Affairs Special Study Alaska history
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2 HOHOKAMPIMA IRRIGATION SITES ARIZONA

Location In the Gila River Indian Reservation
along the Gila River Arizona above

the junction of that stream with the

Salt River in the vicinities of Sacaton
Coolidge and Casa Grande National Monument

Ownership Various Indian farms on the Reservation

Significance

When Father Eusebio Francisco Kino in 1687 made his firstexplorationsof Pimeria Alta he found the Pia Indians on the Gila

River irrigating their crops from canals and ditches Later travelers

through this area never failed to remark upon the complexity of these

irrigation projects and the skillful engineering that vent into their

construction

later archeological evidence proves that the irrigation works

in the Gila and Salt River valleys antedate the historical period

by hundreds of years that the ancient peoplethe Hohokam were

the original builders and that the Pimas were using the same basic

systems of the ancients though on a smaller scale Likewise

modern agriculture in these valleys whether Indian or Anglo has

tied the ancient systems in with modern reclamation projects

Excavations have revealed that canals such as the Snaketown

canal near Sacatonthough 10 miles long were not unusual in size

In the GilaSalt Valleys canals 75 feet across the top 40 feet

1These sites will be treated in Theme III Indian Villages
and Communities
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at the base and 3 to 12 feet deep have been recorded The average

is perhaps 10 feet deep at diversion dam and 4 to 6 feet wide

forming great networks over the thousands ofacres of irrigated

land Many of these magnificent structures built as communal

efforts with hand tools have been leveled by modern agricultural

and real estate developments But many others remaina largepercentage
of them still in use

The HohokamPima irrigation sites are the finest remaining

examples of the ancient Indian science of reclamation Modern

reclamation systems in this area are not only theoretically related

but actually make use of the ancient canal complexes This provides

a striking and significant continuum illustrating the similar

environmental responses demanded of both ancient and modern man

by the arid Southwest

Condition of the Site

That these canals are on Indian farms and are still in use

provides a species of integrity unusual perhaps unique inarcheological
or historical sites of such ancient lineage

It is reasonable to suppose that the Tribal Council of the

Maricopa Indians on the Oils River Reservation would be proud to

exhibit selected sections of their canal systemsthose that would

most effectively illustrate the ancientmodern continuum mentioned

above These sites are readily accessible from Phoenix

References Willis H Bell and Edward F Castetter Pima and

Pa oInsd riculture Albuquerque 1942 Herbert Eugene Bolton

ed Kinos Historical Memoir of Plueria Alta Berkeley 1948 Albert

H Schroeder Prehistoric Canals in the Salt River Valley Arizona
American Antiquity VIII April 1943 pp38086
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3 ROOSEVE I SALT RIVER PROJECT ARI2ANA

Location in Tonto National Forest Arizona on the

Galt Riversome 80 miles east of Phoenix

and 45 miles northwest of Globe via State

Route 88 the Apache Trail

Ownership A United States Reclamation project operated

by Salt River Project AgriculturalImprovementand Power District and Salt River

Valley Water Users Association Headquarters

in Phoenix Arizona

Significance

The phoenix of ancient mythology periodical4y rose from its

away ashes to a revived and beautiful youth In Arizona is a city of

this name that has risen from the ashes of an extinct civilization

For moderns have used the same irrigation canals that the ancients

used And they have used essentially the same water conservation

techniquesthough expanding upon them with great water storage

projects

The modern Sa3t River Irrigation Project is a direct descendant

of the ancient Hohokam projects on this river of the historic Pima

Indian projects noted by Father Kino and finally of the first

modern projects beginning in 1867

Pioneer Jack Shrilling noting the Armys demand for mule forage

first cleared an ancient ditch and opened the modern irrigation era

in the Salt River country He named the town that grew there Phoenix

for he saw the ancient analogy of regeneration Swillings Town

Ditch reclaimed some 4000 acres In succeeding decades one water

company after another followed suit Soon this land of perpetual
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sunshine of silted desert soil as rich as that of the Nile was a

garden spot

Population increased but the waters of Salt River did not

The limits of private reclamation enterprise bad been reached It

was time for a new force to enter

As early as 1891 at the Irrigation Congress held in Salt Lake

City Francis G Newlands had advocated active Federal participation

in the reclamation field In 1897 in the Chittenden Report came the

first official advocacy of Federal participation in irrigationprojectsAnd by the time Newlands Reclamation Act of 1902 was framed

the Goverment s role was seen to extend beyond the impounding of

water to its distribution

Roosevelt Dam the worlds highest masonry dam was built to

provide adequate water storage for the Salt River irrigation emplex

A secondary purpose was to provide power facilities to assist indistributingthe water through pumping stations Later the power

potential of the project was expanded to encompass regular power

distribution to the PhoenixGlobe area via high voltagetransmission
lines Begun in 1906 Roosevelt Dam was completed by 1911

though water distribution had begun the year before

The story of Roosevelt Dams construction is a saga in itself

60 miles of wagon road had to be cut through precipitous mountains

to transport materials by mule team Another road reaching high

into the Sierra Aneha tapped lwuber sources A specially constructed

13mile canal provided temporary power for placing the giant rocks

and concrete in the dam and a cement mill operated nearby
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The rockmade dam is 284 feet high 184 feet thick at the base

and 16 feet thick at the top Its 1125foot length welds Salt

River Canyon together at the confluence of Salt River and Tonto

Creek backing up as 23milelong reservoir covering 17800 acres

Roosevelt take watered a quarterminion acres an area nowsubstantially
increased by later dams and reservoirs built on the

Salt and Verde Rivers parts of the same massive project

Describing Roosevelt Dam in 1932 Secretary of the Interior

Ray Lyman Wilbur said

The Goverment 25 years ago began its first great

demonstration of welding mountains together impounding

flood waters distributing them as needed stabilizing the

behavior of torrents setting them to spinning turbines
developing communities under this new influence

The enterprise has transformed this cactusstudded
desert solitude into an intensively farmed unbelievably

productive cosmopolitan conmaunityPhoenix the metropolis

of the Colorado Basinl

Condition of the Site

Roosevelt Dam is located in the canyon and mountain country of

south central Arizona It is a land of great beauty centered in

Tonto National Forest and retaining a high degree of Integrity and

wilderness atmosphere on the shores of Roosevelt lake is the Salt

Ray Lyman Wilbur Conservation in the be went of the Interior

Washington 1932 pP 7
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River National Wildlife Refuge The dam and lake are part of an

operating reclamation project the Salt River Irrigation Project

References Herbert Eugene Bolton ed Icings Historical Memoir

of Pimeria Alta Berkeley 1948 Thomas Edwin Farish History of

Aries 4 vols Phoenix 1915 George Wharton James Arizonathe

Wonderland Boston 1917 Irnn I Perrigo Our SranishSouthwest

Da71ae 1960 GuyHarold Smith Conservation of Natural Resources

New York 950 Ray iyman Wilbur Conservation in the De artment of

the Interior Washington 1932 WPA Guide Aries New York 19 0
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LAKE A9ERRI1T WILD F CK AE`UGECALIlORICIA

Location In Lake Merritt City Park off Grand Ave at

Bellevue Ave Oakland

Ownership Owned and administered by the City of Oakland

Significance

Lake Merritt Wild hick Refuge is the oldest legallyestablished

public wildlife sanctuary in the United States It has attained fame

as a wintering grounds for wild ducks and is probably the most noted

of the small wildlife sanctuaries maintained by local governments

In 1852 Dr Samuel B Merritt purchased the land where Lake

Merritt is now located the property was then a slough In 1869

acting as Mayor of Oakland Dr Merritt had a dam constructed that

converted the slough into the body of water now known as take Merritt

The bill that established Lake Merritt as Americas first

official wildlife refuge was introduced in the 18691870 meeting

of the state legislature by Senator Edward Thompson and became law

on March 18 1870

Condition of the Site

Lake Merritt containing some 160 acres of grater is asaltwater
lake with a broad causeway and a movable floodgate Located

in what is now the heart of the business district of Oakland Lake

Merritt is an outstanding example of the attraction of migrating

birds under somewhat adverse conditions Thousands of ducksprincipa11y
pintails and canvasbacks spend the winter here attracted by

the sanctuary the food and the resting grounds provided for them
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Hundreds of persons gather in the park to watch the behavior of

the flocks of waterfowl that move in and out An excellent Natural

Science Center with exhibits is maintained to interpret the wildlife

story for the visitors

References Ira W Gabrielson WildlifeRages New York 1943
6 22225Edward H Graham The Land and Wildlife New York 1947
33 Mildred B Hoover Hero E Rensch and Ethel G Rensch revised

by Ruth Teiser Historic ots in California Stanford 1958 224
California A Guide to the Golden State American Guide Series

New York 1957 2406
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5 JOHN MUIR HOSE CALIFORNIA

Location 4440 Alhambra Ave Martinez Contra Costa County

Ownership Dr and Mrs Henry Sax Vincente Martinez

Adobe by Mr Louis Stein

Significance

The ranch at Martinez was John Muirs home from 1880 until his

death in 1914 the period during which he emerged as one of the most

important national leaders in the Conservation Movement

From 1889 to 1914 John Muir played a critical and vital role in

the drive to establish national parks national forests and to apply

scientific methods of sustainedyield management to the federal forests

As a recognized and leading authority on the glaciers mountains and

fcrests of West and as an able and popular writer on Nature John

Muir devoted his talents and nationwide prestige to forwarding the

cause of National Conservation In this task he served as animportant
although unofficial adviser to Presidents Grover Cleveland

Theodore Roosevelt and William Howard Taft Specific conservation

achievements with which Muir was closely associated include the

creation of Yosemite National Park General Grant National Park and

the enlargement of Sequoia National Park in 1890 he gave advice on

the establishment of the first national forest reserves in 1891 he

played a leading role working with the National Forest Cession

189697 in securing the National Forest Management Act of 1897 and

defending the 13 new forest reservations established by President

Cleveland 189798 he was adviser to President Roosevelt 19011909
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supporting the establishment of the U S Forest Service and the

transfer of National Forest Reserves to that agency 19011905

securing the completion of Yosemite National Park 19031906 and

defending the Retch Retchy Valley section of Yosemite National Park

from 1901 to 1913

t

t

t

t

Condition of the Site

This site includes the Martinez adobe a twostory adobe built

about 1851 which served John Muirs residence from 1880 to 1890

the Manor a large twostory frame house built in 1881 which

served as Muirs residence from 1890 until his death in 1914 and

about five acres of the original 800acre ranch The two houses are

both in excellent condition and have been little altered since Muirs

day They are used as private residences Although now set in the

midst of intense urban development the topography has fortunately

preserved to a remarkable degree the rural ranch setting of the

remaining original five acres These grounds contain many of the

trees and plants set out by Muir himself

References Linnie Marsh Wolfe The Life of John Muir Son

of the Wilderness New York 1945 William F Bade The Life and

Letters of John Muir 2 vols Boston and New York 1924 Hans Huth
Nature and the American Berkeley and Los Angeles 1957 103104
Robert Underwood Johnson Remembered Yester Y Boston 1923 278300
Samuel P Rays Conservation and the Gos el of Efficient TheProgressiveConservation Movement 15901920 Cambridge 1959 192194
Mildred B Hoover Hero RRensch and Ethel G Rensch revised by
Ruth Teiser Historic Scots in California Stanford 1958 236
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6 SICK LAW OLMSTED HOUSE MASSACHUSETTS

Location 99 Warren Street Brookline Massachusetts

Ownership A P Richardson and J G Hudak Olmsted

Associates 99 Warren Street Brookline 46
Massachusetts Not open to the public

Significance

From 1883 until his death in 1903 Frederick Law Olmsted lived

at 99 Warren Street Brookline Olmsted a man of innate ability

and diverse talents contributed more to the development of the

urban park movement in the United States than any other individual

through the originality and beauty of his plans for innumerable city

parks All of us today who enjoy metropolitan parks are indebted

to Olmsted one of the vital artists of the nineteenth century1

Olmsted was born on April 26 1822 of prosperous parents in

Hartford Connecticut Although he attended Yale in irregular

fashion his real education apparently came from travel In his

youth he made extensive trips with his parents throughout the northern

United States in 1843 he sailed to China and in the 1850s he

travelled widely in Europe and the Southern United States These

travels not only resulted in a series of interesting and still

valuable books but also in Olmsteds observation of parks and scenery

in many different places Such impressions combined with what he

learned from the brief operation of a farm on Staten Island and some

landscape activities in conjunction with it provided an admirable

1Levis Muxnford The Culture of Cities New York 1938 219
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basis for his great work the creation of urban parks in America

New York City had begun the development of a large park in

1851 and in 1857 Gotham appointed Olmsted superintendent of the

undertaking Early in 1858 Olmsteds design for the park produced

in conjunction with Calvert Vavx won the competition for a park plan

Named Greensward the design called for the creation of a rural

atmosphere in the park in order to give the urban population relief

from the citys brick and stone noise and dirt In may 1858

Olmsted became the chief architect of the project and between that

time and 1878 with various absences he devoted much time and effort

to the development of Central Park When finally dismissed from

his position by politicians in 1878 Olmsted bade farewell to the

first great city park In the United States

As early as 1865 Olmsted had begun to design other urban parks

As the years passed city after city felt O3msteds touch and by

the time of his death be and his associates had planned some 80

metropolitan parks In so doing Olmsted created the art oflandscape
architecture in the New World Moreover innumerablesemipublic

and private parks sprang into being under Olmsteda guiding

hand

It is not exaggerating to say that Olmsted played one of the

leading roles in reawakening Americas appreciation of nature

Olmsted desired to bring the rural scene to the city in his urban

parks and this aim dominated all of his park schemes Moreover

he sought to use the landscape as he found it being especially
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anxious to depend on native shrubs and flowers in the planting

By 1870 the great designer also realized the value of saving natural

areas outside of the city and this view led to his creation of the

total park system idea Beyond a practical application of theprecedingideas Olmsted used his pen to promote those concepts In

speeches reports articles and books Olmsted spread the gospel

of the park and the necessity for urban planning He also vigorously

supported drives to preserve beautiful scenic areas such as at

Niagara Falls

Between his numerous practical accomplishments and his writing

Olmsted conveyed a highly significant idea to Americathat man in an

industrial society must not lose contact with nature This concept

remains alive and continues to animate our urban parks

Condition of the Site

Built in 1810 Olmsteds house is a twostory clapboard building

painted grey Both Olmsted and his son Frederick Junior brought

about changes in the interior so much so that little of the original

remains inside With the addition of rooms on the vest the building

became a sixteenroom house

Attached to the residence is Olmsted s office originally

smaller than it is at present the office received its lastenlargement
about 1917 some years after Olmsteds death The Olmsted

Associates a landscape architect firm now occupies the office

References Charles A Callison edAmericas Natural Resources

New York 1957 151 Dictigma of American Bio a Hand Huth
Nature and the American Berkeley Calif 1957 165 Lewis I mford
The Culture of Cities New York 1938 219220 John Nolen Frederick
Law Olmsted and His Works House and Garden IX Feb 1906 7387
pp T3T5
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7 WALDEN POND CONCORD MASSACMJSETTS

Classified in Theme XX Subtheme of Literature
Drama and Music

Henry David Thoreau erected a cabin close to Walden Pond in

1845 and lived in it until 187 His experiences at Walden

eventually resulted in a classic of natural history Walden
Life in the Woods 1854 that has given to many readers a greater

appreciation of nature Other of Thoreaus writings have also

awakened or reinforced amongst readers a deeper awareness of

the need to protect the natural landscape in order that we may

continue to gain from it the bounties that undisturbed shores

fields and ponds offer Because of this Thoreau continues to

inspire and stimulate the nations conservation movement
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t 8 ADIRONDACK FOREST EVE NEW YORK

Loci Adirondack Mountains northern New York

OwnershipAdministration Dr Harold G Wilco

Commissioner New York State Conservation

Department Division of Lands and Forests
Bureau of Forest Recreation Albany 1 New York

Significance

The Adirondack Forest Preserve became the first state forest

preserve in the nation when New York established it as a wilderness

area in 1885 Since that date innumerable other state forestreserves
have been created following the precedent created by the

Empire State over 77 years ago

Prior to 1885 private and commercial interests had made great

and destructive inroads upon New Yorks timber lands Lumbermen

invaded the Adirondack region as early as 1813 and by the early

186018 vast areas in the Adirondack Mountains had been swept clean

of trees A protest against such wanton timbering appeared in the

New York Times in 1864 plus a plea that a park be created in the

Adirondacks Further outcries against the despoliation of the

mountainous area failed to halt the march of the axe But some hope

appeared on the horizon in 1872 when the state established a State

Park Commission and authorized a survey of the lands in dispute

Verplanck Colvin who had been among those calling for the protection

of the Adirondack region undertook the survey In his reports he

never failed to advocate state action to preserve the lands he was

surveying As the years marched past Colvin and other earlyparticipantsin the struggle received increasing support in the fight to
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save the Adirondacks

By the early 1880s many in New York favored measures to save

the states timber lands The New York Chamber of Commerce joined

the cause in 1883 much more significantly the New York Board of

Trade and Transportation also threw its influence behind thecampaignin the same year The latter body unlike other groups never

gave up the fight even when the cause seemed hopeless and it played

a major role in bringing about final success The increasing clamor

about the Adirondacks prompted some stirrings in the state legislature

but the legislators steadfastly ignored the reports of variouscommittees
appointed to investigate the matter But in 1885 a major

breakthrough occurred when the legislature enacted the firstcomprehensiveforest administrative act in America1

The act of 1885 created a vast state reserve of allpubliclyowned
forest lands in eleven counties in the Adirondacks plus three

counties in the Catskill Mountains This landmark legislation stated

that those lands were to be kept as a wilderness never to be leased

or sold In addition the act established a forest commission the

second in the country to administer the reserves lands Although

a gigantic step forward had been taken loose administration by the

forest commission aided and abetted further depredations of the

Adirondack forests so much so that great public resentment welled

up in defense of the reserve With the approach of a state constitutional

1Arthur B Recknagel and Samuel N Spring Forest New York 1929
50
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convention in 1891 advocates of the wilderness area hit upon the

scheme of bringing the new constitution to the defense of the states

forest areas And the convention unanimously adopted a provision

Article VII See 7 that declared the states present or future

timber lands should always be kept as a wilderness and that no

timber should ever be sold frcm those lands This provision has

protected the Adirondack and Catskill Forest Preserves to this time

Condition of the Site

Today the Adirondack Forest Preserve plus the Catskill timber

lands includes some 2500000 acres of stateowned land In addition

to providing for the continued protection of the forests the preserve

also serves as a vast recreational area The state has developed 40

canoeing sates plus many other opportunities for the enjoyment of the

outofdoors Roads make many areas in the preserve accessible to

the biker and camper

References Alfred L Donaldson A Histo of the Adirondacks

2 vols New York 1921 1 164167 172173 175 177 16T189
Alexander C Flick ed History of the State of New York 10 vols
New York 19331937 X 273279 New York New York State Public

Campsites np nd5 Arthur B Recknagel and Samuel N Spring
Forest Nev York 1929 48 50
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9 CE1 TRAL PARK NEW YORK

Location Bounded by Central Park South Fifth Avenue
110th Street and Central Park West in

New York City

OwnershipAdministration Newbold Morris Commissioner
Department of Parks Arsenal Building Fifth

Avenue at 64th Street

Significance

Central Park occupies a unique position in the history of the

park movement in America because it was the countrys first urban

park Almost at the last possible moment farsighted individuals

on Manhattan inspired the creation of a rural retreat for all the

citizens rich and poor of the fast growing metropolis And the

parks subsequent overwhelming popularity impelled city after city

to follow New Yorks lead

At late as 1850 New Yorks 515000 citizens possessed little

opportunity to gain relief from the streets and buildings of their

city Gothams most spacious open area all of 20 acres lay at

the Battery But some perceptive individuals such as William

Cullen Bryant in 1844 and Andrew Jackson Dawning in 1848 had already

proposed that New York develop a large park before the expanding city

gobbled up all Manhattan Bryants paper the Eveni Postrepeatedlystressed the need for a park throughout the 1840x Other

voices also strengthened the call for a park and during the mayoralty

campaign of 1850 both candidates supported the idea The winner of

the election Ambrose C Kingsland remembered his campaign promise

and on April 5 1851 sent a message to the Common Council proposing
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the establishment of a park By July the state legislature had

authorized the city to acquire a plot of ground known as Jones

Wood for park purposes but by midsummer strong oppositionconfronted
that plan Opponents of the Jones Wood scheme involved

numerous business men who scorned the need for a park plus many

others who desired a park but felt that a larger area would better

serve the growing city The latter group also sought what would

become a central park as the metropolis grew and it realized

victory when the legislature authorized New York to purchase the

land that now forms most of Central Park

The northern boundary of New York rested on what is now 34th

Street when the city began to acquire the land between presentday

59th and 106th Streets for Central Park By 1856 some 7500 lots

in the area had been bought for $5069693 which sum included

awards to owners of land bordering the park area and a parkcommission
had been created But in the following year the state

took away city control of the park and created an independent park

commission of eleven people This new commission found park matters

in great confusion with the projected park swampy littered with

rubbish and swarming with goats

The appointment of Frederick law Olmsted as superintendent of

Central Park in the fall of 1857 marked a turning point in the

parks development A dynamic and resourceful person Olmsted

when he discovered his superior would not object entered a plan

called Greensward in conjunction with Calvert Vaux in the
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competition for a park design In April 1858 the commission

declared Olmsteds plan one of thirtyfive the winner and shortly

after being awarded the $2000 prike Olmsted became the parks

ArcbitectinChief

Olmsteds design decreed that the park should have a rural

nature and that all architectural and engineering features should

be subordinated to that premise That fresh concept governed the

development of Central Park and the idea subsequently became basic

in the growth of the urban park movement in the United States

Under 0lmsteds supervision 2500 men labored in the park

by October 1858 Paths roads bridges lakes and planting were

all well underway before winter slowed the work Thiring 1859

Olmsted greatly advanced the development of the park so much so

that the public became quickly enraptured with its new possession

Thousands of people began to enjoy the parks benefitsnot only

the rural atmosphere but also the paths bridle trails band

concerts and in winter ice skating And in 1859 the park was

extended to 110th Street although the city did not acquire the

land until 1863 By 1866 most of the park bad been completed

Olmsted who had already resigned from and then rejoined the park

several times remained associated with Central Park until 1878

when politicians brought an end to his long and beneficialinfluence
upon the rural retreat
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Central Park as events proved did more than just provide

a countryLike area for New Yorks masses Even before fully

finished the park stimulated in tremendous fashion outdoor recreation

Again the park greatly increased land values in the area surrounding

it More importantly the art of landscape architecture found its

birth in Central Park Finally the park influenced many cities to

create similar open and landscaped areas and the great parks in

Brooklyn Boston Chicago and countless other urban centers are

descended from Central Park

Condition of the Site

Central Park continues to reflect 0msteds vision of a rural

area in the city Some buildings have intruded upon the park

notably the Metropolitan Museum of Art and automobiles havereplaced
carriages on the roads but the trees paths and lakes still

please a vastly increased city population The pleasure Central Park

brings to untold thousands is obvious to anyone who visits it on a

pretty Sunday afternoon

References Charles E Doell and Gerald B Fitzgerald A Brief

Histo of Parks and Recreation in the United States Chicago 195
2770 Frederick law Olmsted Jr and Theodora Kimballs Frederick Law

Olmsted Landsca a Architect 18221903 2 vols New York 1928 II
2126j 3033 37 2 442 4849 5153 55 65 68 7i 8082 86 et

sslm 173180 Allan Nevins The Evening Post New York 192219319196 198
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10 FIRANKLXN B Z GH HOUSE NEW YORK

Location Collins Street Lowville

OwnershiiAdministration Dr John S Miller
M1 y DIY

•IqCollinsStreet Not open to the public

Signce

Dr Franklin B Hough in the decade of the 1870 s impressed

upon the public and the federal government as no one else bad

managed to do the rapid destruction of the nations forests His

efforts to awaken the country to the terrible waste of its titmber

resources brought about his appointment as Americas first federal

forest official and in that capacity he laid the basis for the

development of the present United States Forest Service

Throughout his life Hough displayed a great variety of

interests Born on July 22 1822 he entered Union College in 181+0

was graduated in 18113 and then decided on a medical careerAdwitted
to Western Reserve Medical College he received his M D

degree in 1848 whereupon he established a practice in Somerville

Nev York Greatly intrigued by local history he collected and

edited historical materials pertaining to the early history of the

area But Hough also displayed deep interest in geology and botany

All such interests had to be put aside with the outbreak of the Civil

War and until 1863 Hough served first as an inspector in the United

States Sanitary Commission and then as a surgeon In the 97th New

York Volunteers Upon his return from the war Hough established

residence on Collins Street in Lowv3lle
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Some years after settling in Lowville Hough became alarmed at

the nations reckless use of its forests Oddly enough his concern

about the accelerating devastation of timber lands stemmed from his

supervision of the New York state census in 1855 and 1865 Incomparingthe reports for the censuses Hough observed that theproduction
of forest products had greatly fallen for certain areas in the

state between 1855 and 1865 As a result Hough realized that our

forest resources were not limitless and that action should be taken

to protect the timber lands But it was not until 1873 when he

spoke before a meeting of the American Association for theAdvancement
of Science that he elicited an effective response from an

audience In his speech entitled On the Duty of the Government

in the Preservation of Forestry Hough pointed out that as forests

extended from state to state the problem of protecting them concerned

the nation Moreover he declared that training in forestry was

vital and that forestry education should be developed in the United

States Greatly impressed by the speech the Association authorized

the drawing up of a memorial to be presented to Congress Houghbecame
its main author Once sent to Washington the memorial failed

to receive immediate action miring the following two years Hough

continued to press the case for forest preservation before the public

presenting in one instance several talks on forestry at the Lowell

Institute Harvard University Finally in 1876 Congress by an

amendment to the appropriations bill for the Department of Agriculture
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acted upon the dormant memorial

Instead of creating a commission as the memorial suggested

to study the nations forests Congress simply authorized theDepartmentof Agriculture to investigate the forests and submit a

report on timber lands and forestry practices Subsequently Hough

received from the Department the appointment as the first federal

forest official on August 30 1765 at $2000 a year Hough quickly

organized a small unit which later grew into the Division of Forestry

and subsequently became the Forest Service In the following years

Hough studied forestry problems and practices in the United States and

Europe producing three bulky reports that became instrumental in the

development of forest management in the United States This work

later received international recognition as the InternationalGeographical
Congress when it met in Venice presented a diploma of

honor to Hough

In addition to his work as a federal employee Hough helped to

promote the cause of forestry by other means He initiated the

publication of the American Journal of Forest in September 1882

and although the journal survived only until October 1883 it has

been credited with laying the foundation on which a native forestry

literature has been built And in 1885 Hough helped write the bill

that created the vast Adirondack Forest Preserve in New York

1Henry Clepper ed American Forest Six Decades of Growth

Washington 19605 51
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Hough died on June 31 3885 Since that date his work in

behalf of forestry has gained increasing importance and influence

With no hesitation we may rightfuly call him the father of forestry

in the United States

Condition of the Site

Houghs threestory brick house sits well back from Collins

Street Inside the rooms have the high ceilings and windows

typical of the period when the house was built about 1861 A

spiral stairway dominates the entrance hall Today the building

is largely the same as when Hough lived in it and is in goodcondition
A semicircular drive is in front of the house and the

spacious lawn has many tall trees on it The house and its grounds

orn a private residence

References George R Armstrong ed Forest College
Es s s on the Growth and Devel went of New York States College of

Forestry 19111961 Syracuse 1961 Henry Clepper and Arthur B
Mayer American orest Six Decades of Growth Washington D C
1960 51 D A B Franklin B Hough A Tribute American Forestry
28 July 1922TW31432 Romeyn B Hough The Incipiency of the

Forestry Movement in America American Foresta XIX August 1913

547550 PP 548549 Hans Ruth Nature and the American Berkeley
California 1957 171+ M Nelson McGeary Giiford Pinchot Forester

Politician Princeton 1960 36
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U NIAGARA RESERVATION NEV YORK

Location Niagara Falls

1

OwnershipAdministration Joseph Davis President
Niagara Frontier State Park Cession
Niagara Falls New York

Significance

Todays visitor can enjoy the beauty and might of Niagara Falls

due to the farsighted action of the state of New York in 1885 in

establishing the Niagara Reservation In creating the reservation

and subsequently eliminating the numerous eyesores that had sprung

up along the shore line near the falls New York for the first time

used a states power of eminent domain to acquire land for esthetic

purposes A startling precedent in its defy New Yorka creation of

the Niagara Reservation has been followed in principle by state after

state since 1885

A visitor to Niagara Falls in 1830 saw how easily man could

desecrate a natural wonder Ugly factories cheap hotels alien

Chinese pagodas and a plethora of blazing signs all testified to

mans ability to denigrate nature The disappearance of the falls

behind mans handiwork produced some protest in 1834 it was suggested

that the land near Niagara Falls be shorn of its shame But for many

years no rescuing hand appeared and by 1871 the prominent American

author Henry James bad joined those who had complained aboutconditions
around the falls Frederick Law Olmsted a growing force

in park affairs also took up the cause supporting agitation in

behalf of Niagara Falls during the 1870x
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By 1879 the drive to free Niagara Falls of mans distractions

began to take effect New Yorks governor suggested actionconcerningthe falls in his annual message to the legislature in 1879

Responding in a mildly enthusiastic manner the legislature authorized

a survey of the situation around the falls Olmsted was one of those

who helped to draw up the report concerning the scenery around Niagara

Falls which was sent to the legislature in March 1880 The report

recommended that the state purchase the land around the American falls

in order that visitors could view the majestic scene from a proper

setting A memorial signed by the Vice President of the United States

the GovernorGeneral of Canada the American Chief Justice and

numerous other outstanding Americans Canadians and Englishmen

supported the report but to no avail A new governor showed no

appreciation of the reports suggestion and he repulsed all efforts

to gain favorable legislative action on that document

Stymied but not defeated the adherents of the Niagara Falls

movement redoubled their attempts in behalf of their cause A flood

of articles and speeches poured forth all of them being intended

to galvanize public support In 1883 the proponents of a park at

the cataract formed a Niagara Falls Association which quickly

attracted members and created additional pressure upon the state

government Indeed a bill sponsored by the Association waspresented
to the legislature in the sane year and by the end of April

it had been passed and signed by Governor Grover Cleveland The
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act created a commission to choose the lands that should be preserved

near the falls in a relatively short time the commission had selected

a narrow strip of land along the northeastern shore Final success

for the defenders of the falls came in 1885 when in April a bond

issue of $1000000 was authorized to pay for the land On July 15

the state dedicated the Niagara Reservation

The formation of the Niagara Reservation stands as a tremendous

victory in the struggle to save grand aspects of our natural scenery

Once the park had been created the state removed about 150 buildings

and eradicated all raceways and flumes from the area certainly

tangible proof ofthe triumph of public interest over privatepropertyNo one can doubt the value of New Yorks landmark actionconcerning
Niagara Falls or the worth of subsequent similar moves by

other states

Condition of the Site

Now surrounded by the bustling town of Niagara Falls the Niagara

Reservation enables the visitor to see the wonderful falls from an

area free of tawdry commercial activities When originally created

the Reservation consisted of 412 acres including Goat Island and

nearby islets today the Reservation includes 430 acres A new

381foot observation tower enables the visitor to gain a spectacular

view of the American falls while paths throughout the Reservation

carry one close to the river and the falls Parking lots are available

near the observation tower and on Goat Island
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2 BILTMORE ESTATE NORTH CAROLINA

Loci Asheville North Carolina on US 25 South

OwnershipAdministration Biltmore Estate is privately
owned The Estate office in which the Biltmore

Forestry School was located is owned by the

City of Asheville

Significance

Biltmore Estate has been called the Rome of Conservation in

the United States In 1888 George W Vanderbilt began the purchase

of 125000 acres of farms woods and forested mountains where he

proposed to build the finest country home in America Frederick

Law Olmsted the great naturalistic landscape architect assumed

direction of the development of the estate His plans included a

large arboretum a game preserve and a managed forest The forest

was expected to be not merely ornamental but a demonstration of a

paying business

In 1890 Gifford Pinchot returned from studying forestry in

European universities determined to convince the American people

especially the lumbering industry that their forests were notinexhaustible
and that their treatment of them was all wrong Pinchota

European teachers of forestry had all emphasized the fact that no real

progress could be made in America until someone had demonstrated that

a scientifically managed forest would be commercially profitable

Biltmore Estate provided Pinchot the opportunity to begin his

successful experiment in scientific forest management a work and

career from which much in the broader field of conservation has flowed

George W Vanderbilt in December 1893 appointed Pinchot his manager
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to plan and develop the rebuilding of the Estate woodlands lying

east of the French Broad River These were lands whose fertility

had been depleted by primitive farming They had then been allowed

to grow up in scrub oak and sassafras truly a discouragingprospect
for profitable forestry

Not only was Pinchots work at Biltmore trailblazing in its

purpose but also in many of his methods On hundreds of points

his Europeanlearned forest science had to be adapted to American

species of trees types of soil and climate After a day with such

problems Pinchot restudied his books at night and hoped for the

best when he had to invent new answers To the surprise of the many

skeptics the first years work showed a small profit and the forest

was much improved Though many years of conservation effort lay

ahead with this first comprehensive and systematic forest plan

Pinchot had proved his basic point

Pinchot very soon widened the theatre of his efforts to lay

effective foundations for conservation In 1896 he was made a member

of the National Forest Commission that worked out the plan for the

U S forest reserves Two years later he was named head of the

Forestry Division later the Bureau of Forestry in the Department

of Agriculture He continued his interest in Biltmore and new ideas

and innovations continued to be tested in the Biltmore forests

Dr C A Schenck of the University of Darmstadt was brought

over from Germany to succeed Pinchot as Chief Forester at Piltmore
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increasingly apparent In the last decade of the 19th century the

country had less than half a dozen trained foresters and they had

all been educated in Europe A new profession was in the making

and there were no sources of training in America Recognizing this

need Dr Schenck founded the Biltmore Forest School in 1898

Following the German precedents of technical forest education young

men simply gathered around a capable practitioner or master who

supplemented experience in the forest with lectures Biltmore later

became a traveling school the classes visiting different parts of

the United States and Europe With World War I the school wasdiscontinued
By then it had trained many of the foresters who later

dominated the field in this country for some years The Biltmore

Forest School was discontinued in 1912

Other notable forestry experiments were conducted at Biltmore

under Pinchot Schenck and later successors In 1894 Vanderbilt

greatly enlarged the scope of operations by purchasing some 80000

adjacent acres known as the Pisgah Forest Pinchot initiated planned

management in these woodlands In the course of his work in this

section of the Estate Dr Schenck developed the basis for the land

use concept of forestry and conservation Several of the early

experimental plots are still being studied Records of plant growth

results of thinning and other studies are being continued by the

U S Forest Service In 1915 following passage of the Weeks Act

of 1911 the Federal goverment acquired nearly 87000 acres around

Mt Pisgah from the Vanderbilt Estate President Wilson the next year

proclaimed this the Pisgah National Forest the first national forest

to be created in the East
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Condition of the Site

Since 1930 the Biltmore House and Gardens have been open to the

public The house is designed in the manner of the French Renaissance

chateaux of Blois and Chambord The gardens are extensive and one of

the horticultural show places of America

Important from the standpoint of conservation is the fact that

there are still several hundred acres of white pine which were planted

by Pinchot and Schenck Today the Biltmore Forests are beingharvested
on a sustained yield basis consistent with the best ideas of

modern forestry

The building in which the Biltmore Forest School was conducted

is still actively used by the Estate This large storyandahalf

white stucco building with brick and wood trim is substantiallyunchangedIt is located on the plaza of what vas formerly Biltmore

Village but is now a part of Asheville Today the city owns it and

rents space to the Estate for use as its office The upstairs area

where the school was located is now occupied by a branch of the

Asheville Fire Department

Biltmore Estate once Included about 145000 acres the present

estate includes 12000 acres

References David C Coyle ConservationAn American Sto

of Conflict and Accomplishment Brunswick NJ 1957 Loomis

Havemeyer et al Conservation of Our National Resources NevYork
1933 Horace M Albright Great American Conservationists University
of California Lectures 1961 A B Perkins and J R Whitaker eds
Our Natural Resources and Their Conservation New York 1939 Arthur

A Carhart The National Forests New York 1950 Hans Huth Nature
and the American Three Centuries of Changing Attitudes University
of California Press Berkeley 195T Ovid Butler AmericanConservationin Picture and Story Washington 1941 Biltmore House Gardens

The Biltmore Company 1959
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13 GIFFORD PINCHOT HOME GREY TOWERS PENNSYLVANIA

Location Milford Pennsylvania

Ownership Dr Gifford S Pinchot 9 Meadow Road
Baltimore 12 Maryland

Significance

Chateaulike in appearance Grey Towers was the home of

Gifford Pinchot the preeminent crusader in the conservation struggle

at the turn of the nineteenth century Pinchot who inherited the

estate from his father never lost his love for Grey Towers although

often taken away from its beauty and peace because of his activities

Indeed he returned to the family home whenever he could and it was

at Grey Towers that he died on October 4+ 1946 at the age of 81

The extensive forests around Grey Towers reflect Pinchots love

of Americas timber lands When he entered Yale in 1885 Pinchot had

already decided to become a forester a decision that amazed all but

his forestconscious father Upon graduation in 1889 Pinchots

determination to follow forestry as his lifers work even startled

the foremost forestry students in the United States Despite all

warnings against pursuing forestry because of lack of opportunity in

the profession Pinchot sailed to Europe to study forest practices in

the fall in 1889 and remained there until December 3890 While abroad

he availed himself of every opportunity to learn about Continental

forestry methods and the lessons he absorbed provided the basis for

his future work Two ideas above all others guided Pinchot after
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his return to America first that scientific forestry practices had

to be applied to American forests second that governmentalleadership
was necessary in the development of American forestry

Shortly after returning from Europe Pinchot began to impress

many people with his enthusiasm for the preservation of timber lands

He became the manager of George W Vanderbilts private Biltmore

Forest in North Carolina in December 1891 and by the time he left

the job he had applied or adapted to local conditions much of what

he bad learned abroad But a greater opportunity to promote scientific

forestry came in July 1898 when President William McKinley appointed

the 32yearold forester the head of the Forestry Division in the

Department of Agriculture From the mcment Pinchot assumed his new

position he determined to secure the transfer of the federal forests

which the department of the Interior administered to his division

But until that could be done Pinchot used his forestless office to

flood the nation with material about scientific forestry practices

Moreover he spoke travelled and entertained Congressmen in behalf

of scientific forestry with good results for on July 1 1901

Pinchots division became the Bureau of Forestry with a greatly

expanded budget But the assassination of McKinley and the accession

ofTheodore Roosevelt to the presidency presented Pinchot with an

unexpected and unequalled chance to apply his ideas

Roosevelt an enthusiastic naturalist and a friend of Pinchots

granted his zealous bureau head carte blanche in the field of forest

preservation Thus between 1901 and the end of the Roosevelt
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his return to America first that scientific forestry practices had

to be applied to American forests second that governmentalleadership
was necessary in the development of American forestry

Shortly after returning from Europe Pinchot began to impress

many people with his enthusiasm for the preservation of timber lands

He became the manager of George W Vanderbilts private Biltmore

Forest in North Carolina in December 1891 and by the time he left

the job he had applied or adapted to local conditions much of what

he had learned abroad But a greater opportunity to promote scientific

forestry came in July 189$ when President William McKinley appointed

the 32yearold forester the head of the Forestry Division in the

Department of Agriculture From the moment Pinchot assumed his new

position he determined to secure the transfer of the federal forests

which the department of the Interior administered to his division

But until that could be done Pinchot used his forestless office to

flood the nation with material about scientific forestry practices

Moreover he spoke travelled and entertained Congressmen in behalf

of scientific forestry with good results for on July 1 1901

Pinchots division became the Bureau of Forestry with a greatly

expanded budget But the assassination ofMcKinley and the accession

of Theodore Roosevelt to the presidency presented Pinchot with an

unexpected and unequalled chance to apply his ideas

Roosevelt an enthusiastic naturalist and a friend of Pinchot s

granted his zealous bureau head carte blanche in the field of forest

preservation Thus between 1901 and the end of the Roosevelt
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administration in 1909 Pinchot obtained the transfer of federal

forests to the Department of Agriculture and organized the present

Forest Service out of his old bureau Beginning with no timber lands

under his authority at the start of his federal service by 1909

Pinchot administered 150000000 acres of forests and guided an

organization of some 1500 people Pinchot during this period

also promoted federal forestry research establishing severalexperimentaltimber stations From his advantageous position Pinchot

also strongly supported nonfederal preservation activities By

1909 for example the Forest Service sent literature to 781000

people

Because of the widespread ramifications of his Job Pinchot

by 1907 realized that all aspects of the growing preservationmovement
should be coordinated He began to use the word conservation

to indicate a consolidated approach to preservation work a movement

concerned with not only forests but also with all other resources

such as land water and mineral wealth Roosevelt quickly accepted

Pinchots concept and a federally appointed Inland Waters Commission

created in March 1907 applied the unified approach to a study of

the nations rivers Even more striking was the famous conference

on natural resources held at the White House in May 1908 The 34

governors in attendance for example ended their notable declaration

on conservation with a plea that the nation protect the basis of its

wealth its natural resources Pinchot who had done so much to
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organize the preceding conference was made chairman of one of the

conferences significant products the National ConservationCommission
And the coirnission produced the worlds first national

inventory of natural resources in 1909

The departure of Roosevelt from Washington in March 1909

ended Pinchots career as the nations leading conservationist

Roosevelts successor William Howard Taft dismissed Pinchot on

January 7 1910 for political reasons and in the following years

Pinchot devoted himself to politics He never completely forsook

conservation as certain of his actions as Governor of Pennsylvania

192327 193135 prove but his great contribution to conservation

had been made

Since his death in 1946 nothing has tarnished the value of

Pinchots work in behalf of conservation As a forester he fathered

scientific forestry in America as a conservationist he created the

conservation movement Both of those products of his fertile mind

and enthusiasm have benefited the nation tremendously

Condition of the Site

Grey Towers built around 1886 by Pinchots father is inexcellent
condition Made of stone the building is dominated by

three towers two at the main entrance at one end and a third at a

corner of the opposite end The long side between two of the towers

faces a lovely lava and looks across the countryside to the mountains

in New Jersey In addition to the main building there are several
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other interesting smaller structures nearby and the grounds are

excellently landscaped

References David Cushman Coyle Conservation New Brunswick

1957 2834y 37y 4446 51 56 6i 6567s 7981 Hans Huth
Nature and the American Berkeley California 1957 185 Martin L
ausold Gifford Pinchot Bull Moose Progressive Syracuse 1961

249 M Nelson McGeary
GdPinchotForester

Politician

Princeton 1960 141519a 5 5051 5357 61 7O
8688 9699 228 253 2T4 Ray M Robbins Our tended Heritage

Princeton 1942 337338 356
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14 THE WISSAHICKON VALLEY PENNSYLVANIA

Location Fairmount Park Philadelphia

OimershipAdministration Mr Harold W Saylor
Commissioner Fairmount Park Commission
Philadelphia

t

t

t

t

Significance

The section of the Wissahickon Valley that lies in Fairmount

Park possesses a geological botanical and historical quality that

is unique for a park area that is situated within the boundaries of

a major American city A key section of Fairmount Park the valley

forms about a third of the park and extends from the confluence of

Wissahickon River with the Schuylkill River to the Philadelphia

County line a distance of six and onehalf miles In the valley

is some of the oldest rock formation in North America numerous

native and exotic trees shrubs flowers and mosses and tangible

and intangible remains of Pennsylvanias early history

Although the Wissahickon River begins northwest of Philadelphia

it is the Fairmount section of the river and its valley that possess

the greatest geological significance Near Philadelphia the stream

some million years old is bordered by a rock formation known as

Wissahickon Gneiss This type of rock is between 400000000

450000000 years old and is thought to have formed part of the

base for the North American land mass Wissahickon Gneiss is also

found elsewhere in Pennsylvania and in Maryland and other nearby

areas but the most excellent remains of the rock lie in the

Fairmount section of the valley
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The Indians made the first human use of the valley Indeed

the very name of Wissahickon is derived from the Delaware Indians

whose paths followed the creek But it did not take the white man

long to invade the valley after the founding of Pennsylvania for

around 1694 John Kelpius a pietist led a group into the area

Under Kelpiusa leadership the newcomers created a religious colony

on the creeks north bank and only the death of Kelpius in 1708

caused the demise of the settlement A reminder of this colony

today is the Kelpius Spring in the valley

In the years after 1706 more and more people moved into the

Wissahickon Valley Another religious group established a colony

there around 1745 and a threestory stone building known as the

Monastery is evidence of the longdead settlement Mill after

mill also arose in the valley and by 1793 24 mills stood along the

creeks shores Nearly sixty years later sixty mills depended upon

the Wissahickon Rivers waters for power A reminder of this phase

of the valleys history is the house of Thomas Livezey the owner

of the largest mill in the valley during the eighteenth century

Although the valley contained numerous mills as late as 1850

people bad already suggested that the valleys natural aspect was

its greatest merit The redoubtable Fanny Kemble actress and

Journalist spoke of the valleys beauty in her Journal Edgar Allan

Poe wrote a poem of praise Morning on the Wissahicon in 1844

and John Greenleaf Whittier referred to the area in his poem The
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grey so much so that in 1867 an act of the state legislature

created a Fairmount Park Commission and authorized the commission

to acquire the land bordering the creek near Philadelphia Not only

was the Commission charged with obtaining the land but also with

preserving the beauty of the valley In 1871 Frederick Law Olmsted

submitted a preliminary plan for the proposed park By 1873 the

Commission had purchased the property along the creek the

Commissioners then ordered the removal of the mills on the Wissahickon

Moreover the park Commissioners forced all but two of the inns and

taverns in the valley to move So rapidly and efficiently did the

Commission do its work that by 1876 the year of the Centennial

Exposition much of the naturalness of the area had been restored

Work continued after the great fair with growing public support

and the valleys present appearance reflects the great accomplishment

of the Fairmount Park Commission in recapturing the Wissahickon

Valley for nature

Condition of the Site

Fairmount Parks section of the Wissahickon Valley brings pleasure

to millions yearly The area is closed o automobiles so individuals

can hike along the valleys paths and trails free of motor noise

engine fumes and the threat of sudden death In 1925 an interested

group formed The Friends of the Wissahickon in order to stimulate

public support for the valleys protection This group continues to

exert a strong influence in shielding the valley from modernencroachments
References Charles E Shedd Jr The Wissahickon Valle•t

i xj m ii shed report lational Fxk Ses vic Itmlj 196
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15 WAPATI RANGER STATION WYOMING

Location On U S Highways Nos 14 and 20 some

30 miles west ofCody Wyoming
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Cwne g United States Forest Service

Significance

Wapati Ranger Station is the first ranger station in the United

States built at Government expense Erected as a supervisory ranger

station fos the Shoshone division of the Yellowstone Timberland

Reserve in 1903 it was visited by Col W P Cody Chief of

Foresters Gifford Pinchot Secretary of the Interior James R Garfield

Col John Pitcher Superintendent of Yellowstone National Park and

many others of prominence Major Hiram Chittenden wellknown historian

and engineer made the ranger station his headquarters during hisinspection
trips as engineer during the construction of the Cody road

The forest reserve in which the station is located the first in

the United States was set aside by President Benjamin Harrison on

March 30 1891 In 1902 the original timberland reserve was enlarged

by President Theodore Roosevelt and the new reservation was divided

into four divisions one of which is now the Shoshone National Forest

and comprises 2500000 acres

The original ranger station is now incorporated in the existing

structure

References H W Thurston former Forest Supervisor
Article The Oldest Ranger Station In the united States place of

puhl inaf ton not stated
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Sites and Buildings in the National Park System Having
Associations with Persons or Events Pertains to this Theme

1 Yosemite National Park California

Yosemite worldfamed for its scenic splendors served as an

important symbol and battleground in the cause of Conservation

from 1864 to 1913

Yosemite Valley and the Mariposa Grove of Big Treesestablishedas a state park on June 30 1864 and April 2 1866 was
the first grant made by the federal government frcm the public
domain of land for purposes of preservation and recreation
It was also the first state park to be established

Yosemite was the training ground of John Mir the great

naturalist from 1868 to 187+ It was the center of battle

from 1890 to 1906 to complete the national park by reincluding
the original 1864 grant Visited by President Roosevelt in

1903 and President Taft in 1909 Yosemite played an important
role in the Roosevelt Conservation program The park was also
the scene of the famous battle and final defeat on the Hetch

Hetehy Valley issue in 1913

2 Yellowstone National Park Wyoming Montana Idaho
Established by Act of Congress May 1 1872 Yellowstone
National Park was the first of the federal areas to be set
aside and preserved by the U S Government for its scenic
scientific and wildlife values This Park contains the worlds
largest geyser area spectacular falls of the Yellowstone River
and is one of the worlds greatest wildlife sanctuaries Its
boundaries enlarged in 1926 1929 1930 and 1932 the Park
contains over 2221000 acres

3 Devils Tower National Monument Wyoming

4

The first of the National Monuments to be set aside by the
Federal Government under the Antiquities Act which authorized
the President to preserve areas and public lands for their
scientific or prehistoric interest Devils Tower National
Monument was established by Proclamation of President Theodore

Roosevelt September 24 1906 There are now 83 National

Monuments comprising over 9000000 acres

Sag=are Hiller Theodore Roosevelt Rome Oyster Bay Long Island
Nev York
Although primary consideration will be given to Theodore
Roosevelt under Theme XXX Political and Military Affairs after

1865 it should be noted that he was a confirmed devotee of
nature when he became president As a result he used his

1
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position in the White House to advance the conservation of
natural resources in every way that he could Roosevelt

translated the ideas of other conservationists into federal

policy supported nonfederal conservation undertakings and
personally galvanized widespread public support forconservationIt is not an exaggeration to Mr that without Roosevelts
enthusiastic support as president the conservation movement

would not have achieved a fraction of what it did between

19011909

O is National park Washington
Established originally as Mount Olympus National Monument on

March 2 3909 with 636600 acres for the purpose ofprotectingand preserving the habitat of the rare Olympic or
Roosevelt Elk the Monument became a national park on June 29
1938 Mount Olympus together with the National Bison Range
in Montana was one of the first two large federal areas to

be set aside to protect biggame animals
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OTHER SITES CONSIDERED

CALIFORNIA

I

Angeles National Forest

Located in Los Angeles and San Bernardino Counties in the
San Gabriel Mountains the Angeles National ForestestablishedDecember 20 1892 was the second national forest

reserve to be created in the United States and the first to
be established in California The National Forestcontaining691052 acres still serves its original purpose
and is marked as California Registered State Historical
Landmark No 717

2 Bi Basin Redwoods State Park

Located in Santa Cruz County 23 miles northwest of Santa Cruz
The area containing 11043 acres was established in 1902
as Californias first state park after Yosemite Originally
called California Redwood Park the area was set aside to

preserve a virginstand of redwood trees Its formation
followed a long campaign carried on in the editorial columns
of the Redwood City Times and Gazette by Ralph Smith and

continued after his death in 1897 by Andrew P Hill early
photographer of the redwoods

3 Golden Gate Park

Located in the City of San Francisco this great forest park
contains 1013 acres and is a hall a mile wide and more than

four miles in length On March 31 1866 Frederick Law

Olmsted the great landscape architect and father of Central
Park in New York City submitted his Preliminary Report in
Regards to a Plan of Public Pleasure Grounds for the City of
San Francisco New York 1866 which projected the beginnings
of a city park system to the city fathers Land for the
Golden Gate Park and other parks was set aside in 1873 A
start on the eastern end of Golden Gate Park and the Avenue
or Panhandle as it is now known containing 270 acres of good
arable land was apparently made in 1873 under the direction
of William Hammond Hall consulting engineer
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On September 30 1886 Olmsted again visited San Francisco

and consulted with the San Francisco Board of ParkCommissionersand Superintendent of Parks Hall who were then

preparing a plan to complete the development of Golden Gate Park

In 1887 John McLaren a gardener from Scotland was employed

as superintendent of the project and by 1900 he had converted

the bare undeveloped sand dunes that formed the western portion

some 800 acres of the Golden Gate Park into a magnificent

public forest park similar in spirit and intent if not in

detailed design to the great New York City Central Park
Golden Gate Park still serves its original function and is

owned by the City of San Francisco

4 Mount Diablo

Located in Contra Costa County 26 miles east of Oakland
Mount Diablo was established as a wildlife refuge on March

28 1878 It was the second such refuge to be established

in California and the third in the United States The area
containing 2168 acres became a State Park on April 26 1931

0

SanDieV Mission Dam

Located 13 miles northeast of Old Town San Diego in Mission

Gorge San Diego County on the north side of U S Highway 80
The dawn was constructed with Indian labor under thesupervisionof the Franciscan Fathers of the San Diego Mission

sometime between 1800 and 1817 the exact date of building

has not been established The Mission Dam was one of the

first irrigation projects built in Spanish California and is

one of several examples of the white mans early efforts at

irrigation in the West

The dam was originally 220 feet long 12 feet high and 13 feet

thick and constructed of native cobblestones placed in cement
The purpose of the dam was to control the flow of the water

down the bed of the San Diego River which was dry during the

summer season The dam formed a lake and a gate in the dam

permitted the water to escape during the dry period Because

a considerable amount of water was lost in river sands between

the dam and the mission a flume or aqueduct of tile two feet

wide and one foot deep resting on a bed of cobblestones end

cement was constructed to convey water from the dam to the

Mission
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By 1867 the dam and aqueduct were in ruins In 1874 or

shortly thereafter the dam was repaired and put back into

use A considerable portion of the dam stands and still

backs up water in the valley Nearly all traces of the

aqueduct have vanished The Mission Dam is marked as
California Registered State Historical landmark No 52

In the opinion of one authority on California history the

Spanish efforts at irrigation had little significance on

the wheat and barley ranches of the early American period
such as the extensive irrigation undertaken by Edward

Fitzgerald Beal on El Tejon Ranch In the San Joaquin Valley
in 18511

In comparing the San Diego Mission irrigation system with

similar sites in California it should be noted that the

Santa Barbara Mission system built in 1806i8o7 comprised
of a dam two stone reservoirs a filter system aqueducts
and fountain has survived to a remarkable degree The

original remains of the Santa Barbara irrigation system are

most impressive and other portions have been restored2

t

6 Orland Reclamation Project

Located in Glenn County on Stony Creek about 22 miles
southwest or Orland or 20 miles northwest of Willows

The Orland Irrigation Project was the first to be organized
after the passage of the states first irrigation law the

Wright Act of March 7 2867 This law introduced by C C
Wright of Modesto California was designed to permit the

taxpayers to create their own irrigation systems through
organizing and bonding irrigation districts The law served

as the basic legislation on this subject in California The

early overlord of this region was Dr Hugh J Glenn of Missouri

IJames Walton Caughey California Englewood Cliffs NJ195T412

2Mildred B Hoover Hero E Rensch Ethel G Rensch revised by
Ruth Teiser Historic Sots in California Stanford 1958 46 58
ZepI rin Engemardt San Buenaventura the Miss AZa by the lea Miorinn

Sant Bwsbara Santa Barbara 1935 5
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In 1867 he purchased 7000 acres of Rancho Jacinto settling

at Jacinto in 1868 and by 1874 he had increased his holdings

to 55000 acres From 1874 to his death in 1883 Glenn was

leading grain farmer or Wheat King in the United States
Glenns great holdings have now been broken up into many small

farms

0

The U S Reclamation Service began investigations in the

Sacramento Valley in 1902 soon after the passage of the

Reclamation Act Included in the investigation was an area

of from 40000 to 50000 acres located on Stony Creek on the

west side of the Sacramento Valley close to the town of Orland
Three reservoir sites for water storage were considered at

that time of which the East Park Site was considered as the

most promising for development The proposed dam was to be

115 feet high and capable of storing 26000 acre feet of water

The Orland Project was authorized by Secretary of Interior

James R Garfield on October 5 1907 under the terms of the

1902 Act Construction of the East Park Storage Dam was started

in 1908 and completed in 1910 Also built during the same

period were the Northside and Southside Diversion Dams The

Rainbow Diversion Dam and East Park Feed Canal were added in

19131911+ The system now furnishes a full irrigation water

supply for 19813 acres of land

7 Charles R Rockwood Hall

Formerly located in Calexico Imperial County on theinternationalboundary this adobe building was erected in 1905

by the California Development Company a corporation organized

by Charles R Rockwood and his associates on April 26 1896
for the purpose of developing the agricultural possibilities
of the Imperial Valley through irrigation The structure served

as his office and headquarters of the irrigation district until

1924 Rockwood Hall was completely destroyed by fire in 1939
there are no remains

Three pioneers Dr Oliver Meredith Wozencraft Charles Robinson

Rockwood and George Chaffey are associated with the idea of

reclaiming the Colorado Desert in Imperial County California
Dr Wozencraft came to California in the gold rush of 1849 and

in the same year conceived the idea of reclaiming the Colorado

Desert Finally obtaining favorable action from the state

legislature in 1859 Wozencraft was given all state rights in

the Salton Sink of California His next step was to secure

■
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a patent from the federal government for this land In spite
of repeated attempts he died in 1886 without having obtained
these rights In 1882 Wozencraft also attempted unsuccessfully
to interest George Chaffey in the project but his appeal may
have been a factor in leading Chaffey to undertake the effort
in 1900

In 1892 Charles Robinson Rockwood a civil engineer made a

rediscovery of the agricultural possibilities of the Imperial
Valley and renewed the development idea Robinson organized
the California Development Company to accomplish the task in

1896 but was unable to obtain the necessary capital until

1900 when he formed an alliance with George Chaffey a noted

irrigation engineer and capitalist of Southern California
George Chaffey had made a career of founding agricultural
colonies based on irrigation He had thus created Etiwarida
with 2500 acres of farm land in Southern California in 1881
and Ontario in 1882 In 1886 he went to Australia where he

began establishing colonies in that arid region with great
success

On Joining Rockwoods California enterprise in 1900 Chaffey
became the chief factor in the actual reclamation of the desert
He not only established but also named Imperial County Water
from the Colorado River was first turned through the intake

gate at Pilot Knob on May 1 1901 and the following year the
construction of the canals was completed This feattransformedthe valley by 1905 when Chaffey sold out his interests
there were 11000 people living on the former desert and

120000 fertile acres were under cultivation

In the spring and summer of 1906 the irrigation company
engineers opened a new and dangerous intake for the canal at
Hanlon Heading at the next high water the nighty Colorado
broke through and began to pour all its water into the Imperial
Valley Salton Sink changed into the Salton Sea and the Valley
was threatened with complete inundation Through a series of

heroic efforts made by E H Harriman president of the Southern
Pacific Railroad and his agents the flow of the river was

finally turned back into its normal channel on February 10
1907 thus saving the valley for agricultural use

Federal reclamation conducted by the U S Reclamation Service
began in this area in 1905
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8 Yuma Reclamation Project

Located in Yuma County Arizona and Imperial County
California on the Colorado River

Irrigation by private companies headed by George Chaffey
and Charles R Rockwood on the bottom lands of the Yuma
Valley began in 1897 and the first water from the Colorado
River was delivered to the Imperial Valley of California in
1901 This phase of history will be treated in further
detail in Theme XVIIa Agriculture

A survey of the Yuma Project was started by the Reclamation
Service shortly after its organization in 1902 On August
31 1903 President Theodore Roosevelt reserved and set aside
the portion of the abandoned Fort Yuma Military Reservation
located in Arizona for federal reclamation use

The Yuma project was authorized by Secretary of the Interior
than A Hitchcock on May 10 1904

The U S Reclamation Service began construction on the
Laguna Diversion Dam in 1905 and completed work in 1909
The federal government in 1907 and 1908 also acquired the
plants and facilities of several of the private irrigation
companies and improved their facilities and added 6125 miles
of canals

The Yuma Project provides water to irrigate 66556 acres of
land in the vicinity of the towns of Yuma Scmerton and
Gadsden in Arizona and Bard and Winterhaven in California
The Reservation Division of 14620 acres of the project is
located in California and Valley Division of 51926 acres is
situated in Arizona

C0N 1ECTICUT

9 Yale Forest School

Located at Yale University New Haven Connecticut the Yale
Forest School is the oldest continuously operated forestry
school in the United States Founded with funds contributed
by Gifford Pinchot and his family Pinchot intended that the
school meet the needs of American forestry As a result it
was decided that the institution offer a twoyear graduate
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course leading to a Master of Forestry degree Seven
students formed the initial student body when the school

got underway in 1900 but by 1910 eightyfive men attended
the school The schools graduates moved quickly intoimportantpositions in federal state and private forest
activities Over eighty per cent of the graduates for

example joined the United States Forest Service in 1902
1903 and 1904 Throughout its existence the Yale Forest
School has served American forestry very well and remains
a valuable product of the rise of interest in forestry in
the United States at the turn of the nineteenth century

FLORIDA

10 Former Naval Live Oak Reservation Santa Rosa Island Pensacola LaX

Early in his administration President John Quincy Adams
became alarmed over the dwindling supply of live oak
timbers This concern arose from the fact that this wood
was considered the finest for use in the framework of ships
Overcutting of trees whose habitat was limited could
threaten the maintenance of the strong navy vital to national
defense President Adams thus moved promptly to establish a
naval station in Pensacola Florida in the live oak region
At the same time he initiated a survey of live oak resources
along the coasts of Florida Georgia and North Carolina

When the survey indicated that Southern live oak forests were
indeed badly depleted President Adams set aside on Santa
Rosa Island across the bay from the new naval station
30000 acres containing large areas of thickly growing young
live oaks In December 1828 Adams inaugurated a plan which
called for the thinning of existing stands so as to increase
tree growth for the planting of young trees where needed
and the experimental planting of live oak acorns on two
hundred acres to demonstrate the feasibility of this method
of tree propagation A caretaker was appointed and twenty
slaves began work on this first federal effort at forest
management In the administration of Andrew Jackson which
followed this project was terminated almost before it was
well started

The Reservation remained in government ownership until 197
but has not been managed under scientific conservation
principles The Naval Live Oak Reservation thus represents
an interesting incipient national idea of conservation that
was too far ahead of its tines It has not made asignificantcontribution to conservation progress
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11 Pelican Island National Wildlife Refuge Sebastian

President Theodore Roosevelt by Executive Order established

Pelican Island as a sanctuary to protect Brown Pelicans on

March 13 1903 Pelican Island was the first sanctuaryprovidedfor the protection of wildlife The refuge was

originally placed under the administration of the Bureau of

Biological Survey which was then in the Department ofAgricultureWith the creation of the Fish and Wildlife Service

in 1940 the Pelican Island Refuge came under itsjurisdiction

t

Since its origin Pelican Island Refuge has provided nesting

areas for the production of from 1500 to 3500 Brown Pelicans

annually The refuge is within the Indian River offshore

from the town of Sebastian Florida The land area is subject
to daily innundation from the tides The area is essentially

a mass of mangrove and one large rookery In view of the

location and limited acreage it has not been feasible to

provide active management Today aerial surveys made

periodically and sign posting are the major measures for

protection of the Refuge

Pelican Island Refuge is of considerable interest as a first

in the history of conservation It does not represent an

important person who was a force in the development of the

conservation movement nor have new conservation ideas emerged
from its administration

f

IDAHO

12 Arrowrock Dam Boise Reclamation Project

Located on the Boise River in Elmore County on State Highway

21 22 miles east of Boise The Boise Project was the first

large undertaking of the U S Reclamation Service In the

Pacific Northwest

The first right to divert water from the Boise River for

irrigation purposes was granted in 1864 and the water was
used to irrigate the townsite of Boise and Fort Boise
Agricultural activity in the Boise and Payette Valleys
commenced in the early 1880s when settlers began filing on

desert lands under private irrigation enterprises By 1900
about 148000 acres in this area had been placed under

Irrigation
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Idaho was also the one state in which the Carey Act of 1894

was successful threefourths of all the land actually

irrigated under the law was situated within the borders of

this state The Twin Falls South Side project which was

set up to include 240000 acres was highly successful and

served as a model for a number of others By 1917 Idahos

Carey Act projects included 868000 acres of which 456000
acres were in productive use

In spite of these successful private efforts landowners

petitioned for federal participation in 1902 Authorization

for construction of the original Boise Project now called

the Arrowrock division was granted by Secretary of Interior

Ethan A Hitchcock on March 27 1905 The governmentundertookto construct reservoirs at Deer Fiat now called lake

Lowell and at Arxovrock Two earthern dams were completed
in 1908 to divert water from the Boise River into the Deer

Flat Reservoir and this reservoir covering 9835 acres was

completed in June 1911

In January 1811 construction began on the great Arrowrock

Daum a concrete thick arch structure 354 feet high and

1100 feet across at the top This dam was completed in

1915 and was for several years the highest dam in the world
Its reservoir covers 3100 acres and can store 286500 acre

feet of water

A power plant was completed at the Boise River Diversion Dam
in 1908 and placed in operation in 1912 Also constructed
between 19C6 and 1911 were 17335 miles of canals

i

13 Minidoka Reclamation Project

Located eleven miles northeast of Rupert in Minidoka County
This irrigation project differed from most of the early
federal projects in that it actually represented a new venture

on land that had not been previously developed by private
irrigation efforts in 1904 the area around the present cities

of Burley and Rupert on the Snake River was nearlyuninhabitedsagebrush desert utilized only by a few scattered

ranches On November 17 1902 acting on information provided

by earlier Ti S Geological Survey studies Secretary of

Interior Ethan A Hitchcock withdrew from public entry a large

body ofland embracing the proposed irrigable area of the

Minidoka tract The project was authorized by Secretary of
Interior Hitchcock on April 23 1904 Construction began on
the Minldoka Dam in the same year and was finished in 1906
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Headwater storage began with the erection of the temporary

Jackson Lake Dam in 1905

Later major developments included the enlargement of Jackson

Lake Dam in 1911 and 1916 and the construction of the American

Falls Dam in 192527

The Minidoka Project now irrigates more than a million acres

of land

14 Fa ette Game Preserve

This game preserve located in Boise National Forest was the

first wildlife refuge to be established by the statelegislaturein Idaho 1909

IOWA

15 John F Lacey Sites

One of the principal early leaders in the ConservationmovementJohn F Lacey 18411913 was born in Ohio Moving to

Oscaloosa Iowa at the age of 14 he became a lawyer With
the exception of two years he served continuously in Congress
from 1889 to 1907 where he served as Chairman of the Committee

on Forests As an ardent student of Indian affairs forestry
and public lands he was one of the earliest Conservationists
President Theodore Roosevelt said of Lacey that when there

was a matter of consequence to the nation as a

whole Lacey could be relied upon to approach it

simply from the standpoint of public service There are

no surviving historic sites closely associated with Lacey

MASSACHUSETTS

16 Arnold Arboretum

Located at Arbor Way Jamaica Plain Massachusetts the Arnold

Arboretum is the tree museum of Harvard Universitr founded as
the result of a $100000 bequest of James Arnold in 1868
Early in the 1870s the university acquired land in West

Roxbury for the arboretiun and in 1878 three eminent men
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Frederick Law Olmsted Asa Gray and Charles Sprague Sargent
created a plan for the tree farm Following the planting of

the first tree in 1886 Harvard attempted to find an example
of every tree and shrub that could grow in eastern Massachusetts
Expeditions brought in specimens from numerous countries with

great benefit to the study of trees and shrubs The arboretums
director Charles Sprague Sargent watched over the growth and

development of the arboretum for 56 years producing several
basic works on trees during his directorship Sargents works
made significant contributions to the growth of forestry
preservation in the United States

t
The establishment of the Arnold Arboretum reflected the rise
of interest in Americas forests in the latter half of the
nineteenth century but the arboretum played more of anindirectrole than a direct one in halting our wasteful timber

practices

M0 A

17 National Bison Range

Located near Ravalli Montana Established on May 23 1908
the National Bison Range was one of the early attempts of
the Federal Government to preserve the bison from extinction
At the time of creation of this reserve there were only two
herds of bison under Government control A small herdestablishedin 1888 in the National Zoological Park in Washington
D C and the herd of 21 that had been installed atYellowstoneNational Park The two herds totaled 29 buffalo

The creation of the National Bison Range located on what was
formerly the Flathead Indian Reservation is regarded as one
of the greatest achievements of the American Bison Society
and its president Dr William T Hornaday The Society
secured an appropriation of $30000 for the purchase of the
land and $10000 for fencing it Raising by national canvass
the sum of $10560 it purchased a nucleus herd of 34 buffalo
and presented it as a gift to the Government Others were

given making a total of 40 buffalo The Range contains some

18500 acres of land Now administered by the U S Fish
Wildlife Service there are now 300500 bison on the Range
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NEVADA

18 Senator Francis G Newlands Home

Located at 7 Elm Court Reno and owned by Mr and Mrs
George Thacher this was the former home of Senator

Francis G Newlands father of the Reclamation or
Newlands Act of 1902 which placed the federalgovernmentin the field of irrigation

Newlands was born in Mississippi in 1848 graduated from
Yale and Columbia and went to California In 1870 to

practice law When his fatherinlaw William Sharon wealthy
silvermine owner and Senator from Nevada died in 1889
Newlands moved to Nevada to manage the estate from that time

on he became deeply involved in the states economic and

political affairs In 1892 he was elected to Congress
where he served in the House until 1903 and then in the

Senate until his death in 1919 He played a leading role
in Congress in the fight for federal irrigation and for

over a decade 19071919 labored unsuccessfully topersuadeCongress to adopt a multiplepurpose river development

program for the entire nation

Convinced that irrigation farming would provide the only

remedy for Nevadas declining population resulting from the

working out of the mines Newlands plunged into the task of

promoting that cause soon after he moved into the state At

his own expense he investigated possible reservoir sites on
Nevada rivers and presented his findings to the public in

a pamphlet published in 1891 Fearing that speculators might
acquire these sites he purchased several and offered to sell
them to any water users association for their original price
plus interest charges Newlands played a leading role In the
first National Irrigation Congress in 1891

In 1901 he proposed that the federal goverment finance

irrigation through a Reclamation Fund composed of proceeds
from the sale of Western public lands His bill was selected
from among several other irrigation bills for seriousconsiderationand supported by both major political parties
the Newlands Bill was signed Into law by President Theodore
Roosevelt on June 1T 1902

The Newlands home a large twostory frame house still stands
in excellent condition and has been little altered The
house is used as a residence Nis office located a short
distance from the home also stands but has been considerably
remodeled and is now utilized as a residence
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19 Newlands Reclamation Project

Situated in Churchill Lyon Storey and Washoe Counties of

western Nevada the Newlands project formerly known as the

TruckeeCarson Project was one of the first fiveReclamationprojects undertaken by the federal government and the

first for the Far West It conserves and diverts water from

the Truckee and Carson Rivers and now irrigates 71556 acres

in Nevada

The early settlers of this area irrigated their lands by simple

diversions relying on natural flow for their water supply
In 1903 20000 acres of privately owned land in the project
area were irrigated and under cultivation by this method

The first Investigations in the Truckee and Carson River Basins

were started by the U S Geological Survey in 1889 and were

continued intermittently until the newly organized Reclamation

Service conmenced studies in the sunmer of 1902 Theinvestigationsconsisted of surveys for storage reservoirs including
Lake Tahoe and the present Lahontan Reservoir on the Carson

River and a canal system

t

t

The project was authorized by Secretary of Interior Ethan A
Hitchcock on March 14 1903 as the TruckeeCarson Project
and was renamed February 27 1919 as the Newlands Project
in honor of the late Senator Francis G Newlands of Nevada
who had long worked for the passage of the Reclamation Act

of 1902 and also for reclaiming the lower Carson Valley lands

from recurring floods and drought

Construction started in 1903 The Truckee River Diversion Dam
now called the Derby Diversion Dam for diversion of water to

the Carson River and the Carson River Diversion Dam and main

distributing canals 36 miles for the Carson diversion were
finished in 1905 The 31mile Truckee Canal was completed in

November 1906 and Truckee River water was diverted for use
in the Carson division for the first time in 1907

Construction began on the large Lahontan Dam on the Carson
River in January 1911 and aided by the installation of the
Inhonten Power Plant finished in November 1911 was completed
in June 1915 The dam 162 feet high with a crest length of

5400 feet forms a reservoir with a capacity of 273600 acre
feet

Construction of a dam for the control of storage on bake Tahoe

was finished in 1913 The Lake Tahoe dam is 16 feet high and

has a crest length of 109 feet its active reservoir capacity
is 732004 acre feet
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20 Galisteo Basin Sites and ZuniHopi Irrigation New Mexico and
Arizona1

These sites are tied together for they illustrate a different

theory of reclamation from other Indian sites considered in

this study Irrigation in the GilaSalt Valleys and in the

Rio Grande Valley is based upon running water along major
stream courses The sites here considered are not located

on major stream courses Therefore reclamation is based on

water storage

At the abandoned Galisteo Basin sites 20 miles south of

Santa Fe the ancient Indians threw dams across arroyos and

mountain canyons to form rainwater catchbasins these

reservoirs were then tapped as needed for irrigation purposes

t

At the Zuni Pueblo south of Gallup New Mexico and the Hopi
Pueblos in northeastern Arizona a form of terraceirrigationis used Sometimes called waffle gardens these

terraces conserve rainand handcarriedwater by enforcing

slow seepage from one terrace level to another

Though these sites are interesting in showing sidelights of

Indian irrigation methods they are not of exceptional value

when compared to the GilaSalt River Valley sites

21 Pueblos of the Rio Grande2

Indian irrigation in the Rio Grande Valley dates from about

1400 This agricultural technique came from the west as

did the Indians themselves following the long drought of the

13th century The Pueblo irrigation canals were small mere

scratchings in the earth by comparison to the Hohokam systems
Without extensive archeological testing it would be Impossible
to tie down original ditches for continuous use in historical

times has altered irrigation ditches and canals

These sites treated in Themes 11 and III

2These sites to be treated in Theme II Early Indian Farmers

I
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22 Acequia Madre Santa Fe

his aeequia or ditch is probably the best extant example
of Spanish irrigation in the Southwest excluding the

California mission sites A few city blocks of thestonelinedditch remain in downt gn Santa Fe south of the Santa

Fe River But historically the Acequia Madre isovershadowedby the Acequia de la Muralla The latter was pivotal

during the Pueblo Revolt of 1680 and the reconquest by Don

Diego de Vargas 13 years later abandonment of the Governors

Palace being dictated both times by cutting off this water

supply The Acequia de la Mbralla is lost

Spanish irrigation in the Rio Grande Valley was limited as

compared to that practiced at the California Missions and
does not rate exceptional value classification

YORK

23 Jobs Burroughs Retreat Slabsides

Located at West Park New York John Burroughs April 3
1837March 29 1921 wrote his first nature essay in 1865
and by the time of his death his writings had given pleasure
to innumerable Americans from occupants of the White Rouse

to many of more humble position Near his estate Riverly
West Park the naturalist built Slabsides in 1895 in order

to have a retreat from the numerous visitors to Riverly
This twostory structure has walls made of slabs a stone

chimney and fireplace and rough furniture constructed by
the writer

In the history of nature writing Burroughs looms up as a
most significant figure But as his other famous retreat
Woodchuck Lodge has already been accorded exceptional value

under Theme XX Arts and Sciences Subtheme of Literature
Drama and Music27tb meeting of Advisory Board October 1962
it is evident that suitable recognition has already been

given the man

24 New York State Colle a of Forest

Located at Cornell University Ithaca New York The State

of New York established the first fouryear school of forestry
in the United States in 1898 Dr Bernhard E Fernow a

I
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professional forester became bead of the undertaking and

he inaugurated classes in a room in Morrill Hall at Cornell

University in September 1898 Five students formed the

initial student body but by 1903 seventythree potential
foresters studied scientific forestry under Dr Fernow and

two associates In addition to attending classes at Cornell
the students also worked in a demonstration area in the

Adirondack Mountains Because of the rise of opposition to

activities in the demonstration area the forestry school

became involved in a political battle and in 1903 the governor
of New York vetoed the appropriation for the institution
This resulted In the closing of the school

Even though the New York State College of Forestry had only
a short life it produced a number of men who becameprominentin American forestry But the schools early demise

prevented the institution from developing true national

significance

t
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NORTH CAROLINA

25 Home of T Gilbert Pearson and Guilford College Greensboro

Some of the most interesting as well as effective work for

the protection of birds was accomplished by T Gilbert Pearson
He was largely responsible for building the NationalAssociationof Audubon Societies into a large organization for the

study and protection of birds He also used the federated

Societies as a great force in game bird and mammal protection
On occasion he lent his enormous energy to the support of

national park and forest movements

After graduating from the University of North Carolina
Pearson became a teacher in what is now the Womans College
of the University at Greensboro He was a man of great
charm and such obvious sincerity that people listened to him

and supported him The first Audubon Society in North Carolina

grew out of his work at Greensboro In 1903 he pushed through
the legislature of the State a game law which was the first

in any Southern or Gulf State

Pearson then moved to New York to become secretary of the

National Association of Audubon Societies and in 1920 became

its president His leadership was largely responsible for

its great increase in membership and a very large endovment

by 1932
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t q Pearsons greatest work was probably his leadership in

obtaining Congressional action outlawing the use of feathers

of nongame birds on millinery The fight to stop this

practice was begun in 1875 but took 38 years to accomplish

The next triumph was his leadership in securing the adoption
of the Migratory Bird Treaty with Canada which was ratified

in 1916 Finally Pearson was tireless in pushing through

Congress a bill for large and strategically located game
refuges These are still being established and are of much

importance especially as rest areas for birds in migration

T Gilbert Pearson added a strong emotional drive to the

conservation movement that has made interest in wildlife a
vital component of the movement in the United States ever
since his time

t

t

t

While Pearsons highly significant contribution is undeniable
we have thus far been unable to discover a site importantly
associated with his work his writings or any significant

aspect of his life

The Pearson home at 1034 W Market Street in Greensboro
North Carolina though built by him was the family home

for a relatively short time It does not seem to have much
association with his writing is not now owned by the family
and has been somewhat altered in recent years

Some of his earliest interest in bird life is associated with

Guilford College in Greensboro Pearson obtained two years
tuition and board at the college by selling them hisextensivecollection of mounted birds and promising to put in

a reasonable amount of time in extending the collection A

large number of birds from this collection is still in the

possession of the college but they are presently poorly
stored and maintained and are not an actively used and growing

study collection The college however does plan to
allow a student group to redo the birds and thecollectionwill then be kept in the Science Building
Pearsons associations with Guilford College do not at

present appear to be strong enough to warrant anexceptionalvalue designation
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OREGON

26 Klamath Reclamation Project

Located in Klamath County Oregon and Siskiyou and Modoc

Counties in California

The irrigation of agricultural lands in the area nowcomprisingthe Klamath Project was initiated in 1882 by the

Van Brimmer brothers They built an irrigation ditch to

their lands from White Lake which joined Lower Klamath Lake

in California Private interests further developed the

project by constructing the Adams Canal in 1886 which was

also supplied from White Lake and the Ankeny Canal in 1887
which diverted water from the Link River in Oregon By 1903
approximately 13000 acres were irrigated by private interests

In 1903 the U S Reclamation Service made investigations
which led to the first withdrawal of land by the Secretary
of Interior Ethan A Hitchcock in 1904 for developing a
federal irrigation project Early in 1905 California and

Oregon ceded certain rights in Upper and Lower Klamath Lakes

and Tule lake to the United States

e

s

Secretary of Interior Hitchcock authorized establishment of

the Klamath Project on May 1 1905 the Project called for

the development of 236401 acres of which 62 would be in

Oregon and 38 in California

Construction began on the project in 19C6 with the building

of the Main A Canal Water was first made available on May
22 1907 This initial construction was followed by the

completion of the Clear Lake Storage Dam in California in

1910 the Lost River Diversion Dam in Oregon and many of the

distribution structures were finished in 1912

Portions of the project were made a National Wildlife Refuge

in 1908

27 Malheur National Wildlife Refge

Located 26 miles south of Burns in Harney County on

Malheur Lake On August 8 190 for the first time since

federal wildlife refuges had been established large areas

of public land were reserved by President Theodore Roosevelt

for this purpose Largely through the efforts of William L
Finley and a small band of supporters Malheur Lake Oregon
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and Lower Klamath Lake California were set aside as nesting

grounds for migratory waterfowl Once one of the biological

wonders ofthe continent the Malheur Refuge was gradually

destroyed through diversion of water for irrigation By 1930

the lake had dried up to such an extent that thecolonynestingbirds were dispersed and the migratory waterfowl

ceased to stop and nest Only remnants existed of what had

been one of the great wildlife spectacles of the country

f

A small group in Oregon fought long and hard first to save

and then to restore the Malheur Refuge Acquisition of theP and Double 0 Benches together with their water rights
in the 1930s permitted a successful restoration ofthe lake
Now containing some 174161 acres every species of waterfowl

previously known to nest there have returned and the Malheur

Refuge is probably the greatest single waterfowl nursery in

the continental United States More than 210 species of birds

and 49 mammals have been found on the refuge Located at the

junction of two major flights to the Pacific flyway the

Malheur and Klamath Refuges attract hundreds of thousands and

occasionally even millions of birds

28 Lower Klamath Lake National Wildlife Refu e

Located in the Klamath Basin in Siskiyou and Modoc Counties
California and Klamath County Oregon

This group of migratory waterfowl refuges is probably the most

valuable of such refuges operated on areas used primarily for

other purposes Located at the junction of two major flights

to the Pacific flyway they at times attract hundreds of

thousands and occasionally even millions of birds

Lower Klamath Lake in California already a federalreclamationproject was established by President Theodore Roosevelt

on August 30 1908 as a wildlife refuge At that time it

was a vast marshy lake equal perhaps to Malheur Lake in

Oregon as a biological wonderland The Lower Klamath was

then an overflow sump of more than 80000 acres The principal

source of water for the lake was backwater from the Klamath

River when in flood The construction of a small diversion

dam diverted this water for irrigation purposes and permitted

the sump to evaporate until the only remaining marsh was that

maintained by the flow of small streams
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In 1911 Clear Lake California the storage reservoir at the
head of Lost River also became a part of the Klamath Refuge
25300 acres as did Tule lake 37340 acres in California
in 1928 and Upper Klamath Lake 8140 acres in Oregon in

1928

Much acrimonious debate occurred between the U S Reclamation
Service and the U S Biological Survey over the diversion of
water for irrigation with the resulting decline of the area
as a nesting ground for birds A compromise was eventually
reached and the area has gradually been restored to increase
its value as nesting grounds

29 Umatilla Reclamation Project

Located in Morrow and Umatilla Counties NorthCentral Oregon
In 190304 the U S Reclamation Service examined the Umatilla
River and its tributaries and mapped the more feasible reservoir
sites A site was selected on irrigable lands east of the
Umatilla River near Hermiston The Umatilla Projectconsistingoriginally of only the present East and west divisions
was authorized by Secretary of the Interior than A Hitchcock
on December 4 1905

Construction began on the project in 1906 The Cold Springs
Storage Dam was completed in 1908 and the first water was
available for irrigation in the same year

The Umatilla Project is equipped to furnish a full supply of

irrigation water for about 18000 acres and a supplemental
supply for about 13000 acres

30 Pioneer Post Office

Located on SW Morrison Street between 5th and 6th Avenues in
Portland In this building were held the great land fraud
trials of 1904

The Pioneer Post Office is also the earliest important public
building still standing in Portland and it is probably the
first really monumental building of any sort to be erected in
the whole of the Pacific Northwest
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The cornerstone was laid in 1869 and it was completed about

1873 at a cost of $450000 including the furniture The

design came from the office of the Supervisory Architect of

the Treasury Department in Washington D C The Supervisory
Architect at that time was A B Mullet whose best known

monuments are in the heavy manner of the French Second Ilnpire

sometimes referred to in this country as General Grant

Baroque The Portland building is more conservative in

style and like the San Francisco Old Pint which it closely

resembles is done in a modified Classic Revival mode

The building housed for many years the post office and the

United States District Court Many famous trials were held

in this building Important among them were the great land

fraud trials began in 1904 and continued for many years
that involved corruption in the General Land Office of the

Ti S Department ofthe Interior Senator John Mitchell of

Oregon and the San Francisco financiers John A Benson and

Frederick A Hyde These trials rocked the West and were

utilized by the Theodore Roosevelt administration to urge

reform of the federal land laws See pages 129132 of text

The building is in good condition and is still used as a

post office

PENNSYLVANIA

31 Joseph T Rothrock House

Located at the Northwest corner of Church and Lafayette

Streets West Chester Pennsylvania

Joseph T Rotbrock April 9 1838June 2 1922 occupied
his home in West Chester from 1876 until his death in 1922
During these years he played a leading role in promoting
scientific forestry practices in Pennsylvania In his

official position as head of the states forestry program
between 1895 and 1904 Rothrock introduced the creation of

state tree nurseries hired fire wardens and began the

State Forest School On the state level Rothrock is an

outstanding rigure in the rise of timber preservation
activities in the United States
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UTAH

32 Mormon Irrigation Sitesl

Located in Salt Lake City From the beginning of Mormon

occupation in Utah irrigation based on communal effort
and a completely new legal theory regarding water rights
in arid lands was the key to success That the Mormons
turned the desert into a garden in the first extensive

irrigation project ever attempted by AngloSaxons is a
miracle well known Only the complete destruction of
these original sites along City Creek in downtown Salt Lake

City prevents exceptional value classification

In the heart of the city however stands a monument that

exemplifies this great Mormon achievement It commemorates

one of the bestknown episodes in Mormon history The

meager crops planted in 1848 faced certain destruction by
swarms of crickets when gulls from the islands of Great

Salt Lake came to the rescue They ate all the crickets

and saved the crops The Seagull Monument is a 16foot
column topped by a sphere on which are two gilded seagulls
Four highrelief bronzes on the sides of the base depict
scenes during and after the cricket invasion

VERMONT

33 George P Marsh House Site

Located at Church and Pearl Streets Burlington Vermont
1864 is a landmark date in the history of conservation in
America George Perkins Marsh published in that year his
famous book The Earth as Modified by Human Action in
which he clearly cautioned man to safeguard his natural

heritage Marsh pointed to the rise of wastes and deserts
in much of the classical Roman Empire showing that mans
destructive agricultural and mineral practices bore the
blame for the disappearance of rich landscapes But he

l

These sites will be more fully discussed in Theme XVIIa
r
Agriculture

t►
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spoke more than just words of doom as he suggested
remedial steps to forestall the total destruction of our

resources Some of these called for the planting ofwindbreaksto help save the soil the preservation of forests

to aid in water conservation the protection of trees for

their own value and the abatement of the destruction of

wildlife In brief as David C Coyle says in his book
Conservation New Brunswick 1947 p 123 Marshs volume

gives a foretaste of practically all the modern ideas about

conservation

Unfortunately Marshs Burlington home fell victim to the

wreckers crowbar over a decade ago

WASSINGTON

34 Yakima Reclamation Project

Located at Sunnyside and in Benton Franklin Yakima and

Kittitas Counties

This project was the largest and most ambitious attempt at

private irrigation undertaken in the Pacific Northwest The

first white settlers came to Yakima Valley about 1860 The

first irrigation ditch of which there is authentic record was

constructed in 1864 and was built to bring water to a small

garden near the Catholic Mission

Individual partnership and cooperative enterprises began

as early as 1867 to reclaim the Valley Hops were first

raised in 1872 and alfalfa was successfully grown in 1881
Construction of the Northern Pacific Railroad into the valley
in 1886 gave greater impetus to agricultural and irrigation

projects as products could then be shipped to outside markets

In 1889 Walter N Granger a pioneering irrigation engineer
and manager organized the Yakima Canal and Land Company

which although not the first was to be the largest and most

ambitious attempt at private irrigation in the PacificNorthwestHis company was capitalized at one million dollars and

acquired an option on 90000 acres of Northern PacificRailroad
Company land at a price of $125 an acre
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Construction on the Sunnyside Canal began in 1891 and the
first water was let into the canal on March 26 1892 in

spite of financial difficulties and several companyreorganizationsresulting from the Panic of 1893 Granger
continued to extend his canal system

In 1894 he founded and named the present city of Sunnyside
By 1900 Grangers company now called the Washington
Irrigation Company and other private associations in the
Yakima Valley had succeeded in irrigating 120000 acres
Legal disputes over water rights however threatened to
block further expansion

As the result of a 1903 petition from the citizens of Yakima

County to the Secretary of the Interior the U SReclamationService began investigations that were to lead to acomprehensiveplan for federal development of the manyindividualprojects

Secretary of Interior than A Hitchcock authorized theestablishmentof the Tieton and Sunnyside divisions of the
Yakima Project on December 12 1905 Funds were allotted
for the purchase of the water rights and facilities owned by
Grangers Washington Irrigation Company and also forextendingthe Sunnyside Canal

Federal construction began In 1906 The first water for

Irrigation on federal project lands was available for use in
the season of 1907 and in October 1907 the Sunnyside
Diversion Dam was completed The development of the project
progressed with the construction of the Tieton Diversion Dam
in 1908 Bumping Lake Storage Dam in 1910 Kachess lake

Storage Dam in 1912 and Clear Lake Storage Dam in 1914 The
canal system included 9016 miles by 1913

The Yakima Project provides irrigation water for acomparetivelynarrow strip of fertile land extending for 175 miles
on both sides of the Yakima River in SouthCentral Washington
The irrigable lands total approximately 460000 acres

The small onestory frame headguaxters building of the

Sunnyside Valley Irrigation District erected in 1910 stands
at 9th and Franklin in Sunnyside and is still utilized for
its original purpose
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35 Okanogan Reclamation Project

Located in Okanogan County 20 miles northwest of Omak

in 1886 the lands west of the Okanogan River in Okanogan

County Washington were separated from the Colville Indian

Reservation and thrown open to settlement Settlers began
to arrive is the same year and commenced irrigating crops
for winter stock feed

In 1897 the Conconully Reservoir Company was organized to

manage the storage of some 1500 acresfeet of water in

Salmon Lake for irrigation purposes By 1902 about 1500
acres of land had been irrigated with water from this source

In 1902 and 1903 preliminary investigations were undertaken

by the U S Reclamation Service On December 2 1905

Secretary of Interior Ethan A Hitchcock authorized the

construction of the Okanogan Project The Salmon Creek

Diversion Dam was completed in 1906 and the Conconully Dam

in 1910 Twenty miles of canals were built between 1911
and 1917

The project now serves 5307 acres of irrigable land which

is devoted principally to fruit growing

DOMING

36 Buffalo Bill Data Shoshone Reclamation Project

Buffalo Bill Dam authorized on February 10 1904 as a part
of Shoshone Project and completed in 1910 was one of the

early reclamation dams erected by the Government Located

on the Shoshone River 7 miles west of Cody it was the first

of a series of dams constructed on this river and its

tributaries

37 Pathfinder Dam North Platte Project

One of the first five Government reclamation projects
authorized on March 14 1903 Pathfinder Dam was completed on
the North Platte River below its junction with the Sweetwater

in 1909 This structure was the first of a series of dams

erected on the North Platte River
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CRITERIA FOR THE EVALUATION OF HISTORIC

SITES AND BUILDINGS

1 Structures or sites at which events occurred that have made

an outstanding contribution to and are identified prominently with or

which best represent the broad cultural political economic military
or social history of the Nation and from which the visitor may grasp
the larger patterns of our American heritage

2 Structures or sites associated importantly with the lives

of outstanding historic personages

3 Structures or sites associated significantly with animportantevent that best represents some great idea or ideal of the

American people

4 Structures that embody the distinguishing characteristics of

an architectural type specimen exceptionally valuable for a study of

a period style or method of construction or a notable structurerepresentingthe work of a master builder designer or architect

5 Archeological sites that have produced information of

major scientific importance by revealing new cultures or by shedding

light upon periods of occupation over large areas of the United States

Such sites are those which have produced or which may reasonably be

expected to produce data affecting theories concepts and ideas to a

major degree

6 Every historic and archeological site and structure should

have integritythat is there should not be doubt as to whether it is

the original site or structure and in the case of a structure that

it represents original materials and wornanship Intangible elements

of feeling and association although difficult to describe may be

factors in weighing the integrity of a site or structure

7 Structures or sites which are primarily of significance in

the field of religion or to religious bodies but are not of national

importance in other fields of the history of the United States such

as political military or architectural history will not be eligible

for consideration

8 Structures or sites of recent historical importancerelatingto events or persons within 50 years will not as a rule be

eligible for consideration
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